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Slipping in

Music makers
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Lakers will face defending
regional champion's in semis
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Cadwell named Fourth District
Player of the Year

U.S. Navy Band to visit
Murray State on March 21st
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Climbing high

Air-cured, dark fired
price supports are up
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MURRAY. KY

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger... Times Staff Writer

WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

What has turned into a great year
for air-cured tobacco sales may
turn into even a greater year next
year.
Price supports for air-cured as
well as dark fired tobacco will
increase next year, according to an
announcement Tuesday by The
Department of Agriculture. Aircured quota, which determines how
much producers can grow, will also
increase 20 percent next year.
These numbers mean a boon for
area producers, according to Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association Director Will Ed
Clark, who said Calloway air-cured
producers saw the best floor prices
ever this year.
The new higher quota and price
support will mean a lower "no net"
fee — money paid by producers to
ensure taxpayers won't have to
subsidize the tobacco industry —
which stands at S7 per hundred
_pounds, Clark said.

WORLD
CAPE TOWN, South Africa
— The government said Tuesday that 2,874 political exiles
have been given permission to
return to South Africa with
immunity from prosecution. The
announcement came two .days
before the repatriation was to
begin.

STATE
WASHINGTON — U.S.
Rep. Jim Bunning said he may
challenge Dem
t Wendell
Ford when the v ran senator
comes up for re-election next
year. Bunning told The Ken
Lucky Post on Monday that hc
would make a decision this S!.!72
ma or "a little later."

SPORTS
INDIAN WELLS, Calif. —
Top-seeded Stefan Edberg breezed past Argentina's Martin
Jaitc 6-3, 6-2 in the second
round of the Newsweek Champions Cup. Edbcrg, the defending
champion, saved all throe break
points Jaite had agiinst him and.
never lost his ser4k.

BUSINESS

Temperatures climbed Wednesday and so did students at Robertson Elementary. These students, part of
Rebecca Cunningham's kindergarten class, take advantage of the 65-degree weather for play on the slide.
Staff photo by Mark Cooper

By MARK COOPER
Murray Lodger & Timas Staff Writer

Nancey France, an assistant professor in the Department of Nursing at Murray State University, was
elected vice-president of the Faculty Senate Tuesday. the first Woman
to hold an executive officer's posi-

tion with the senate.
France, a native of Morton, Ill.,
joined the MSU faculty in 1982
after working at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital as a
charge nurse in the coronary care,
intensive care and sub-intensive
care units.
She received a bachelor of sci-

ence in nursing degree (BSN) from
Murray.,State in 1980 after receiving a diploma from the Methodist
Medical Center of Illinois. She also
received a master of science in
nursing degree (MSN) from Vanderbilt University in Nashville in
1984.
France is also a doctoral candi-

date for the Ph.D at Ine University
of Colorado's Health Sciences
Center.
France was elected by acclamation by the senate following a
report from a nomination
committee.
The vice president's post was
vacated when former vice president

Community center progresses

-•_.

(Cont'd on page 2)

Clearing and much colder
tonight. Lows around 30. Northwest wind diminishing to 10
mph. Partly sunny and cool
Thursday. Highs around 45.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.5. 0.0 below 326.2, -2.3
Barkley Lake
_
354.8, +0.2 below 322.3, -8.9

INDEX

Ray Conklin moved into the president's position following the resig.--nation of Farouk Umar.
Conklin welcomed new faculty
members to a short reception preceding the senate meeting and
encouraged them to hecnme
(Cont'd on page 2)

The George Weaks Community Center continues to progress, gaining new offices continually. Recently,
Rupert Wells Nix, superintendent of works for the community center was adding finishing touches to the
interior of the building such as lights and exit signs.
Staff plicso by Marianna Alexander

GOLDEN POND, KY.— Visitors
to TVA's Land Between The Lakes
• this season will see a lot of the
changes they've requested in the past.
with more to come in the future. i
Facilities are being improved and
programs, services and activities are,
being modernized to meet customer
needs expressed through numerous
surveys. One facility -- Empire Farm
-- has been closed and those resources
redirected to improvements else- .
where, according to Charles Buffington. LBL manager. However, efforts
to find other potential operators and
uses for the facility continue and some
of the more popular events have been
moved to The Homeptace-1850.
All of TVA is reassessing the
business it does and the level of
quality with which it accomplishes
that business," said Buffington."TVA
is focusing on fewer activities but
doing them better than ever. Quality
concerns and customer service are to
be the cornerstones of everything the
agency does. LBL is playing a key
role in helping achieve TVA objectives -- particularly environmental
leadership. That means change here as
it has in the rest of the agency,''

explained Buffington.
Among those changes is a major
renovation of Hillman Ferry campground. more
environmentally
oriented programs and activities for
campers.including a recyucling program. and str9gthening: of environmental themes in programs and activi- „....
ties enjoyed by al i 1.13L audiences.
- Sightseeing. which -surveys:show 70 percent of LBL visitors participate
in. will also he a major target as well.

President soars
in latest polls
to 90% approval
By MIKE ROBINSON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — President
Bush soared to 90 percent approval
following victory in the Persian
Gulf, according to a poll released
Tuesday that also showed discon(Cont'd on page 2)
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Quality concerns, service
prompt LBL improvements

FORECAST

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

•••

France elected vice president of Faculty Senife

WASHINGTON — Factory
orders for manufactured goods
dropped 1.7 percent in January.
their third straight decline, the
government said, but analysts
saw signs of some improvement
by summer.

Two Sections — 26 Pages
Classifieds
8B, 9B
Comics
8B
Crosswords
7B
Dear Abby
12A
Horoscope
!slurray Today,
5A, 6A
Obituaries
14A
Perspective
4A
Sports
2B, 3B

The fee may drop to as low as 52
per hundred pounds, Clark said.
The new quota comes after the
Feb. 25 sale of. 5.3 million pounds.
of air-cured tobacco kept in the
"pool" by the .association and her
sister organizations, the Eastern
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association and the _Ste:Tinning District
Tobacc6 Growers Association,
Clark said.
The large amounts kept in the
pool — some from as far back as
1982 — had kept things "at a
standstill" .regarding quotas, Olt
said.
- The associations .were reluctant
to recommend higher quotas until
companies purchased the poet
money and companies were r ti•l uctant to purchase the pool tob cco'
which is generally of low quality-and has been rejected by earlier
buyers.
But tobacco compines, which
Went overseas last year for 2.5 million pounds of tobacco as year.

Red Cross plane carries allied POWs to freedom
By RICHARD PYLE
Associated Press Writer

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia,— A
Red Cross plane carrying 15 former allied prisoners of war, including 15 Americans, arrived in the
Saudi capital today after a flight
from Baghdad.
Earlier in the day, two planes

took 294 Iraqi POWs from Saudi
Arabia to Baghdad — the first
release by the allies of more than
63,000 Iraqi soldiers captured in
the Gulf War.
The plane carrying the allied soldiers touched down at a Riyadh air
base at about 4:15 p.m. (8:15 a.m.
EST), and the former POWs were
greeted by officials of their respec-

uve governments.
Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf,
commander of U.S. forces in Operation Desert Storm, was among
those welcoming the former captives, whose departure from the
Iraqi capital had been delayed a
day by bad weather.
The Iraqi government, which
freed 10 other allied POWs Mon-

day, said the 35 were the last prisoners of war it held.
The group that arrived in Saudi
Arabia today included 15 Americans; nine Britons, nine Saudis, one
Kuwaiti and one Italian, officials of
the International Committee of the
Red Cross said in Geneva.
The Americans who left Baghdad today were en route to the

Navy hospital ship USS Mercy off
Bahrain before returning to the
United States.
The allied POWs, dressed in yellow jumpsuits with PW written on
the back, were turned over to the
Red Cross Tuesday, but rain and
high winds delayed their departure
(Cont'd on page 27
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the first returning, arriving on
Thursday.
Among the POWs released were
(Cont'd'froni page 1) '
two women soldiers. Army Maj.
from Baghdad.
Rhonda L. Cornum, 36,-.of East
The release of prisoners was
,LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -- A 'September." Mrs. Wright
Aurora
, N.Y., freed - TuesdAP!' and,
agreed to at a meeting of allied and
said in a from," she said Tuesday night.
Army Spc. Melissa Rathbun-Nealy: Jefferson County soldier who had
telephone interview from SL Louis.
Iraqi commanders at a desert airsMyers attended Lone Oak High
20, of Newaygo, Mich.. freed never seen his 3-month-old daught"He's never seen Devin. He left _ _.S.c.hool from...1978 through 1980
tripin southern Iraq on Sunday as
er
and 3 Paducah reservist...-have. when I was six months
Monday.
'
pregnant.part of the allied terms for a perwhen he dropped out to join the
Cornum was .one.—of three sol- been reported killed in the Pvisian , The couple had been married 20
manent cease-fire.
Army. He was married to Trade
diers reported missing over the Gill. military officials said."'
months.
Wynn Mabry. an Air Force docMorehead Myers, a native of BanArmy Cpl. Kevin E. Wright, 23.
weekend while on a search-andMrs. Wright. who is originally
tor, .said the _ allied POWs will
rescue- mission in a Chinook heli- of Louisville, and another soldier
from St. Louis, said the baby will :dana. The couple had no children.
spend three or four days aboard the
Joanne Myers said that after
copter. The others, also free,•1 were killed and four others'slightly
"probably go-through a part where
Mercy.
servin
f„n-thire
g on active duty for four
d
Saturd
ay
in Iraq when a
today. include Army .Spc. Troy L.
she won't understand, but then
Six Americans, three Britons and
years,
her son returned to Paducah
Dunlap, 20. of Massae, Ill.. and trash fire accidentally spread and
she'll be proud of her father."
an Italian were treed Monday. Docbefore moving to Texas to attend
Army and Staff Sgt. Daniel J. Sta- ignited nearby ammunition, offiWright, a member of D Comtors who accompanied the Amerischool.
cials revealed Tuesday.
maris Jr., 31, of Boise, Idaho.
pany. 1st Battalion, 18th Infantry
cans to the Mercy said they were in
Also Tuesday, :Fort Campbell
Rathbun-Nealy told her parents
Funerals serviees for Wright
Regiment. had been in the Army
she spent her captivity in solitary reported-the death in Saudi Arabia
for four years, Mrs. Wright said. !Age expected to be held in St.
confinement in a cell in Baghdad. of Spec. 4 Donald R. Myers, 29, of
Louis. hut a memorial service was
Wright. who had attended Atherton
She passed the hours and days by the Paducah -based 80:7th MASH
scheduled Friday in Louisville.
and Butler high schools in Louisrecalling memories from school in unit of the Army Reserves. Myers
. Funeral semco for Myers were
ville, planned to make the military
Grand Rapids and singing gospel was found dead in his sleeping bag
a career.
nth final Tuesday night.
on March 2. said Bill Harralson.
songs.
"lie was very proud of his coun-----Signs posted in RathbtirOlealy*s publie----affa-ifs-officer.
sTc said. "He Was over there
Both -deaths were 'Cla-ssilled- as
because he wanted to bc."
hometown were changed from non -combat.
..,
Wright's parents, Bet* Brown"Pray for Melissa" to "Thank
The Murray State University
Wright. an infantry an stationed
OVC Player of the Year Popeye
ing and Andrew Wright. live in
God
She's
Racer basketball team is not the
Comin
g
Home.
"
at Fort Bending. Ga...leaves a wife.
Jones and the team's chances as it
The U.S. command released the Mona, a 6-year
only team happy to be hosting the joins the field of 64
Louisville. His mother said he had
-old .
who will comnames of other Americans freed Rennie Stone all-Wristepdaughter.
Ohio Valley Conference Tournawritten her about what he was feelpete for the national crown in the
w
ght, and his
Tuesda
ment. The competition also means
y.
ing
as he waited for the ground war (Cont'd from page 1)
3-month-old daughter. Devin NoelNCCA tournament. Smith said.
The Marines included Lt. Col. le Wright
a boost for local businesses.
with Iraqi forces.
tent over the economy and other
"Everyone's betting on Murray
.
Clifford M. Acree, 39, of Se-attic:Breakfast at Rudy's - Restaurant and Pop,eye." Smith
''He - talked about if he didn't
domestic issues.
"Ile's been over there since—
said. "People
Capt. Michael C. Berryman, 28, of
downtown, for example, has turned
come home — and he talked about
.The 'ABC News-Washington
are _excited about the Racers —
Cleveland. Okla., Chief Warrant
into a hotbed of OVC conversation
that a lot — that he was in a good
Post poll showed Bush. riding. a
always have been."
Officer Guy L. Hunter Jr.. 46. of
and excitement, according to coplace where he was happy and not
crest of popularity following the
Smith said .extra help and food
Moultrie. Ga.: Capt. Russell A.C.
owner Opal Smith.
to worry.' the mother said.
triumph over Iraq. 27 points ahead
are also on hand during tournament
Sanborn. 27. of DeLand. Fla.. and
Among the hottest topics are
She said her son was baptized in
of the 63 percent approval he
time because of extra _business
Maj. Joseph J. Small III. 39. of
the Roman Catholic faith while in
scored in- a similar survey three
which is generated by the
Racine. Wis.
the Mideast.
months. ago.
tournament.
Three area residents were injured
The former POWs in the Air
- He was a son that every - mother
A full 94 percent expressed
Smith's Restaurant will he suppForce were Col. David W. Eberls. Tuesday in a two-vehicle accident
would want as far as expressing his
approval for tne way Bush has
lying meals to OVC teams between
north
Mayfie
of
ld. according to a
43, of Brazil, Ind., Maj. Jeffrey S.
love and his concern." the mother
handled the Persian Gulf War. Just
games at the tournament. Smith
report from the Kentucky State
• - •
Tice.
35.
of
Sellers
ville.
-Pa.-;
said.
49 percent approved of the way he
(apt.
said, as well as offering food in the
_police.
Say no to !Thgn-fat foods
Military officials said the aecihas handled ,the economy.
tournament VIP room for visitors -William F. Andrew's. 32. of SvraGuthrie U. Cecil. 71. of Rt. 1.
-cuse.
N.Y.. Lt. Col. Jeffrey D. Fox.
dent
under
was
The poll was conducted Friday
investi
gation.
and sportwriters. she said.
-14-tekory. -was - easthouftd rfri• KenWrisht's sister. Dana Wright. through Monday among a random
The Racers have claimed the -39, of Fall- River, Mass. Capt. Kai! tucky .849 at the intersection of
ry. M. Roberts. 30. of Savarurah.
said she wanted to know- how a
sample_of 1.215 adults nationwide
regular season championship and
Ga.,
Capt. Richard D. Storr, 29, of .U.S. 45 _nine miles north of Maytrash fire could result in such a
and has a margin uncertainty of 3
hosted the tournament for the three
field when he apparently did not
Spokane. Wa.h., and 1st Lt. Robert
tragedy.
percentage points either way.
of the last four sears.
ean
oncomi
ng car and pulled
J. Sweet. 24. of Philadelphia.
"I felt like something wasn't
Bush's net approval stood at 63
Rudy's received two new owners
into its path around .3:519
Celebrations were already under
watched,'' she said.
percent
on Dec. 2, climbed to 79
Monday when Linda' and 'Glenn
police said.
way in Michael Berry man's 'homeThe name of the other soldier
percent Jan. 27--and then lofted to
„Richerson began work at the
Cecil's
car
was
hit by another
town of -Cleveland. Okla. •About
killed
90 percent in the current survey.
'restaurant. Sm::h .a:d. -They've
driver. - by 40-year-old Authur L. being in the trash fire accident was
250 Students from Westside
withheld pending notification
Net disapproval tumbled from 33
really been initiated
week." Elementary. Schoo:
Reed. of. Boaz, who was travellmg
.
where
his
of
wife
next
kir,..a
of
percent
statem
on Dec. 2 to 19 percent or
ent
issued
at
Smith said.
on U.S. .45. police said.
.
teaches. matched to the Berryman
Fort Benning said.
Jan. 27 and then fell to its current
The Richerson's purchased one
Cecil was admitted with back
'home car- ing
US
s and
The injured, all from the 197th
level of 9 percent.
of the hl.s:ness from Smith's
American Heart
and neck injuries to Baptist Hospishouting "U-S-.A" and "Cap:a:b.
Hann%
Brigad
1 he 49 percent approval of the
e,
identif
were
ied
as
broincr. Johnny M,:Cage.
busiAssociation
•
tal in Paducah. police said.
Maj. Daniel J. Bourgoine, 36:
way Bush is handling the economy
ness—emplpyees and hours w ill
Besides . Rathhun-Nealy. Amer:Reed. and a passenger in- the
Spec. Joseph H. Cameron. 20:
did represent-a slight upswing from
remain' the- Same. Srn.:th baid.
_ans released Monday .r.cluded
Reed vehicle. 45-year-old William
Spec.. Michael L. Brooks. 25: and
the 45 percent he scored on Jan.
avv pi:ot Lt. Robert -Wetie.
R. Ross. of Rt 4 ii7,111S1e:j.
Rice. Robert L. Coniglio. 23.
27. In the current survey'. 47 perwere
rgini.: Beach. Va.. an,,: h:.
-The four 'injared were being
cent expressed disapproval, a drop
bombardier. Lt. Jeffrey N._ 4,14...
at the 93rd Evacuation Hosfrom 49 percent on Jan. 27 that is .
28..of Ch.:rry 1E11,
. Army Spc.
Sa4di Arabra•and are in
with:rr the margin of uncertainty.
i ort
stable conditton. the statement said.
Asked how -the economy is farTexas. A.7 Force %1i. Thomas
They still don't know," what
ing. 10 percent in the current poll
Griffith,. .34. of Goldsiooro. N C
ha7pened. Mrs. Wright said.
said it,was getting better, up from 6
an Navy LI. -Randolph S
- lhere has not been an offic,a1
(Cont'd from page 1)
..26
percent on Jan. 27. Fifty-three perof
story.' They said with 60 to 90
nave gotten tired of 1y.v:ng. .csscent said getting worse, down from
quality product and -decided to days I should know something.'
65 percent on Jan. 27. And 36 perMyers' mother. Joanne Myers of
:)urchase the pool to free up the
cent said the economy was slaying
Lone Oak in McCracken „County'.
uuota. -Clark sad.
the same, up from 28 percent.
16th at Chestnut
Nineteen percent saict-they were
The U.S. tobacco . companies. said the Army also is unsure of
759-1529
oecause the U.S. .supply was not - how her son died.
better off financially than they
(Cont'd from page 1)
"'The autopsy isn't completed
:here. thought they'd
were in 1989 when Bush became
r',11•••
better off
•
•••
yet.
Wc don't know - what he died
itTe
toloacco and get
president in 1989. but 18 percent
• up so the s coa:d have
said they were in worse financial
•••
__., to quai: iuhO that they
•,,ty
condition. Six-ty-three percent said
the most.- Clark said.
they were about the same.
Life. Major Medical. Annuities.
• g fac._. • '7 a "fa....
The 20 per,ent increase in a.•
.other results:
:red
whi-Ch will mean ab,
Medicare Supplement. Nursing
—Eighty percent said the nation
: per. acres for Calloway farm-e'.
is not making enough progress on
John G• Home. Home Health Care.
probably not have happe:.„:
the budget deficit. poverty, or
One
'Th7
not for :he sale. Clark said.
crime.
Three
Murray
men,
locat:,
have
been
1Dc :ne
to 7c7orzs, price sup—Nearly- 75 percent
• arrested following the disco‘ery of
id the
agcmch. House located
will climb by 7
stolen tools at their home Tuesday, nation should he mak
more
Stree.t.
Griffin said.
- •.0 51.367—per
407,MaPle
piogresv nn_drugs
a.ccorchng_ to a report frOm the :Kenealth
care.
The senate also:
7errirte y.,pp or
--Seven in 10 were dissatisfied
tucky State Police.
• appointed Dianne O'Br,
:s to 5-:..if)-z per
. - eas
with progress on the economy and
Arrested' were 25-year -old
chair of a nominatiOn corn -- :tee
Joseph Lee Miller, Darell D. edueation, six in 10 with progress
for the 1991-92 senate off,--,
•
•• airon the environment.
. 21, and......Christopher T.
:, • . A ,
• appointed Dieter Jedan as ..7.4.r
• 22, all of Rt. 3. Murray.
of an ad hoc comn-.2ttee to help
Each was charged with
study the administ v
reCep. ng stolen property' over 5100
and other charges are....pending.
pollee said.
The men were arrested around ,
2:30 p.m. after KSP officers
0
searched- -their -home' and garage
Shell
about nine miles east of Murray on
Kentucky 94 after an investigation.
police sa:d.
Police reportedly found tools.
recently reported stolen, valued at
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -more than 52.000 at the- home.
Here are Tuesday's winning
A 1991 Chevrolet•S-10 pickup
numbers selected by the Kenand other property were confistucky Lottery: Pick 3: 6
:
4-8.
cated during the search. police
said.
All three suspects were lodged in
the 'Calloway County Jail.
KSP officers-from Post I in MayAE
field were assisted by KSP officers'
Open
s
t
4 p.m. Hwy. 641N 753-4141
3999
from Bowling Green. accotding to
'54.4 R (lig I Si' SE SJi "
reports.
Oatio-'•err• er'
£:.:L.111.:
Reg, S45
'
Clam Dinner
'3.69
good physical and men4condition
and ,bad been treated well.
Twenty-eight Americans and one
Saudi remain missing in action and
unaccounted for. Maj. Gen. Martin/
Brandtner, deputy director of operations for the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
said in Washington on Tuesday
that there-was- ThYreigein to qt-TE.lion iraq's_statement that it held no
more allied prisoners.
All across America. towns were
preparing welcome the POWS, as
well as about 15.000 soldiers —
the first troops to leave the Persian
Gulf area. Pentagon sources- said
the 82nd Airborne Divisibn —
among the first units sent to the
gulf in August — would be among

.6
•

Paducah, Louisville soldiers reported killed
•••

Downtown restaurant ready
for OVC business, excitement
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5 Seafood Dinners
'3.99 & Under
Monday-Thursday
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Bit Size Shrimp
2 Pc. Whitefish Dinner
Deviled Crab Dinner
2 Pc. Farm Catfish Dinner

a

•
Sale pnce effective
through Saturday. March 9

Pig* wig*

'3.99
'3.59
'3.99
53.99

VETERINARY
MEDICAL CENTER

Baked Potato 40' extra Salad Bar '1 00 extra

Thursday Fish
& Seafood

NEW SALON HOURS:
-• -.., ,
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Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
C 1991 JCPenrwry Company Inc

witus

Fl:
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At
Pr

OPENING MARCH 4

Includes hushpuppies, slaw & french fries

Buffet

On(
has
pre
con
you
tog

Jeannine Buchanan, DVM
Patty Howard, Marcia Key, Susan Thorn
Friendly Service and Quality Care for Your Pet

Variey of fish and SPecial
Price $5I
seafood selections.

753-7011

715 S. 12th St. (Formerly Headquarters)
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Fourth Annual Celebrate Women Conference 1991 was success with more than 300 attending
U.

ligh
980
the

or: '•-• '
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By M4RIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

The Fourth Annual Celebrate
Women Conference 1991 was held
Tuesday at the Curris Center at
Murray State University.
Constance Alexander, Virginia
Slimmer and Roberta Garfield cochaired the traditional event, which
included, the establishment of a
Celebrate Women Scholarship,
funded by contributions and
revenues from the sale of cassette
tapes, from the various lectures
which were given throughout the
day.
The first $1,000 raised through
the conference will be matched by

the MSU Foundation to provide a
scholarship for a full-time, female
student classified as nontraditional,
More than 300 were estimated as
attending the conference open to
both genders as well as the public.
"The conference was really successful, with a lot of positive comments from both the community
and the university," Alexander
said.

being, to provide opportunities for
networring among women from a
variety of interests, backgrounds
and ages, and finally, to provide a
consciousness-raising route to
enlighten about the capabilities and
talents of women.
"I was most pleased with the
luncheon speakers, who were
guests from the faculty of the University of Kentucky. They did a
twenty-two month study on the
employment and treatment of
women at UK. The women were
excellent, just superb presenters.
They exceeded far beyond my
expectations, by presenting interesting results from such in depth
research," Garfield said.

The 1991 Steering Committee
for Celebrate Women formulated
goals for the organization. Those
goals included: offering women the
opportunity to expand their knowledge of subjects vital to their well

Budget Director Darman expects Congress
to rebel against proposed Medicare cut
WASHINGTON (AP) — White
House Budget Director Richard G.
Darman said Tuesday he does not
expect Congress to go along with
President Bush's proposed $25 billion cut in Medicare spending.
"That doesn't mean we can't get
some of it done," Darman told the

House Ways and Means Committee. "We've tried hard not to target
beneficiaries," instead relying on
doctors, hospitals and others who
provide medical tare to bear more
of the burden, he added.
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, D-111.,
chairman of the committee, called

Bush calls for national will to fight
crime in this "can-do nation"
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush said today a U.S. soldier
in the Persian Gulf may have
"actually been safer in the midst of
the largest armored offensive in
history than he would have been on
the streets of his own hometown."
Speaking at an anti-crime "summit" convened by Attorney General Dick Thornburgh, Bush said the
country should call on the same
national will that won the Persian
Gulf War to defeat street crime in
the nation's cities.
"Now that the shooting has
stopped overseas, We've got to
redouble our efforts to silence the
guns here at home," he told a
group of law. enforcement officers
attending the meeting.
"Just look at what we've done
in the gulf — our pilots, our
missile-men, the impressive logistics and diplomatic operations," he
said, describing the United States

as a ''can-do natiOn."
"Today at home, we must seize
the day. The kind of moral force
and national will that freed Kuwait
City from abuse can free America's
cities from crime," he said.
"During the first three days of
the ground offensive, more Americans were killed in some American
cities than at the entire Kuwait
Front," Bush said. "Think of it,
one of our brave national guardsmen may have actually been safer
in the midst of the largest armored
offensive in history than he would
have been on the streets of his own
hometown."
"It's outrageous, it's wrong and
it's going to change," he said.
Furthermore, he said, "Too
many times, in too many cases, too
many criminals go free because the
scales of justice are unfairly loaded
against dedicated lawmen and
women like you."

the Medicare proposal in the 1992
budget grossly unjust and entirely
unacceptable. "Cuts of this size
pose a serious threat to the quality
and performance of Medicare providers, particularly large, inner-city
hospitals," he said.
In last year's big deficitreduction bill there "was a bipartisan agreement we weren't going to
make more Medicare cuts," Rostenkowski said.
"Nothing in the budget agreement says we can't propose additional spending cuts," Darman
replied. -"The rate of growth in
spending for these (health and
other social) programs is enormous. That can't continue."
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DR.
GOTT
by Peter Gott M.D. DEAR DR. GOTT Would you
please comment on the possible complications of angioplasty. as well as
the success rate'
DEAR READER. Angioplasty is a
way of treating arterial blockages
without surgery. During the procedure, the doctor threads a catheter
(thin tube), part of which is covered by
a deflated balloon, into the blocked
artery. After the balloon has been positioned (under X-ray guidance) in the
vicinity of the obstruction, it is suddenly inflated
The rapid increase in pressure
stretches and cracks the obstruction
which is then harmlessly carried
away in the circulation. Angioplasty
has been successfully used to treat
narrowed arteries in almost any part
of the body. notably the aorta and the
coronary arteries
•
The major problem with the technique is re-blockage days or weeks
later. beclru.se blood clots readily
form in the treated part of the artery.
leading to another obstruction. Thus.
the procedure may have to be repeated — or the involved segment may
,have to be surgically by-passed
Success rates depend on technical
.factors — such as the extent of the obstruction — and the skill of the doctor. Therefore, these rates vary from
hospital to hospital
If you have been told you need angioplasty to unblock an artery. you
should question the doctor or the specialist to whom you are referred)
about his or her previous experiences
and success rates with similar cases
Should the answers—appear unsatisfactory, ask for 'referral to another
doctor for a second opinion.
Angioplasties have traditionally
been performed by surgeons, however. radiologists, cardiologists and
nephrologists (kidney specialists) are
now performing the procedures. As a
general rule, doctors who frequently'
perform angioplasties are more
skilled than are physicians who do

SAVE

few Hence, you will be best served by
an experienced physician.
DEAR DR. GOTT I have a craving
for chalk. I eat one stick a day. My favorite is the large sidewalk chalk in
red, white and blue I am also anemic
Is the chalk harmful to me'There are
a lot of people like me out here who
need your direction
DEAR READER Pica is the crav-

ing to eat indigestible substances,
such as chalk, laundry starch, clay
and similar compounds. The condition
may be primary, meaning that it has
an emotional basis that should be addressed by a doctor, who may suggest
counseling. Or the pica may be secondary to iron-deficiency anemia.
The basis of this relation is not understood, but once the anemia has been
treated with iron supplements, the
pica disappears

c1-4411W
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FOR SALE
* NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

Why do you own your home and cars,
but lease or rent your gas tank?
Doesn't that sound fuelish!
0000000000000000000000000OU

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hvvy. 80 East, Hardin, KY
(1) 354-8011
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SAVE 15c ON 16 OZ. PRAIRIE FARM711111m
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What's Your Blood Pressure?
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SAVE 30c ON 3 8 OZ. PRAIRIE FARMS
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REGULAR YOGURT

One out of six adults
has high blood
pressure. It can be
controlled. You and
your doctor4an do it
together.
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SAVE 15c ON HALF GALLON PRAIRIE
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WE GUARANTEE TO HAVE A LOWER GAS PRICE

OF
FEATURING THE BEST

78,000 Kentuckians who enrolled
in JTPA programs.
Of the $56,010,287 the state
expects to receive, S27,522,668
will go to the 11 regional delivery
areas for programs for low-income,
unemployment and underemployed
youth and adults. An additional
S13,410,523 will go to the regional
systems for summer programs for
youths age 16 to 21 who are members of low-income families.
A council made up of business
and government- representatives in
each region decides the type and
number of programs to be funded.
The cabinet will' use the remaining money to help dislocated workers find new jobs, provide education programs, offer incentive
awards and assistance to regional
areas, help older workers and
administer the program.

.
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Kentucky's share ofjob
training money declines
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's share of federal Job
Training Partnership Act funds will
be substantially less in the coming
year because of lower unemployment figures, officials said
• Wednesday.
The state will share $56 million
with 11 regional agencies that provide employment and training services in the fiscal year that begins
July 1, according to the Cabinet for
Human Resources. That figure is
$6.6 million less than the current
year.
Each state's allocation of JTPA
money is based on a formula that
includes the number of unemployment and economically disadvantaged residents. At the highest,
level, theretvere 1.66 million people working in the state last year.
Also during last year, there were
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Letters to the Editor

Looking for the right word

Alpha Mu thanks supporters
of Fashion Show/Silent Auction

Sometimes we try too hard. And
sometimes, like Homer, we nod. Those are the only explanations that
come readily to mind in browsing
Dear Editor,
through a file of clippings tabled
This letter is to give the grateful thanks of Alpha Mu #4760. Epsilo
n
"Wrong Word!"
. Sigma Alpha International, to you and Jo Burkeen, for the outsta
nding
Back in October, the Port Arthur
help you gave us for the Fashion Show/Silent Auction for St.
Jude Child(Texa
s) News carried a story about a
ren's Research Hospital on Feb. 23. Total raised and sent to St.
Jude's is
change in local election laws. The
$1,t14.
change drew "venomous protests"
We also wish to thank WKMS-FM, MSU-TV Cablevision,
MSU Public
from Jefferson County Republican
Radio Stations, WMHS Murray High School and Murray Broadc
asting
leaders. But as the story made clear,
TV-46 and Radio/Cablevision.
the GOP protests may have been
We also list the following businesses and personal contributors
in sinvigorous, and they may have been
cere appreciation for their cheerful help:
vehement, but they plainly were not
Artline Picture Frames, Corn-Austin, Bel-Air Decor, Captain D's, Car"verie
mous." How did the.word slip
olyn's Corner, Charlie's Safe-T Pharmacy, Danny's Gas Mart, Dumplin's
in?
Restaurant, Arne and Ann Erickson, Falwell Refrigeration, Finley JewelThe . Seattle Post-Intelligencer
ers, Fisher-Price Co.. C&J Brandon Florist, Patsy Higgins, Holida
y Inn,
noted
in January that residents of the
Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan, Jaidy's of Murray, Judy
and, city's Capitol Hill area
Shere's Beauty Shop, Keith's Lawn and Tractor Center, Kopperud
'once again arc
Realty,
being plagued by' an old nemesis.
Kroger Food Stores, Kut 'n Kurl. Majestic Royale Restaurant,
Nancy
muggings." This was a mistaken apMeloan, Murray Bank, Murray Florist, Murray Insurance Agency,
Peoples
plication of a useful allusion. NU
Bank, Piggly Wiggly, The Place, Purdom Motors, Quickprint
of Murray.
dictionary of classical allusions. pub"Republic Savings & Loan, Rolling Hills Nursery, Ross Insura
lished by Facts on - File. identifies
Sammons' Bakery, Diane Samples, Shoney's Restaurant, Sirloince Co.,
n StockNemesis, the goddess of vengeance.
ade, Terry's Paint and Decorating, Treas Do-It Center, Treasure House
of
as the daughter of Erebus (hell) atid
Gifts, True Value Murray Home & Auto. Twin Lakes Office Produc
ts.
Ny x (night). In contemporary usage. a
The Shoe Tree. Walter and Helen Steffen and Wiggins Furnit
ure.
nemesis is a persistent. formidable.
Our gratitude also to JCPenney Co., Jan Pooley, manager; Saman
tha
usual victorious rival .who exacts
Bragg, JCPenney visual coordinator; to Kennita Oldham of MSU who
did
• the fashion descriptions, and to our commentator Ann Adams. Thank
some form of retribution. A mugger
s to
doesn't qualify.
models Dortha Bailey. Leah Baust, Jeannie Billington, Bradle
y and BranThinking of ClaSSIcal allusions: In
die Burkeen, Emily Helton. Patsy Higgins, Angie Higgins, Kriste
n Kemp.
December the St. Augustine (Fla.;
Carol Lewis. Helen Steffen,.Marty Terhune and Jill and Ginger
Terhune.
Record carried a feature story on
Special thanks also to Oneida White. musician.
-"party line" telephone conversation,
Thank you.
Helet Steffen
Publicity Chairman
Alpha Mu #4760
ESA International
Murray. Ky. 42071

-among strangers. Some participants
are bold mans are shy. "One caller
gets brave and Crosses the rubicund.''
Crosses the what? In 49 B.C.. so the
story goes. Julius Caesar defied the
Roman Senate by crossing over the
boundars between Italy and Gaul. He
crossed the Rubicon River. Allusions
are splendid devices, but let us allude
w:th care.
Or. the morning of Superbowl
XX-V. a sports-writer for the Charleston ;S.C.: News & Courier had words
of -praise for the Giants' quarterback
Jeff Hostetler. He is a "career backup
jettisoned to instant celebrity by Phil
Simms season-ending foot injury.Jettisoned.' Its a fine word. dating
from !S50 or thereabout.s, but it
-means —to dificard; to cast off as
superfluous.- That wasn't what happened to Hostetler.
In Texas. a writer for the Cox New-s

Service reported a sharp decline in the
number of court cases involving illegal hunting. A headline read:
"Game violation cases soaring downward." How can you soar downward?
Remember Howard Cosell? He
loved the word "plethora" and it
worked overtime. He came to mind a
few months ago as I was reading a
letter to the editor of the Bloomington
(Ind.) Herald-Times."Ms. Williams is
obviously experiencing a plethora of
distress over a previous letter..." To
determine public attitudes, reporters
should ask "a plethora of people" how
they feel about homosexuality. The
word is offensive "to a plethora of the
population."
The writer was trying too hard.
"Plethora" comes from a Greek word
meaning "fullness." In ordinary usage
(as distinguished from medical usage.
where "plethora" has a specific meaning), a plethora is simply an excess, a
superabundance. Houston has a
plethora of office buildings. An open
primary' election is likely to have a
plethora of candidates. -The writer
who insists on using SI0 words ought
to use them at a discount. This would have been sound advice
for an Associated Ness writer who
worked up an article in November on,
animal rights activists and their crusade against fur coats. Organizers of a
Fur Free Friday say their work "has

put a palatable dent in sales." Maybe
the wnter meant an agreeable, pleasant. enjoyable dent in sales, bo one
can't be' sure. A palpable dent?
A
perceptible dent? Hard to say.
James Holderman resigned last
summer as president of the University
of South Carolina. The Columbia
State reported that the university's
programs would continue nonetheless. "The university's inertia should
not be slowed." Good for the school!
But ,
!low does one slow inertia?
Goosi writers cherish good words,
,i.c....words that have precise meanings.
One such word is "alibi." Last summer
a writer for the San Francisco Examiner said that Cincinnati's Pete
Rose "can't alibi himself" by saying it
was too hard to stay away from
gambling. We ought not to abuse
''alibi' in this fashion. Yes, I know
that dictionaries give "excuse" as a
synonym for alibi, but lexicographers
do all kinds of things they have no
business doing. An alibi is a plea of
having been, somewhere else at the
time an act was committed.
You will understand that I am not
condemning long words, exotic
words, foreign words or words that
give' a 'Writer pleasure. To borrow
from Mr. Browning. all I am suggesting is that when we reach for an
unusual'word, let us not reach too far
beyond our grasp.
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Gulf War only an 'experiment in
death second only to nuclear terror
Dear Editor,
On Friday President Bush spoke to the joy of'the American people
over
the successful conclusion of the gulf war. Of course we are all joyful
that
the cost in American lives was4eLlight even though. is Genera
l Schwanzkopf said. "One life lost is one too many." The high-tech weapo
ns performed magnificently- except perhaps in one instance in which
a herd of
camels was slaughtered being mistakenly interpreted by radar
to be Iraqi
soldiers fleeing in retreat.
In my Opinion. we have just conducted an experiment in death
second
only to nuclear terror. The prospect of such power continuingis
mind
Niggling. Before this technology of death was unleashed. soldie
rs used to
fight and die (also insane, but generally accepted). but now soldie
rs fight
and their wives and chidren die. We of course, by virtue of
our geography, have not at this point needed to be concerned about such
things. Our
wars are fought on other peoples' soil.
Someone an HPR noted that nations in trouble need only dial
911 and
U.S. technology would come running. Well perhaps. but only
partially.
true. There are many despots about the world every bit as cruel
and'despicable as Saddam Hussein. but he cries of their people go unhee
ded by
U.S: 911. China's genecide and systematic brutality in Tibet
is barely
worth mentioning to the American people. If we listen carefu
lly we may
hear ah occasional complaint from Senator Kennedy's office,
but on the
whole. the human rights violations of these gentle and religi
ous people
are swept under the rug. Of course we can't go to war with China
, but is
it acceptable to extend to them our most favored nation
status?
Now that Kuwait is free and the oil is liberated, do we return
to
ness as usual? As he viewed the ruins of Pearl Harbor, the Japane busc:' _
se general who led the attack. supposedly said, "We have awakened
a sleeping
giant,' Our sleeping giant now is technological deuruction. If
we, or any
other nation, on this very special planet called Earth contin
ue todarry• cru
with the systematic stauthter of innocents, the rules of the
Geneva Convention will have to be rewritten.
. A few- qu.otes here in closing — "We are there for three
letters oil o-i-l.
That is why we are in the Gulf. We are not there to save
democracy.
Saudi Arabia is not a democracy. Neither is Kuwait."
Sen. Robert
Dole. Oct. 17. 1990: "If you want to sum is up in one word'. it's
jobs.- —
James Baker, Nov. 14, 1990.
We will never know if diplomacy or negotiation could have saved
oil
or jobs. but, we know for sure that thousands of people are dead
becaus
e
we didnlaitry.
Sin
h,
Betty Duvall
132 Canton Lakeshore Circle
Cadiz. Kentucky, 42211

Today In History
Today is Wednesday. March 6. the 65th day of 1991.
There are 300
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 6, 1836, the Alamo in San Antonio. Texas, fell
to Mexican
forces after a 13-day siege. All 187 defenders of the missio
n compound
— including Davy Crockett and James Bowie — were
killed.
Today's Birthdays: TV personality Ed McMahon is 68. Condu
ctor Sarah Caldwell. is 67. CIA director William Webster is 67. The
chairman of
the Federal Reserve. Alan Greenspan, is 65. Former Washi
ngton
Mayor Marion S. Barry Jr. is 55. The first woman in space,
Soviet cosmonaut Valentina Tereshkova, is 54. Actor Ben Murphy is 49.
Opera singer
Dame Kin i Te Kanawa is 47. Actor-director Rob Reiner
is 44.
Thought for Today: "Le sens commun n'est pas si commu
n." (Common sense is not so common.) — Voltaire, French author and
philosopher
(1694-1778).
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Most experts blew it this time

There has to be an explanation.
In only a few days. we've almost
totally destroyed what one. expert
after another had told us was the.
fourth most powerful fighting force
in the world.
And expert after expert told us
that:I-yes, we would .S[. ITCiy win a
ground war, but it could take
weeks, maybe months of desert
warfare, and at a great -cost in
Ameritan lives.
Maybe I dozed off and missed it.
but of all the retired "generals' and
military analysts on the tube. did
even one of them say that in four
day's the world's fourth most powerful fighting force would be lookrig and acting like haggard recruit.s
on their first day in boot camp?
And the loss of American lives
would be fewer than we suffered in
a routine World War II skirmish?
As a matter of fact. someone did
predict it. No, not me. I'm no military expert. and I believed all those
;retired generals and sthink-tankers
who said it was going to be long.
hard and bloody.
But on Jan. 15. long before die
ground war began, an article
appeared on the op-ed page of this
newspaper. It was written by Professor John J. Mearsheimer, chair
of the political science department
at the University of Chicago, and a
-military scholar.
•
When I read it that day. I shook
my head and thought: "I hope he's
right. but..."

ROYKO
SAYS
By Mike
Rovko
are portions of the profesremarkably prophetic article:
"Many Americans fear that
throw:ng Saddam Hussein's armyout of Ku-Aait would be a very
tough job for the American military, with U.S. casualties ranging
.nto the tens of thousands.
This pessimistic view is
tncorrect.in fact. the U.S. military'
is poised to clobber Hussein's forces and score a stunning victory in
Kuwait.
"...The campaign should be over
in a week or less and probably fewer than 1,000 Americans will die in
combat, a very low number for a
large army fighting in a major
armored war."
Why would it be that quick and
decisive? Mearsheimer pointed out
that our forces are better equipped,
better trained in armored warfare
and that we controlled the skies.
In contrast: "The Iraqi army... is
a Third World military' that is
incapable of fighting mobile
armored battles. This ,crucial Iraqi
shortcoming in tank warfare was
demonstrated often in the recent

Iran-Iraq war, a conflict in which
the manifest deficiencies of the
Iraqi military were laid bare.
"In fact, even by Third. World
standards, the Iraqi army is a
below-average fighting force. It is
certainly not in the same league as
the-North Vietnamese army. and it
does not even measure up well to
the Egyptian and Syrian armies._ If
• the Israelis can consistently score
impressive victories over the Egyptians and Syrians. even after being
completely surprised in 1973, why
should we not expect the U.S. military to rout the Iraqis?"
He then explained the ground
strategy that would probably be
used, and it was pretty close to the
strategy' that was used.
And he concluded: "...Saddam
Hussein should understand that the
-American military' is going to
inflict a devastating •defeat on his
military forces in Kuwaii He will
be left in much the same position
that Gamal Abdcl Nasser was in
after Israel destroyed his army in
the Six-Day War. The American
public, on the other hand, should
recognize that although there is
certainly cause to be concerned
about casualties, the United States
is not about to become involved in
a war of attrition with high casualty levels.
"In fact, American forces may'
suffer as few as 500 fatalities,
roughly the same number troops
the Israelis lost against Egypt' and

WATC
St Murray
clients Per
Friday For

Syrian in the Six-Day War."
The professor called it, and
that's impressive. But it also raises
some questions.
If.a University of Chicago professor knew .with such confidence
that the supoosally ferocious Iraqi
.army was ',Cen by Third World
standards... a below -average fighting .force,'.' didn't our vast intelligence establishment know it?
And if they knew it, why were
we told. over and over again, that
Iraq was not merely a menace to
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, but the
entire Arab region? If would be
understandable if some Americans
thought Saddam would be storming
the beaches of Florida.
If the Iraqi army was as overrated as the professor says, and as
the past few days have proved,
then 'What 'might have happened if
our ambassador to Iraq hadn't told
Saddam that we weren't interested
in Arab border disputes. What
would his reaction have been if he
had been' told, "Don't mess with
Kuwait, or you'll be up to your
ears in American bombs."
Maybe down the line, when the
euphoria has passed, some military'
and political historians will pore
over all the decisions and events
that led to the war. Until then, I'm
glad we won and that the price in
our blood wasn't steep. But I'm
going to wait a while before being
convinced that the entire adventure
couldn't have been avoided.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Dr. Ruth E. Cole, director of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Hospice Program, is pictured
teaching a new class of volunteers
for the program.
Quintin Walls, son of Raynelle
Walls and Harold Walls, is winner
of college scholarship presented by
National Head Start organization to
former Head Start students, according to Judy Whitten, local director
of Head Start
Twenty years ago
A.J. Buchanan is pictured receiving service pin and watch for
25
years of serviced with South Central Bell Telephone Company.
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New officers of St. John's Episcopal Church are Don Burchfield, Murray Douglas. In finals North
beat South for the championship
Lame Clark and Norman-1(14p.
with high team scorers being Sam
Thirty }ears ago
Clark for North and Dickie Lovett
John H. Hornbuckle Jr., gunner's
male second class, USN, son of for South.
Dr. H.C. Chiles showed pictures
Mrs. Frocie Hornbuckle, is serving
of his trip to Baptist World Conaboard doek landing ship USS
gress in Rio dc Janeiro, Braill, in
Catamount, operationg out of
South America at a meeting o(
Western Pacific,
Alpha Department of Murray
In Fourth District High School
Woman
's Club, according to Mrs.
Basketball Tournament semifinals,
E.C.
Parker
, program chairman.
South Marshall beat Benton and
Forty years ago
North Marshall beat Murray DouLester Nanny, Calloway County
glas. High team scorers were Paul
Jones for South Marshall, Mike Court Clerk, said that 4,000 license
plates for 1951 had been sold
Morgan for Benton, Gary Scay for
through March 5.
North Marshall and J.T. Duffy of
Births reported include a boy to

Mr. and Mrs. James F. Ross, Feb.
22; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Euel
Grogan and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Stevenson, Feb. 24; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Let and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Houston, Feb. 25.
Pvt_ Gerald D. Humphries, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Humphries of
Murray. is now stationed at Camp
Breckenridge.
lennell Foy, Norma Jean Farris,
Annette Schmidt, James Roberts,
Bill Hess and Ed Peck, all of Murray, arc art students at Murray
State College having exhibits of art
works on display at Fine Arts
Building, MSC.
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_-;tudelits to show exhibit

CALENDAR

JO'S DATEBOOK

Wednesday, March 6
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners 5:15 p.m./regular 5:30
p.m./Ellis Community Center.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Art. Leo Catholic Church/events
include: Murray Food Coop
Delivery/8 a.m.; CREED Series/10
a.m.; Activity Night/5:30 p.m.:
RCIA/7:30 p.m.

.1;ines S. (Tiny) Boggess of Dexter called this morning to report that
the first Martin scout appeared at his Martin box yesterday. Boggess said
the birds migrate to Brazil in August and return to the United States in the
spring. Boggess said the birds are evidently coming in early and he urges
residents flaying Martin boxes to have them ready for the return .of the
birds.

Bible classes/7- p.m./University
9 •
Church of Christ.

Kori Prentice Mohler born
Mr and Mrs Kenneth Mohler of Rt 7, Murray, are the parents of a son, Kon Prentice. weighing eight pounds five ounces. measuring 211/4 inches. born on
Saturday,
Feb 16, at 11 43 a m at Murray-Calloway County Hospital The mother is the former
Shelia Lilly They have two sons, Michael and Chris, and one daughter. Kelli Grandparents are Mr and Mrs Carlos Elkins and the late Prentice Lilly and Mr and
Mrs
Donald Mohler of Murray Great-grandparents are Mr and Mrs C E Jones and Mr
and Mrs Curtis Mohler of Murray

Mickey Lee Montgomery born
Mr and Mrs Mike Montgomery of Rt 2, Box 159, Hazel, are the parents of a son.
Mickey Lee, weighing seven pounds 13 ounces, measuring 21 inches, born on Wednesday. Feb 6 at 11 11 pi m at Murray-Calloway County Hospital The mother is the
former Tami Brandon They have two other sons, Brandon Michael and Bryan Edward,
and one sister Marcey Erin Grandparents are Hal and Eyvonne Brandon. Rt 4. Murray, Audrey and Frank Berry, Rapid City, S D and Jerry and Rachel Montgomery.
Kirksey

Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
"A Young Look," an exhibit of art by the very young, will be shown
March 8 to 22 at Frame Village. Hilary Small, Patrick Kilby, Sussanne Patterson, Abby Friend, Micheal Friend, Rebecca Lee, Candace
Veach, Elizabeth Kilby, Amy Patterson, Ryan Lee and Andy Kilby
will be showing work from a four-week multi-disciplinary art class
taught by Barbara Kilby. A reception for the children will be Friday,
March 8, from 4 to 5 p.m. to which the public is ip.ited.

Littlefield gives ro rain

Mr and Mrs Jerome Dial of P 0 Box 42, Almo, are the parents of a son. Curtis
Jerome (GM, weighing seven pounds. measuring 201'4 inches, born on Saturday,
Feb 23. at 1 01 p m at Murray-Calloway County Hospital The mother is the former
Vickie Houghton They have one daughter, Kelsey, 31,2 Grandparents are Mr and
Mrs Bill Houghton, Rt 3, Murray, and Mr and Mrs Robert Dial, RI 6. Murray Greatgrandparents are Mr and Mrs Bob Starks. Rt 8. Murray, Mrs Mary Houghton, Philadelphia, Pa and Mr and Mrs Jerome Gant, Decatur, Ill

Vocational courses
A Small Engine Repair Class and an Auto Body Spot Repair Class will start
Tuesday, March 12. at Murray-Calloway County Vocational Center Classes will meet from
6 to 9 p m for a total of 15 hours through April 23 Don Rowlett will be teacher for
Small Engline Repair Class with fee being $35 and the class limited to first 12 people
registering Dan Harrell will be instructor for Auto Body Spot Repair Class with
fee
being $50 and the class limited to first 10 enrolling For more information and to enroll
call the center at 752-1$70

1Voodmert
- Lock -rn planned

Pearl Harbor event
The Pearl Harbor Commemorative Association will observe the 50th anniversary of
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor Dec 7, 1991, with activities at Hyatt Regency
Convention Center Lexington We will pay tribute to all those who were at Pearl Harlot 50 years ageo with a memorial service, appropriate speeches, lilm documentaries
of the actual attack, patriotic music and a reception and banquet in the evening We
invite everyone to take part in the anniversary activities to remember this 'Day of
Infamy' and America's entrance into World War II. said Ellis L McCollum, president.
Pearl Harbor Commemorative Committee, P 0 Box 12315, Lexington, Ky
40582-2315, phone 1-606-277-1629, For more information contact McCollum

W.A.T.C.H. needs'cans
WATCH (work activities training center for the handicapped) Center at 702 Main
Si, Murray, is in need of aluminum cans to be used as one of work projects of the
clients Persons with aluminum cans may leave them at the center, Monday through
Friday For more information call 759 1965

Singles plan potluck
The Singles Organizational Society will sponsor an Oriental potluck at Pamela's
house on Friday, March 8, at 6 30 p m All singles should bring an oriental dish to
share or contribute $2 for ingredients This is a nonprofit support and social group for
all single adults whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed For more
information call Pamela, 753-7638. Jeanne, 753-0224, Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margaret.
1 247-2249

Southwest PTA meeting
Southwest Calloway Elementary School PTA meeting scheduled for Tuesday,
March 12. at 7 p m at the school will be devoted to the issue of School Based Decision Making An important component of the Educational Reform Act of 1990
addressed the need to provide more decision making opportunities for teachers and
parents at the school level A panel consisting of teachers, administrators and parents
will provide information and answer questions concerning school based decision making in the Calloway County School System Also at the meeting two parents will be
elected to a committee to oversee the election of parent members to the school council The term 'parent' for SBDM means a parent, stepparent, or legal guardian of a
student currently enrolled anctOr will be enrolled in the school during the next school
year Parents who are members of the parent-leacher organization may vote to elect
election committee members and the parent council members

Catherine Rachel Leibbrandt born
Mr and Mrs Donald Leibbrandt Jr of Vista. Calif . are the parents of a daughter.
Catherine Rachel. weighing eight pounds two ounces, born on Monday. Feb 18. at a
hospital at San Diego, Calif The mother is the former Leslie Wilferd They have
another daughter, Gabrielle Morgan, 2 Grandparents are Mr and Mrs Bernice Wilferd
of Calvert City, John P Morgan of Puryear. Tenn , and the late Shirley Wilferd Morgan and Mrs Elaine Joy Leibbrandt (*Las Vegas, Nev . and the late Donald Leibbrandt Sr A great grandmother is Mrs' Gladys Conner of. Mayfield A local aunt and
uncle are Alison Shelby and Gene Wilferd

Scribbles deadline Friday
Murray Elementary School reminds parents that the deadline for submissions of
manuscripts or artwork to Scribbles (the elementary school's literary magazine) is Friday.March 8 For more information on Scribbles, call the school office at 753-5022
(Robertson Center) or 753-5512 (Carter Center)

Presbyterian Women
First Presbyterian Church Women will meet tonight (Wednesday) at 7 30 p m at the
church Members are asked to note the change in time Cartssa Belcher will be the
participant for the program on 'Recognizing Young Women of the Church " Hostess
will be Terri Karnavas

Kelly Bolls teaching
Kelly Botts, daughter lit Wand Mrs Jëi-ry Bolls,1533-Londonurray, is
among the 104 seniors at Harding University, Searcy. Ark. completing a program of
supervised classroom teaching this semester The education majors certifying to teach
have been assigned to more than 20 schools in the Searcy area for 12 weeks of
supervised classroom teaching, a requirement for teacher certification Bolls. who has
been assigned to Judsonia High. attended Abilene Christian University before entering
Harding

Rally will be Saturday

Steve Littlefield presented a musical program, "Music in Bloom," at
the February meeting of Garden Department of Murray Woman's
Club. He was introduced by Martha Farris. Jane Lane gave the
thought for the day. Final plans were made for the benefit luncheon
and card party on Thursday, March 7. at the club house. Hostesses
for February were, from left, Hazel Matthai, Virginia Hale. Annie
Harrison and Robbie Lddberg.
.

Newborn admission
Foutcrr baby g r[. parents. Krnoery ard
Larry. Rt 1 . Hazei
Dtkrnissals
Mrs Z, Vsa Saxon. Rt 4. Box 382. Mayed. Mrs
McKnney. Rt 1, Box 1 1. K.r
Adam
Ada Koss. Rt 3, Box 233.
w,ay.
Mrs.Nancy Jane St.ter. Rt 2. Box 16, B.
Murray. Mrs Erva McCu,4y, M5 Sout'isioe
Manor, Murray: Mrs. Mary Shupe,.P 0 Box
98, Sectala,
Kenneth Drew. Rt 1, Box 27CA, Seda.a.
Miss Julie Marie. Brown, Regents Hall, Murray Stale Univers,ty, Mss Cayce Lynn Bufkin,. Rt 1 Box 179, Hazel,
Mrs Nadia A husani, and baby girl, 1909
A Greenbrier Dr. Murray, Mrs: Ann Wood,
2006 Coldwater Rd , Murray: Mrs. Mary
1651 Ryan Ave., Murray
' Expiration
Mrs, JuamtaNeefer, R: 1 Box 171. Co
'age GroVe. Tenn

NEW YORK (AP) Take chocolate and peanut -butter, mix with
cornflakes, popcorn, or nuts and
raisins, and you have chocolate
clusters you don't have to bake in
the oven. The recipe is provided by
Kraft General Foods.
Microwave Chocolate Clusters •
1 package (8 squares) semisweet:
chocolate
3 tablespoons peanut butter
I
to 2 cups cornflakes or raisin bran cereal, or IA to 2 cups
whole or coarsely chopped nuts or
raisins, or 2 to 21
/
4 cups popped
popcorn, or 2 cups miniature
marshmallows.
Melt chocolate and peanw-butter
in a 1 /
1
2 -quart microwave-safe
bowl on high (100 percent) power
for 2 minutes. Stir. Cook another
30 seconds.
Add cereal. or nuts and raisins,
or popped popcorn, or miniature
marshmallows and mix lightly until
completely coated.
Drop mixture from a teaspoon
onto waxed paper. Chill until chocolate is firm. Makes 2 dozen
cookies.
(Recipe from: Kraft General
Foods)
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• Rent )our muvies•at the mmies!
• 1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
•
•
Open 11:am to 10:pm

• ,

noon - 3PM
• TURKEY & DRESSING
• FRIED FISH FILLETS
• SOUTHERN FRIED
CHICKEN
• ROAST BEEF CARVED
ON THE LINE
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Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

STATE RESORT PARK

•*

••

7:20
9:15

KENLAKE

- ••

•

7:10
9:03

Each buffet includes assorted vegtables, an array
of salads & delicious homemade desserts

of Highway 94 and 68180

.••

King Ralph
(PG)
L.A. Story
(PG/3)

• BAR-B-QUED RIBS
• FRIED FISH FILLETS
• KY COUNTRY HAM
• SOUTHERN FRIED
CHICKEN
• ROAST BEEF CARVED
ON THE LINE

Located at the conjunction

r,

7:15
9:1

-Dances with
Wolves (PG/3) 7:30

Hazel Community Center/open 10

Saturday Night
Country Buffet
sPM -OPIVI

753-1851

•

White Fang
(PG)

Iron Industry/10:30 a.m., 1:30
p.m./Homep1ace-1850, LBL.

Lit,uted
P,a(
1:en of the Retold. t itternis and

125011 Chestnut • t nkersity Ptaa

•

9:00

Health Express/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/9- II a.m./12-2
p:m./Wal-Mart, Camden. Tenn.

14M-455-EYES

Pier Bowls

•

Sleeping With
The Enemy (R) 7'05

Thursday, March 7
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

nrahrii, f.%e hisease

Leah Hill - Darrell Lovett
Eva Cobb - Greg Daniell
Jill Humphreys - Jamie Vance
Jane Houston Rose - Charles Zupetz
- RoFert -Summe
Stephanie Stephens - Lauren Balmer
Brenda Woodyard - Nick Swift
Mollie Morgan - Ion DrinCathy Christopher - Bill Brown
Traci Parker - Jerry Green
Laurie Lovett - Mike Presley

, •

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Dix.tor, P.irk •(..irte (iirardedu, tlro.ouri f07
- (11

wti,es mid
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!THEATRES

DAVID J. WESTRICH. M.D.
-Announce,the relocation ot hi ottice to the
CAPE RETINAL SURGERY CENTER

rikidalGift
RegistrY

• ••
s • ••

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymousfi p.m./Parish Center.
St. Leo Catholic Church.

CAPE RETINAL SURGERY CENTER

.2111r2;n11
Robert Simpkins, director, Brotherhood department, Kentucky Baptist Convention
has announced the Kentucky Baptist Builders' Rally on Saturday March 9, Severns
Valley Association building. Elizabethtown KBB is composed of volunteers whose pur
pose is to assist the Southern Baptist Convention in the construction of church build
rigs and help in times of disaster, and who assist the Kentucky Baptist Convention
when requested to erect mission and new church buildings The volunteers are
involved in ministry and service in construction projects provide training and supervi
soon for volunteers, churches and associations as needed The organization is for any
one with skills and experience, especially retired persons who have time to be gone
several weeks on building protects The builders use their toots in mission proiects

Kirksey United Methodist
Church events include: UM
Women/1:30 p.m.: Study Group.-Pim

Tuesday, March 5. have been
released as follows:

Microwave chocolate
clusters recipe
given for snack -

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn.,/7:30 p.m. at Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach. 753-3580.

Memorial Baptist Church events
Incluz:e• Supper/p.m.; prayer
service/7 p.m.: Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.

Hospital report released
One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at MurrayCalloway County HOspital for

Weaks Community Center/open 9
a.m.-4 p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.

First Christian Church events -A A and Al-Anon closed
include: Pastor's Class/4 p.m.; meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
Wonderful
W a*c k y Center, Benton. In1o/759-4059 or
Wednesdays/5:30 p.m.; Chancel 753-7663.
Choir/7:15 p.m.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
First United Methodist Church p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
events include: Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.: Harbell Choir/4 Murray. Rotary Club/12 noon/
p.m.; Youth Club/5 p.m.; Wednes- Seven Seas Restaurant.
day Night Fellowship/5:30 p.m :
Knights of Columbus/7 p.m. K/C
,Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
_building.
First Presbyterian Church
St. Leo Catholic Church events
Women/7:30 p.m.
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m..
Elm Grove Baptist Church events WORD Program/10 a.m.. CREED
include: Mid-Week. Bible Study. and Choir Practice/7 p.m.
Acteens, RA-s, GAs and Mission
Young in Hearts Group/Glendale
Friends/7 p.m.
Road Church of Christ/10:30 a.m.
First Baptist Church events
include: Bible Study/9:45 a.m.:
trfr-a-y .Civitan Club/7
Fellowship Supper, Youth
p.m.,'Homeplace Restaurant.
Handbe1ls/5:3-0 p.m.; Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Children's Choirs, Exercise Class/10 a.m./First
Prayer Meeting, Klaymata
United Methodist Church.
Fellowship/6:30 p.m.: Sanctuary'
Choirr7:45 p.m.
Mothers' Day Out, Week of
Prayer//9•30 a.m./First Baptist
Westside Baptist Church prayer Church.
service/7 p.m.
Garden Department of Murray
•
Grace- Baptist Church e;ents
Woman's Club luncheon/card
-include: Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
party/12 noon/club house.
business meeting/7 p.m.; Weekly
Workers'/8
(Cont'd on page 6A)

Curtis Jerome (CJ) Dial born

Woodmen of the World Youth Lodges of Hazel 808, Kirksey 810, and Murray 729.
814 and 817 will have a lock in for boys and girls. ages 8 to 15. on Friday March 8
beginning at 9 p m and lasting until 8 a m Saturday, March 9, in Grady Hall at Camp
Woodmen of the World This will include tun, movies food and games throughout the
evening For reservations call 489-2577 or 753-2319

Thursday, March 7
a.m.-2 p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.
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vocabularies grow and they start to isn't it?_How would you help learrun into those homonyms. Think ners to deal with these wild phoneabout all the words we have which tic idiosyncracies? I must admit, I
sound exactly alike but mean usually end up telling them they
something completely different: just have—to tough it out (ah.
.faze/phase, ring/wring, see/sea, there's a set of especially maddenaloud/allowed, vain/vane/vein, ing words: tough, though, thought.
waist/waste, heal/heel, meat/meet/ thorough, through). I try' to help
By Stacv Over-hetmete/, _so/sew, sole/soul, toe/tow, them appreciate the unique charms
horse/hoarse, for/four...the list goes of our eccentric language.
1, for one, am really glad that
about going to the loo, changing
on and on. Our language is jamAnd privately4 thank my lingEnglish is my mother tongue. For Jumpers. popping the bonnet, passpacked with such words. Which uistic stars I was born where I was.
the past four _years I've taught
ing a lorry, speaking to solicitors.
inevitably brings up the matter of
English as a second language and
Even many Americans wouldn't
spelling. Students are downright
have come to appreciate not having
know they mean the bathroom,
bamboozled by the bizarreness of
to learn it myself. Just. trying to sweaters, the car hood, a truck.. English spelling — is there any
explain its quirks, and ineonsistensatisfactory explanation why we
lawyers. Imagine the confusion of
cies is difficult :enough.
spell one word "pail" and the other
non-native speakers expected to
My studems are German speaklearn different sets of vocabularies. "pale"?
ers. German has an undeserved
ROANOKE, Va. (AP) — TamWe teach them that the present
We also have,individual words
reputation among .those who don't :ensc of a verb is. for example.
loaded with meanings galore. Take, my Harris had spent nearly a year
know it of being impossibly diffi- "drive." But then we throw "I am
for example, "fine": We can talk looking for her biological mother
cult. It is a,:t.ually quite a logical
7i%
about line art, fine gold, a fine and was getting nowhere. Joyce
"I do drive" as well as "I
tongue. ery efficient and practical dr:v e" a: them and declare them all
edge. feeling fine, fine .print, line Schultz had tried for nearly 20
In some respeets ;torniing comsand, fine hair, and a traffice fine year to find her daughter, with
.to be present tenses. In German
potrid_ nouns._ for onei..1__\4ery
leads always running into dead
And mean very separate things.
(
1.7IC Prrit.. .tCnSe, pure and.
tele-1,'C'e
if; t simple: "Ich fahre."
—to make matters worse. we also ends.
grarnMaticai
I: you know a
They lived two blocks from each
fiave words with contradictory
half-do:en c)r
r..!es of pr,onunci.
In addition' we use the form
meanings. like "cleave," meaning other and worked together at a
a:ion.
:/•i!O
"drive" in other tenses, too: I will to Cut in half or to stick to. Some- neighborhood convenience store
Germ,:in
or
re or lessl
drive t future): I used to drive thing that is fast is either stuck for six months before Mrs.
I would drive conditional). firmly or moving quickly. If we Schultz's eavesdropping led to the
English.
7)e n'.oreiIogiI eould explain in y sleep (and
wind up a meeting, we finish it: if startling discovery that they were
L d7. ves
ortaby have
Tet-tonically
the difference
we wind up a. watch, we start it. A mother and daughter.
trained nap:. ab- o:.:Ielv 507.k k- fs.
between "I'm working" and "I blunt knife is dull, but a blunt
"It was just right under my nose
.)rk." - Yiy,..re reading" and "You
Aspect. c: the
all of this time,' Mrs. Harris said
e
remark is pointed.
take for crated giye them.. eYen
"We•re speaking- and "We
We use some of the same words Tuesday as she sat on the living
advar.ue ne70 end of tro,able.
" BL: no matter now detailed'
room couch with her mother.
:he eypunation or how many. as nouns and verbs, with the shift
En:e:.ish.
'uses.:r. sO
"1 just can't keep my hands off
stress
in
crucial to distinguish
,mç es g ?WTI. students persist in
of
her." Mrs. Schultz said as she
which we mean: defect, research,
forms incorrectly: "I'm
caressed
her daughter's hand.
sheakirq: German at-home" or "I'm disguise, reject (we re-ject' a,, At their feet, Mrs. Harris'
re'-ject). Words ending in _"-lng
working for IBM.- Perfectly underare usually verbs (He was working 17-month-old daughter Maria playas In
.:..hdab,e mistakes.
when I called) but they can just as ed with the matching baby pictures
- -s
cet rea::y hairy as their easily be nouns (Working
of her mother that helped bring
too hard
about
the reunion.
isn't good for you.) The same word
"Grandmom's only' had her for
can function as a participle (She
has drunk too much) and as an one night and already she's spoiled
.her rotten," Mrs. Harris said.
adjective (She's drunk).
Twenty years ago, when Mrs.'
You tell me why' some verbs Are
Harris
was 1 the state took her and
followed by infinitives: "He
her two brothers away from their
wanted to speak to Mr. Smith'.'; and
--others, by -ing forms: "We enjoyed motIvir and they were adopted by
meeting your friends." Why is ihe- separate families.
Mrs. Schultz, 44, said the childadjective of town, urban: of sun.
ren were taken because of her
solar; of mouth. oral?
drinking.
She said she stopped
Pronunciation, though, causes
the biggest headaches. for tuderits drinking a few years ago.. remarried
and for me both. Consider the fol- and starled working at the conveni•
.ng: corpse. corps. horse. ence store.
Mrs. Harris began searching for
worse, said. paid. plaid. How
gush, bush. steak. sLreak.- her parents on March 7, 1990. "the
7--,.ak. bleak, or: recipe. pipe. day after my 21stbirthday.'' She
..•ard. beard: early. dearly: daught- said she first thought about starting
the---seareh when she was 16 but
7. laugh-ter: war. far.
.
I'm sure you have no -problems waited until she felt she v as old
saying: Lumber, plumber. renown. enough to cope with what she
z
I
kn,)wri, done. lone. ,ione. none, might find.
'I felt like I was incomplete,'
e. one. anemone. Try tortoise.
turquoise. chamois: moss. gross. she. said. "I didn't know whose
demon. lemon. ghoul. foul. soul. eye's I had. I didn't know where my
Blood and flood are not like food big feet 'came from. I wondered
which is not like wood and good. who I looked like.
Now mother and daughter plan
Rounded. wounded. grieve and
to search together-for Mrs. Harris'
sieve: friend and fiend. alive and
brothers. Terry and Tim. who
live. Rabies , but lullabies, towed
would be 21 and 25 now.
but vowed, mover but lover. Police
Olympic -Plaza • 759-4795
I'll be complete when 1 find
but lice.
y brothers." she said. "I'm not
Well, you get the point. „Crazy
going to quit."

. A View

from- Abroad

Daughter finds
biological mother
' near present home

•

•

PIIZ.— ESTER SAVINGS
Soft Spots
Keds

Murray Art Gifild members are shown unpacking entries to be
judged by the Standards Committee of the Kentucky Guild of Artists
and Craftsmen at the guild on Saturday. Pictured, from left, are Margaret Crawford, Cynthia Peterson and Richard Jackson.

Guild event Saturday
The Kentucky' Guild of Artists the donation, of two L &
cars
and Craftsmen Standards Commit- converted in Berea to gallery and
tee will meet at Murray' Art Guild. demonstration space. and pulled by
103 North Sixth St., Murray. on the
to locations around the
Saturday. March 9.
state. scheduled by the Guild.
This will be to review work subSince the late 1960s, however,
mitted by' Guild members who wish the Guild had concentrated on its
to be designated "Artist members" nationally known fairs in Berea in
and "Craftsmen members." and fall and spring (the 1991 fair is
who, if passed. are eligible to exhi- Scheduled for May 17, 18 and 19).
bit in the Guild fairs in Berea and
It also operates the Guild Gallery
.the Guild Gallery..
_shop. la -Lexington.
_
The KGAC Standards CommitMany artists and teachers in
tee meets twice yearly. Anyone western Kentucky, including Murwishing further information may ray State' l'Mversity Faculty, Padu-contact Richard Jackson at cab Art Guild, and Murray Art
753-7149 who is in .charge of the Guild helped to organize the
Committee review.
KGAC wlueh .encourages anyone
KGAC was organized in 1961 to interested in art and crafts to be a
promote Kentucky's arts and crafts. member.
It is unusual that- it'-includes both
There are many Members in
artists and craftsmen. including the
weste.rn Kentucky. and a good
traditional craftsmen.
number of them. including several
Initially the Kentucky. Guild
in t!ie Murray Art Guild, arc
operated the Kentucky Art Train.
the dream of some iientucky art "Artist memb'ers" and "Craftsmen
educators, and made POsible by
members"

, 1/40ff

A

idige . . .
Ar`

(Coni'd from page 5.4)
Thursday, March 7
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of
'Veterans of ForeIn Wars/Willis
Ccnter.

•11,

history Competition for middle
and 'igh school students/9
aim...turns Center. MSU.

•L•if••

Floral & Print
Presses & Party Pants

Gina Ska-gs faculty recital/8
Recital Hall. N1SU.

Take .-tin .Additional

25% Off
idditional
Off allflora! +.
print !)re sses &Party l'atit
(Are at rte.. srlies to choose
from Junior & Ilisses sin

20% Off

RACE

5.00 Will Hold
Your Spring Layaway.

APTIST

20% OffOUR ENTIRE STOC

G

URU

on sale.' •Choose from basic Jeans P. not elty styles, including
lace leggin, rip & torn styli's. Junior & iltsses stet.

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun, 1-5

1-800-432-9346
KENTUCKY CABINET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

First Service
Sunday School
Second Service

lake An Additional

•7`

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

-- ---- GRE

\

0 SERVICES ,

.4ccessories
Sale

Central Shopping Center- Murray

SNAPftitt

we will be
beginning

* Jewelry * Handbag.s
* Bells * Scarves
* Hanes. Hosiery

"14.99-z-i

LCAUSE

March '10th

Ittwutiful assortment of Sprini.;
parates in Junior &
,
hoose from coor‘
downing 514 eaters, Blouses,
\
Pants & Better Shirts

.vatuuratly .4di7ertised Jeans no

ROWING

rapid growth, on
Sunday morning,

20% Off

Fashion Jeans lake An Additional

Rebecca tioffsinger, right, registered dietitian .at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. discussed ways for better nutrition for Murray
Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association of Retired Persons
on Feb. 26 at Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn, tioffsinger distributed literature for better nutrition. Pictured left is Verlene Ezell", 'chapter
president. Agnes McDaniel. chic chairman, announced that the chapter will collect aluminum cans for W.A.T.C.11. Center at 702 Main St.,
Murray, and newspapers for recycling project of Calloway County
Middle School. The chapter meets each fourth Tuesday at12 noon at
Majestic Royale and all interested persons are invited, Ezell said.

Due to our.

Spring Separate.s
"lake An Additional

\kt

Chaptcr

CALENDAR

Eeacot

14. 1(2

Noff,H1Qcr 1itik for AA RP

753-7991

y9

Paint & Decorating Center
ta
NIP

8:30 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

ITO

Robert N. Johnson,
Pastor
'

Mith McCalIon di Maryann Cathay

Take advantage of our
Professional interior'
Design Service.
You & Your Home
Deserve It'
Call For An In-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

617 S. 9th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-7599 ,
,
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111% MINDS WITH PilitA1011
IN SUPPORT011 OUR &
TRIOP%

Help boost morale in the gulf... and at home! Make a
contribution to the USO and Phar-Mor will match your
gift. For all donations received, Phar-Mor will make a
matching contribution up to a total of $100.000. Make
your check payable to Gulf Crisis Fund. In the memo
section of your check, write "PHAR-MOR." Please do
not send cash.

be
rtists
11arD

Cars

and
d by
the
n its
;a in
ir is
19).
llery
s in
/
141ur'aduArt
the
!,onc
be a
S in
good
veral
arc

;men

We only buy
when we get
a special
deal, we
buy in huge
quantities
and we
pass the
savings

Mail your check to:
USO World Headquarter -----601 Indiana Ave. N.W.
Third Floor/KLD Washington D.C. 20004
vo,,r g.tts are tar ded,c1itstearsc

•1,57101

/

sc4(/-- Deihsts

ated t t..• see. cc "re^ a-do/omen

Stuffed
Easter Bunny

•

AWE

Hot, Hot, Hot
Deep Conditioner

13", Plush, Standing
Bunny or Boy
or Girl Sailor

Charles Booth Hair Care
Anti-Stress
Shampoo

EVERY MY
Ferrera
Jelly
Bird Eggs

EVERY DAY

Paas
Large Egg
Coloring Kit

12 oz

Spritz
Supertixant

Anti-Stress
Conditioner

10 oz

8 oz

EVERY RAY

OR
Eureka
Easter Cut-Outs

you.

Western
Publishing
Easter Books

Springtime
PaN

Super Hair
Straightening
Gel
Raidissant

Supettold
Mousse
55 oz

go
EVE
.
DOUBLE COUPONS EVERY -DAY;

DAY

EVERY DAY

valuedday.
uP t°
artifineludingc
5°°u‘Pn
• every
See
store tor details.

Lafcrotx

ling
splaater
N/R
o
,
bottles
L,me. BerrY
n
nge
a°
Reg LCI:rm

eay
.ay
ohs
litter

I

.

reggs
Classics
Pantyhose,

Nabisco
TEDDY Teddy Grahams
G4tcosdiA 10 oz., Asst. flavors

A or B. Asst shades

159T 179

C:71

2p-

St.,
nty
at
lid.

con
"
I fvEDDir

evial

Evlan
Natural
Sluing

I EVERY DAY

EVERY DAY
`
1111116•0"1Dove
Beauty Wash
Liquid Soap

Philips
Longer Life
Light Bulbs

6 oz , Reg cr Urlscented

4 pk

e-ce
'-e
D, ongef ,ite *hen
,n. need • -nos'

6

Ftit

Makeup
Lipstick. Lip or Eyeliner

Glad
Trash Bags
20 ct

50 ct

L'Oreal
Colour Supreme
Lipstick
Asst shades

:M1:7351

EVERY DAY
Rubbermaid
Contact
Paper

EVERY DAY
Yes
Liquid Laundry
Detergent
96 oz

Faberge
Power Stick
Anti-Persplrant
Deodorant or
Deodorant

CES

Over 235 Stores
In 27 States
And Growing

,c;

2

111111rdEOF
s,',__-

il

HYPOAllergenIC

40. 60, 7.5 or 100 watt

Bu1b-

101S

Emerge

Yellow or Blue

EVERY DAY
Good Health
Mouthwash &
Gargle
24 oz plus 8 oZ FREE
Mint or Peppermint ,

For the
Phar-Mor location
nearest you...
• Look under
"Pharmacy"in the
Yellow Pages
• Look under
"Phar-Mor" in the
White Pages, or
• Call Directory
Assistance.
OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK

Actifed
'12-Hour rdr
Capsules

mccor..ivur
12

hour maid
of Coal
HIV RAW

and
Sinus
SYmPliams
I.J11411.0..

VALIn

Drixoral
Antihistamine/
Nasal
Decongestant
20 ct

Sundown
Vitamin E 400
100 ct Softgels

9
Phar-Mor reserves the right to limit quantities and correct typographica] errors No rale Checks Rebates void where prohibited See store tor details

Hulk Hogan
Multi-Vitamins
60 Li

•

4
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Surgeon General annOunces
war on spring break drinking
By NANCY BENAC

Associated Press Writer

•

WASHINGTON — Surgeon
General Antonia Novello Tuesday
declared war on drinking by college students during spring break.
"Spring break has become synonymous with excessive and binge
drinking by our young people,"
she said. adding that "today's
average college students spends
more money on booze than on
books."
Novell° announced a program to
encourage young people to "put on
the brakes" with regard to spring
break drinking..
•
And she said she hoped the-message would carry far beyond this
year's break period.
"This is the wave of the,
future," she said.
Novell° said students have beenbombarded with an advertising
campaign that leads them to
believe drinking is "an acceptable
rite orpassage. a necessary path for
them to follow."
One of the results, she said, is
that alcohol consumption IS one of
the leading causes of death among
young adults.
,
apPealed to the alcohol
:o :take a more responsible poi.,e'' with regard to marketing an,: promotion- tattics during
this year's spring break.
She said the Beer fnstitute had
"responded favorably" to her
appeal and had indicated that brewers would not "take their tents,
their ha:s, umbrellas, and other
promotional materials to spring
break this year."
also urged retailers to
-.
adscrtising that would
rage drinkers and
to encourage
alcohol even
:use home for college.
•,
Me. a visiting scholar
.2,Icy College, said alcohol ad ,
.
g%arnor:tes drinking
and neser makes a connection to
the rriarders. suicides, car crashes
and child abuse th... ...an result from
a'cohol abuse.

mAl
MABN
SALE

Food Giant

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray

•

PEACHES

PRICES GOOD WED., MARCH
Open 7 a.m. to

29 OZ. CAN
HALVES OR SLICES

r

VISTA SALTINE
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-

IOC
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QTRS.
WITH ONE FILLED
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SMART SHOPPER CARD

A

Ow-

DIET PEPSI. CAFFEINE FREE.
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OR CRUSH FLAVORS
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15 OZ. CAN

C.

1110Ow-

24 CT.
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Less Coupes
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GREEN GIANT
WHOLE
Greer
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5m 5t

MAKES
2 QTS.
WITH ONE num
SHOPPER
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S CASH OR
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'
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-.4 1
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;8199
-
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P
...40
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....4
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4
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CATITAWAYMATO
-Q0
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-.441

18 OZ. /AR
SMOOTH OROR CRUNCHY

601.CAN

BACON

4102.
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OBSE
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2402.
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00000000000M
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P
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sFAB

-101111-411111
11110.-
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Igel..41
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111110Kw-04
1
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ARMOUR

TWO
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PLASTIC

1

PURITAN
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DIET PEPSI, CAFFEIN rm.
dm 741P. MT. DEW, IR. PEPPER,
CRUSH nuns
PEPSI
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WITH ONE /
SHOPPERS C4
SHOPP

CATI
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1110-

KERNEL. CREAM
STYLE OR NIBLETS

OPMom-
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S999
12 01. CANS md°
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dr74,
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KOOL-AID
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BOX
WITH ONE 111J•ED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SIIART SHOPPER CM

ARMOUR

.01
Ow-
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CRACKERS

MARGARINE
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Capt. Michae
hometown is "I
ing up and dow
Air, Force Lt. C
the good news
long time "whi
how he's being
. Iraq's release
prisoners of war
more on Tuesda
anxious waiting
families.

These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth
Street, operated by The Humane
Society of Calloway County. They are, from left,"Sam," a male neutered Pekingese; "Sophie," a female
spayed cat; "Astra," a female German
Shepherd mix; and "Charley," a male neutered Collie mix. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed.
Hours of the shelter, open to
the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. The Humane Society is a
member of United Way of Murray
and Calloway County. For information call 759-4141.

Storey's

fireball lights
up Northeast

--Observers m Atlan:rc Highlands.
and Ithaca. N.Y.. also
reported seeing :he light. Federal
A‘.:at.ori A-4ministrat;on representatives said pilots reported the fire,to seseral____arirports in northern
_Ne.A Jersey. _
This was big." said New York
state troop-erliffard -lizas. "I've
seen shooting stars before and this
was nothing like that."
.
FAA spokeswoman Diane Spitahen said pilots who called airports
in Teeterboro, N.J., and Garden
City, NLI.,•said the bright light was
moving back and forth oyer New
York City:
Mark Barton. a police officer
near Bostor61-said -it looked like a
a'a boomerang on its side. _A .cluster of lights with a big red-Jiretail
behind it.'" Stan Gordon of the
Pittsburgh -based Pennsylvania
ASsociation for the Study of .the
Unexplained, a clearinghouse for
UFO reports, said he received
'reports describing a fireball that
lasted five to six seconds, with a
green tail mixed with some red
color.

By THE ASSOC

"The truth is that it is in the
interest of the alcohol industry.
both now and in the future, to have
college students drinking heavily,"
she said.
Kilbourne predicted that the
industry would show some restraint
during the spring break period, but
said, "It is inappropriate for the
alcohol industry to target students
anytime, not just during spring
break."

•Boomerang'
PHILADELPHIA A1:1 — A
ant fireball that looked like "a
--..irangor _zs side" with a
greenish-red ;,ail . streaked across
.the sky over much of the Northeast
this morning. authorities said.
The fireball ,fiashed over southeastern Pennsylvania shortly after 3
a.m.. according to Jim Krinni'n. an
_air.traffic controller at Philadelphia
lt7-..crna-donal Airport.
A p::;:t ra.d.t.,e.:4., that -appeared
to he :he mother of -all- meteors."
Km= said. He sa:d . he had never
seen anything in al; his time
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Cheers and tears end wait for relatives of POWs
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Capt. Michael Craig Berryman's
hometown is "honking and jumping up and down." The brother of
Air, Force Lt. Col. Jeffrey Fox got
the good news after 15 days — a
long time "when you're not sure
how he's being treated., Iraq's release of six American
prisoners of war on Monday and 15
more on Tuesday meant the end of
anxious waiting for most of their
families.

inc
Ian
I to
ray

For at least two families, it
meant the reversal of a death
notice.
The family of Sgt. Troy Dunlap,
20, was told last weekend he had
been killed. So they were startled
and elated when his name turned
up on a list of POWs freed to the
Red Cross.
"It was euphoria," said his stepfather, Mike Stubblefield, in Karnak, Ill. "It was probably the
greatest news we've ever hear& in
our lives, And all the prayers I
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of her release.
Rathbun-Nealy, who turns 21 on
Saturday, doesn't consider herself a
hero, her father said. "I just got
stuck in the sand," Leo Rathbun
quoted her as saying.
"She said the Iraqis were absolutely beautiful people, that they
took excellent care of her," Rathbun said.
Rarnbun-Nealy, who was captured after taking a wrong turn during the battle of Khafji, was the
first American woman listed as
missing in action in the Gulf War.
But she wasn't the only one.
Donald Scott's voice cracked
with emotion when he spoke today
about news of the release of his
daughter, Army flight surgeon Maj.
Rhonda L. Comum.
"My God, I feel it's one of the
happiest days in my life," he said
from his home in Buffalo, N.Y. He
learned Sunday that his daughter's
helicopter had been shot down and
crashed, killing five people and
injuring three.
He's thinner than he was six
weeks ago and his voice is
strained, but to his family in Cherry Hill, N.J., Jeffrey Zaun couldn't
look or sound better.
"He's had a lot happen," Calvin
Zaun said Tuesday of his 28-yearold son. Navy Lt. Jeffrey Zaun was
taken prisoner the first day of the
war.
The navigator-bombardier was
among allied prisoners Iraq paraded on television at the war's outset. The fhotograph of his forlorn
face, cut and swollen with bruises,
became an indelible emblem of the
war.
Zaun told his family he was
blindfolded most of his imprisonMeht, the elder Zaun said. And all
the time, he could hear the thunder
of allied bombs falling on Iraq.
"He said he was scared for his
life several times," his father said.
"He was very much worried about
whether he was going to make it or
not."
Now the former high school
gymnast says he's well enough to
do a back flip, his father sair
The family of Air Force Maj.
Jeffrey Scott Tice, 35,. of Sellersville, Pa., was simply "happy, ,
very, very happy," said Tice's
father, Darwin Tice.
In Capt. Michael Craig Berryman's hometown of Cleveland.
Okla., "everybody is just totally
thrilled. The whole town is honking and jumping up and down,"
said Jane Hammontree, who
answered the phone at the home of
his parents, Loy and Esther
Berryman.
In Swansea, Mass., the family of
LL Col. Jeffrey Fox, missing since
his plane was shot down Feb. 19,
ended a long and painful vigil in
front of their TV set.
"I feel wonderful," brother
Joseph Fox said. "It's only been
15 days, a short time compared to
those people in Lebanon. But 15
days when you're not sure how
he's being treated is a long time."
The father of Marine Chief Warrant Officer Guy Hunter Jr., 46.
said he may take his first airplane
flight to meet his son when he
arrives at Andrews Air Force Base
outside Washington.
"I'm just sitting here thinking
about it and how thankful I am he
was released," the elder Hunter
said from his home in Moultrie,
Ga. "Every night I went to bed and
thought of him, shut up with the
free spirit he has."
"But he's just as tough as the
birds that put him in there."

SEABOARD FAIIMI

INIMIPTY

SALMON

fSFAWrRD

knew we might get something on
Christmas but we didn't know if it
was for sure or what it was going
to be."
"How are you all doing?" came
Army Spc. Melissa RathbunNealy's voice over a speaker phone
between a hospital ship in the Persian Gulf and her family in Newaygo, Mich.
Signs posted in her hometown
changed Monday from "Pray for
Melissa" to "Thank God She's
Coming Home" after word came

KENTUCKY.INC.

We Accept
Limit Rights
U.S. Gov't
Reserved
Food Stamps

DOUBLE 0 PINK

COFFEE

W1TS ORE FILLIM
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART =OPP= CARS

•-q`r-

Also among the 'released were
Air Force Capt. Richard Dale Storr
and Marine Lt. Col. Clifford M.
Acree.
The Seattle-area relatives of
Acree, 39, knew he was held prisoner in Iraq but did. not known
when he might be released.
"There've been so many rumors
and we've had to steel ourselves so
many times from emotional ups
and downs that we were afraid,"
said Acree's sister, Ann Siepak.
"It was like Christmas Eve and we

Your Locally
Owned And
Operated
Supermarket

GOOD WED., MARCH 6TH THRU TUES., MARCH 12TH
Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily

ICE

guess were answered."
The parents of Daniel Stamaris
Jr., also were told their son was
killed when his helicopter went
down during fighting in the Gulf
War. Then, the next day, they
learned that their son might not be
dead — just missing.
On Tuesday, the Stamarises were
told their 3I -year-old son was
among 15 prisoners of war released
to the Red Cross in Iraq.
"This whole family just came
alive," said Delores Stamaris.
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Take o long piece of string.
Wrap it around a small stock of
newspapers Then rake it to a
recycling cenler or leave it out
for collection on recycling day
You II be helping U S
newspapers in their drive to
encourage recycling More
than a third of our country s
newsprint was recycled lost
year But without your help
we won t have the material
to make recycling work
So tie a
string around
your finger
It II help you
remember
Read.
to recycle
Then recycle.
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Women are making progress in many ways as time passes
PAGE 11A

By Mary Combs
child labor; an appalling infant death ers to 'Do Everything'
to crusade for ptrovformed their own. They organ
Smithsonian News Service
- label them as part of the international progress, for
rate.
social justice."
society and for the
One hundred years ago. American
ized consumer power as an economic commu
"The improvement of the world is
nist conspiraGy." The wo- individual. Looking back. Mayo
In
1909,
Nanni
women went to war against ignore
Helen
says.
Burro
weapo
ughs
n.
using
boycotts and seals of man's movement remai
ours to make," Gilman
ned effec- one is struck by how much they
ance, squalor, poverty, vice. disease, is our duty as wome proclaimed. "It gave her National Training School for approval like the Good Housekeeping
n, to bring our Women and Girls
tively crippled until. the 1960s.
accomplished and by how much Lepolitical corruption, abuse. exploitain Washington. Seal to demand not only safe products
motherhood to comfort and help huIt is clear that the women celebrated
mains to be done --or needs to be done
D.C. the motto "We specialize in the but also proper treatm
tion -- and war itself. Fighting for a
ent of workers. in the exhibition -- however divers
manity -- our•children every one..."
again.
Perhaps "civic housekeepi
e
Wholl
y
Imposs
ible." The school, a They pioneered the public health
better life for their.owaildren and
Women who were not content with
their racial, ethnic, social and eco- like the domestic kind, is never ng,"
model
for
many
others
those to come, they never dreamed of
really
,
offere
d young profession and launched massive eduthe world as they saw it grasped the
nomic backgrounds -- shared a faith in
finished].
African American women a liberal - cation campaigns.
a time when mothers would serve
prevailing stereotype of woman as
"They published aimmiNEMBOr
virtually in the front lines of war.
wife, mother and guardian of the arts education and more. Susan B. more instructive literature on the
Anthony (1820-1906) and Elizabeth danger of flies than
Although they lost the fight for
home firmly by the hilt and wielded it
you can possibly
Cady
Stanton (1815-1902) led the imagine," Mayo says.
peace, the battles they did win- in the
as a two-edged sword against the
drive for woman suffrage for five
next three decades radically altered
Women created the field of home
est'ablishment. "They demanded redecades, but did not live to see economics, elevat
the laws and the conscience of, this form and change as
ing the homemaker
necessities that. victory'. Mary Breck
enridge of the to professional status, applying the
nation. Yet today, "most people don't
would enable them to continue their
Frontier Nursing Service sent nurse techniques and
know what the Progressive Era.Was -langu
traditional roles as wives and
midwives riding on horseback engineering to "wome age of industrial
much less the crucial role that wafnen
n's work." They
mothers," Mayo says, "and took up
through the woods of Kentucky in the studied housework
played in creating the reform move- 'civic housekeeping'
and "developed all
on a grand 1920s. Jane Addams found
ment that transformed American life.
ed Chica- kinds of wonderful appliances."
scale."
go's Hull House, one of the first and Mayo says, pointi
says Edie Mayo, curator in the Mil
Mayo's Files -- and the exhibition's
ng to the fireless
sion of Political History at the Smithalls --are full of compelling images most important of the establishments cooker, an ancestor of the crockpot
of the settlement house movement, that saved
sonian's National Museum of Ameri- of these women
time and labor "so you
and people who and won
the Nobel Peace Prize in - could go off to club
can History in Washington. D.C. sought to better their own
meetings!"
lives. Here
"What is truly atonishing." she
are gaunt-faced men working in a 1931.
At last, in 1920, the American
In
stark
contra
st to the squalor thk
adds, "is the fact that they accom- garment sweatshop
women won the vote; in the same
and the corpses of
plished most of it without the power to
women killed in the infamous Trian- surrounded them, settlement houses 'decade, Mayo says, they "attempted
served
as community centers, providvote."
gle Shirtwaist Factory' Fire in 1911
ing meeting places, medical services. the ultimate reform -- peace -- on an
After five years of research. Mayo w•hen the locked
international scale." Ironically she
doors of their work- classes, child
care and entertainment. adds,
has restored this _lost chapter of shop barred their
it was in the '20s that women's
escape. Here .is'5- The reforniars,
American history in the • museum's y ear-Old Edith
educators and social
movement received a crushing. if not
picking cotton, sun workers who
e,„,nev.' permanent exhibition. From
came
to live in the
glinting on her blonde curls. She is
community -- to be, as Helen Cheever quite lethal, blow. "Their power
Parlor to Politics: Women of the orie of hundreds
threatened the military, industrial and
of
Smithsonian News Service Photo coiirtesy of The Lewis
Progressive Era. 1100-1925.-. The _children. who toiled thousands of wrote in-1892"good citizens and good
medical establishment, and a very
in fields and • neighbors" --• were
Hines Coliectior Uniyersit of Maryland
-ethibition takes its n'ame -from the fact factories or worke
respected and
deliberate campaign was undertaken
d with
Lewis Hines took this picture of a family "rolli
that "women almost invariably. began at home in filthy tenem their parents trusted. And, Mayo adds,"they didn't to discre
ng cigarettes in a dirty
dit women's netowrks and
ents at simple commute home to
tenement" in New York City for the
Organizing in their homes, their ow.n
the
suburb
Natio
s.
Hull
nal Child Labor .
tasks like rolling cigarettes or making
Commission.
House and its counterparts in cities
parlors." Mayo says. "As they organ- paper flowers.
and rural areas provided services
ized and expanded . their- 'activities.
Frances Willard (1839-1898) lead
_they moved out to re-create parlors in
the largest women's organization of badly needed today."
As organizations grew
public spaces. first in Women's clubs. the 19th century, the
Women's Christ- and national level, wome at the local
n gained the
later in suffrage parlors and reading
ian Ternperanee Union, which cruexperience in administration and orrooms. Eventually, in the settlement' saded against alcoho
l and drugs --and ganization that
men learned on the
house, they created a domestit. Npa..o much more. Wome
n were totally job. They becam
e sophisticated
Wholly dedicated to community serdependent upon their husbands. What
strategists, Mayo adds. For example,
vice and political reform."
jobs there were paid miserable wages
when a law against child labor was
• In the last decade of the 19th for long hours of
work in horrible declared unconstituti
onal (on the bacentury. women rallied to the call of conditions .with
no provision for sis that it violat
ed the rights of'
activists like Charlotte Perkins Gil- child care. There
was no escape from employers to make
man. "Are you satisfied , with the violence or abuse.
contracts). the
"Only' the women's undaunted women's
networks simply world as yOu
--srie a-Weal:The movements dared to talk public
ly took another tack. They succeeded
answer -- a resounding "NO!" -- came about such things
in
," Mayo Says. •
getting children out of the factories by
from women who saw the. evils that
-The WCTU pioneered the ideas of
launching a campaign to make school
• plagued American society.: cramped (1a care. kindergarten
s. playgrounds. attendance compul
sory'.
tenement.s and sweatshop labor in Job training for
women
They! also became masters of prrncities flooded by immigrants. alcohol- proach that was very and an apsimilar to the otion and propaganda in
ism and vice: the threat of w ar, squa!id
a pre-elec12-step programs used today by Alcotronic age, producing a wealth of
living conditions, raMpan: disease holics Anonymous
and other
and the lact of any -provisiOn or -groups,- Mayo says. "And support buttons, postcards and posters, handWillard bills, advertisements and sloga
public health; long hours. 10A 'A ages recognized that alcoho
a:
lism was not an Women marshaled an army
of female
and dangerous working conditions, isolatell problem. She
told her work- symbols to serve the cause
--- •frartf• ministering angels and goddesses to
g
archetypes of Motherhood -Liberty. •
Justice and Peace. One unforgettable
-• =
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BAKER'S STEW

EPA says urban
air got cleaner
in the 1980s

jing

By Trudy Baker

FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00, Sun. 12-00-6 00
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stomps

Pepsi Colak
2 Liter Products

$

4111w

°9

DE, _ Pepsi Cola

li
fe
7::11111L

Alm

Prairie Farms -

12 Pk. Can Products

299

91-"pe

Dole

Bananas

39'b..
Fresh

r Strawberries

99

Pint

Cranberry
Juice
Cocktail

Prairie Farms

Orange Juice
$ 39

My xpeence in "taking tea„
began with my first best friend,
Reenie (short for Maureen) who
was the second of five sisters in a
family we met at church.
They lived about 15 miles from
our house, so the time we spent
together was very special. Luckily
both our Moms were very active in
the same church organizations and
every chance we got, we spent
together. This friendship began
when we were about 5 or 6 years
old and4one of our favorite games
was playing tea party.
R nie's family had the best
h se in the whole world. It was a
big old farmhouse that sat right on
the edge of town. There was a big
barn, an orchard, a great lawn for
playing games and best of all, a
play house.
We were a little unorthodox,
however, for instead of the traditional baby dolls and teddy bears in
attendance. we hosted two cats, a
dog. a duck and a couple rabbits.
They were very eager guests (no
doubt due to the tuna sandwiches'
and sugar cookies) and our refined
conversation was interspersed with
barks, meows -and quacks.
As the younger siblings got older, our teas turned to luncheons
(just like our Moms' church
women's group) and the little sisters replaced the animal kingdom
representatives, with the exception
of the dog, a Lassie-like Coillic,
Who was riot about to do without
his tea. Topped with old hats and
draped in pop-bead pearls. we were
quite the sophisticated ladies.
Going to different schools
caused us to grow in different
directions, but we remained good
friends (so good in fact, that we
went to the first Beatles movie
_togethere arid screamed , ourselves
silly).
Reenie's family moved to that
ton with the sinful smell, Hershey. PA. and over,the years we've
lost touch with each other, but
every year when March and 'spring
luncheon' time rolls around, our
playhouse tea parties come to
mind, especially when the cat
licked the tuna off our fingers and
dog's long nose got stuck in the
teacup.
To-day tuna sandwiches and
sugar cookies. seem a little too
everyday for a spring luncheon or
tea. so I'm constantly on the lookout for an appropriate recipe.
The following three. I think are
just right for a special spring occasion. Although I'm not sure they
wouldn't taste better with tea out
of chipped cups and eaten while
wearing - plastic pop-bead pearls.
• • • •
Fresh Orange Salad •
1 head Boston lettuce, tom
c. sliced cauliflowerets
2 c. orange sections
1. avocado. peeled and cut into
chunks •
4 oz. blue cheese, .crumbled
8 slices bacon, cooled and
crumbled
Dressing
2 ,Tbls. fresh orange juice
11/2 teas. fresh lemon juice
2 teas. sugar
172 teas. salt
1/4 teas. prepared mustar
12 'teas. prepared horseradish
2 Tbls. olive oil
1,2-,garlic clove
Mix dressing ingredients and set
asiule for 30 minutes. Remove garlic. Combine salad ingredients in a
.largsalad Ileowl. Toss lightly with
'dressing and serve.

• • • •
Hot Chicken Salad
3 c. diced cooked chicken
1 c. diced celery
1/3 c. diced green pepper
1/2 c. broken cashews
1/2 c. rrrayonaise
2 Tbls. lemon juice
2 Tbls. minced onion
1/2 teas. salt
Dash of pepper
3/4 c. grated cheddar cheese
1 c. chow mein noodles
1 can sliced, drained water
chestnuts
Mix all ingredients except noodles. Put into greased 9x13 casserole dish, top with chow mein noodles. Bake at 350 Tor 20-30
minutes.
• • • ill'
Carmel Creme with
Strawberry Sauce
Caramel: 1/2 c. sugar, 1/2 c.
water
Creme: 2 c. milk. 1 Tbls. sugar,
2 eggs, 2-3 additional egg .yolks
Sauce: 1 pint strawberries. 2-4
Tbls. sugar
Combine sugar and 1/4 c: of
water for the caramel, cook over
low heat until dissolved. Boil syrup
until rich brown in color, pour in
remaining 1/4 c. water (pull off
heat). Mix will sizzle — stir vigourously until caramel is dissolved.
Pour irfto a bowl to cool. Heat milk
with 1 Tbls. sugar and stir until
dissolved. Combine eggs and extra
yolks and mix with a fork until
smooth but not frothy. Stir in warm
milk gradually, then add cooled
caramel mix. Strain this custard
into a lightly oiled mold or souffle
dish (or for individual cust4rds.
into lightly oiled muffin tins) and
cover with foil. Stand dish in 'pan
of hot water, bake in 375 oven
40-50 minutes or until -knife
inserted in center comes out ,clean.
Remove mold from water and cOol. Sprinkle berries with sugar after
slicing, let set 30 minutes. Work
through sieve or puree in blender.
Spoon 3 This. sauce onto.individual serving plates or pour all of
sauce onto large serving platter. 1
carefully unmold custards and
place on sauce. Garnish with fresh
mint leaVes and whole
strawberries.

Read the
I want ads daily

Van Buren

DEAR ABBY I agree -with the
letter stating that pizza deliverers
should receiye t ips just as good servers in restaurants do. However. I am
puzzled as to who,else is entitled to
tips.
Recently. my husband and I had
professional Movers transport our
furniture from a townhouse to a new
house 10 miles away. We had a lot of
furniture, so it wasn't cheap. When
they finished thejoh,I was presented
with' a bill on which was written:.
,-Tips are optional, but are appreciated:. I was dumbfounded. as I had
never tipped movers before I told
them I had no cash. so one man said.
-Oh. checks are finer I felt a little
intimidated. but I wrote a check for
the move itself. and made out an-.
other Check for the movers for roughly
10 percent. No big deal, but now I'm
wondering who else is going to hit
me up for tips.
Since we've moved. We've had new
furniture delivered. carpet cleaned.
cable hooked up. and although none
of these guys was forward
wgh to
suggest tips. I v.'tmdered if maybe
they weren't expecting something
Can you give me som guidelines?
My husband and I are generous w hen
it comes to tipping food ser‘ers.
hairdressers., barbers, bell men. etc .

1985 Cad. Seville
1988 Pontiac 6000

Your
Choice

'59495

1986 Chevy Spectrum
Red Sun Roof
2,

1985 Mustang
Auto Air

1986 Chevy Cavalier sl oc
4 Dr. Nice
LI°"
1985 Chevy Cavalier
2 Dr. Charcoal
21195

1985 Monte Carlo
White Bucket Seats
1983 Mazda 626
4 Dr. Loaded

1982 Cavalier
Red 2 Dr

1977 Cutlass
2 Dr. Brown

695

$500 Down
1982 Granada
White, 4 Dr
$400 Down
1979 GAIC Pickup
Auto Air
'400 Down
1979 T-Bird
Red
500 Down
1968 LTD

54,000 Miles

East Main, Murray. Ky.

$2,695

'2,695
$2,495

$500 Down

1977
White
Datsun ,sivi
Wagon
m
Nice
tit/ Down
1978 LID'
2 Dr Brown

300 Down

1974 Chevy Pickup
Auto V8
$500 Down

'300

Down

753-4461

a

Fast
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•30
•10.
•20,
s
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Victor

DEA
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by Abigail

Holland Motor Sales
AGA Auto Rental

48 oz

13
9

WASHINGTON (AP) — The air
in American cities got steadily
cleaner in the 1980s, the Environmental Protection Agency said
Tuesday.
The agency's annual report on
urban air quality trends showed
decreases in all six pollutants measured: smog, lead, sulfur dioxide,
carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide
and particulate matter
dust, soot
and dirt.
"This shows some extraordinary
progress," EPA administrator William K. Reilly said at a news conference in Chicago. "The costs
have paid off. We are moving in
the right direction in air quality."
But in a statement issued in
Washington, Reilly said the report
"also shows the magnitude of the
air pollution problem still remain.ing: over 84 million Americans are
breathing air that violates at least
one federal standard."
EPA said it made no ranking of
the cities by air quality, believing it
would be misleading "because-the
extent of the monitoring networks
varies from city to city.'' The data
come from about 4,000 air pollution monitors around the country
and cover 340 metropolitan areas.
The report issued Tuesday does
not affect whether cities are con-.
sidered to be in attainment of standards set out in last year's Clean
Air Act amendments.
The EPA report found that for
the years 1980-89:
—Smog levels decreased 14
percent.
—Iyead levels in the atmosphere
decreased 87 percent.
• —Sulfur dioxide levels fell 24
percent.
—Carbon monoxide - levels
decreased 25. percent.
—4-Nitrogen dioxide ambient
levels decreased 5 percent.
For the sixth pollutant, ambient
particulate. the years 1982-89 were
covered because . an air sampling
filter change made 1980-81 data
uncertain. EPA said. For the period
1982-89, particulate levels
decreased 1 percent.

f ,2.o broke ifwe tipped
but trankI
every delivers service person who
came to the hi wse. especially when
we're already paving for the service
itself But if we are expected .to tip
these people. What percentage is
appropriate'
.
TAPPED-01,'T TIPPER

DEAR TAPPED OUT: How
much (orif) one tips is strictly a
personal decision. If you 'have
made a purchase from a store
that delivers, there is no need to
"tip" the delivery person.( If it's
a pharmacy that sends a kid out
on a bicycle — tip the kid and
watch his face light up.)
Personal services, such as
those offereA in beauty and barber shops, rate tips. And be generous toshoe-shiners — they live
on tips. Ditto parking attendants
and ."- upermarket carry-out
people.

fiEAR ABBY ilur family has a
prohlem that most far-Mlles will eventually have to face. At what point do
you seltthe property, house and car
of an elderly. relative who is in a
nursing home and will probably'
never get out?
Nlv father-in-taw had a stroke a
year ago and has been in a nursing
home ever since Meanwhjle. hihoiese
vacant and-his car 4ts
idle None of his children live close
enough to maintain the house and
care for his car and they think both
should be sold
My husband, acting as power of
attorney. has beery paying all the
bills and says his father's small life
F,avings is being depleted When his
father was asked if his property.
house and car should be sold, the
answer . was an emphatic. -Nu. let
.them sit!" My husband does not want
his father to give up all hope for
recovery and feels that if the assets
are sold. his father will give up.
We need an outside opinion.
Please .rush your answer, Abby, as
thla is causing serious dissension
among family members
A DAKGIITER-INr-LAw
DEAR DAUGHTER-IN-LAW:
Unless your father-in-law has
been diagnosed as Mentally incompetent, all decisions concerning the disposition of his
property should be made by h im.
He specifically stated that the
house and car should not he sold.
so (to use his words),"Let them
sit!"
Want your phone to ring? Get Abhy's
booklet."II ov. to Be Popular"— for people
of all ages. To order,send a long, hu,iness•
.4'1f-addressed en‘elope, plus cheek
or money order tor L1.9544.50 in Canada
to: Dear Abby, Popularity Booklet, P.O.
Box 447, Mount Morris.111.61054.1Postage
is included.'
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Front line

II

Combat Medic
Stops bleeding.
ensures breathing

2.5 miles from front

9 miles from front

ElBattalion aid station

El

Life-saving procedures
•One doctor: staff of 40
medics, drivers
•Work out of truck

25 miles from front

Medical company

4

fk-or ,ivainds. transfer point
•40 cots
•FLve doctors work in tent

IA

Immediate surgery, get patient
ready for travel
•60 beds
•Five surgeons work in tent

il Hel'cooters. ambulances

flw*3
.
t
C 0

I It
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.
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igh,lift ohs is

0 !I 17111
11%

Battalof 800 soldiers

Wounds expected

MI One frozen, two fresh blood facilities in Saudi
Arabia;

c.e

Department Office of Health Affairs. Surgeon Genera

were proclaimed "Champions of
the Classroom" at a news conference March 6, at the National Press
Club in Washington D.C.
Several locals were honored by
the highly esteemed Tandy Technology Scholars as "Classroom
Champions." Jane Sisk, of Calloway County High School was
named Outstanding Math/ Science/
Computer Science Teacher National Finalist and was awarded
52.500. Jeffrey H. Enoch, senior
Jane Sisk
of Calloway County High School
was .named. -Outstanding Math/
Science/ Computer Science Student
•School Nominee, and received a
certificate.
Academic nominees within the
top two percentile who received
certificates were Charity E. AnderVictory once again! This time the varsity Christian Fellowship School
-son..,Peter J. Luciano and Grover
Eagles ballplayers and cheerleaders both came in No. 1 in the K.C.A.A.
W. Tibbetts, III.
Tournament held in Louisville the weekend of Feb. 22-23.
"I feel very honored to have
After winning over Lexington Bluegrass with a score of 118:94 and.:
-been
-the—nominee- from Calloway
Louisville Victory Academy by 97-88, Christian Fellowship School came
. County High School, and- one of
away with a seven-point victory over Louisville Micah 100-93. This was
the .100 finalists recognized," Sisk
Coach Gary Lamb's 100th victory' in four years.
Mark Keen and Carl Johnson made the All-Tournament team and Mark
The awards will be presented at
Keen was named the Most Valuable Player.
the
Annual Convention of the
In cheerleading competition held Saturday afternoon, CFS varsity
Nationa
l Teachers Association in
cheerleaders walked away with first place honors over Louisville CovenHouston. Texas the last week of
ant who finished second and Living Waters who finished third. Melissa
March.
Lampkins and Emily Ward were named to the All-Tournament team
for
their cheerleading squad. Wanda Garland is their sponsor.
The kindergarten class of CFS had a very busy February. They began
the month with a study of Groundhog Day. They read about the groundhog who forgot about Feb. 2. Next they studied the life of Abraham Lincoln and students made a portrait of Lincoln. Of course, February would
not be complete without a Valentine's party. Several mothers helped with the party. The children exchanged valentines, played games and enjoyed
refreshments. They finished the month by looking at the life of George
Washington. The kindergarteners enjoyed reading stories about young
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
George Washington. The stars for the month of February were Jesse.
Rep. Jim Bunning said he may
Stamper and Danny Treas. Mrs. Cindy Nichols is the kindergarten
challenge Democrat Wendell Ford
teacher.
when the veteran' senator comes up
Mrs. Wanda Peal's first grade class had a valentine party on Valenfor re-election next year.
tine's Day. Mrs. Cooper and Mrs. Wi,ggins provided refreshments. During
looking at it," said Bunning, R-4th District. "It's an
the party, the students played games, sang songs and exchanged
valentines.
option.•'
Mrs. Eva Miller's second and third grade class had a Valentines party
Bunning told The Kentucky Post
on Feb. 14.'Special treats were served by Sarah Lee's mother,'Mrs. Kathy
on Monday that he would make a
Lee, and Christopher Hudspeth's mother, Mrs. Pam Hudspeth. Mrs. Lee
decision this summer or "a little
and Mrs. Hudspeth also provided some fun games with sweet treats going
later."
to.each winner. Valentines were exchanged and enjoyed by everyone.
Ford, an Owensboro resident
Mrs. Kay Williams' fourth and fifth grade class and Mr. Ron Cook's generally regarded as Kentucky's
sixth grade class had a combined Valentines party and exchanged gifts. most popular politidan, was
After the refreshments they went bowling in Draffenville. Mrs. Michelle elected to the Senate in 1974 and
Boros, Mrs. Leanne Pope, Mrs. Vickie Brandon'andMrs. Betty Fleming fast year assumed the position of
majority whip.
helped with the parties.
"I won't get into the Senate race
On Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. 26-27, Dr. Joe Ellis' office came and
tested the students' eyesight. The students were examined for color blind- unless 1 have a legitimate chance.
ness, nearsightedness and farsightedness. We really appreciated him giv- I've been a sacrificial lamb once
ing his eye screening tests to the students and staff at CFS, a school offi- before,-and it cost me S160,000 of
my own money," said Bunning,
cial said.
who
was referring to his unsuccessClub Day was Friday, March 1. Mrs:l‘Finley McKinney's Conservation
Club is working on-skits to be shown through a video. They will make the ful gubernatorial campaign against
Martha Layne Collins in 1983.
video, as a variety comedy show on the topic of conservation.
Mre'..,Larry Nichols' speech class and Mrs. Cheryl Hammons' economics
and _civics class went to Murray State University to hear Cal Thomas,
nationally-syndicated columnist, speak on the subject of "Death of Ethics
in America. Students in Mr. Nichols' class were to evaluate Thomas as a
speaker. The economics/civics class had to summarize and evaluate his
discussion on the issue.
In the family living class visited Western Baptist Hospital on Tuesday,
Feb. 26. Mrs. Harrirnons' class toured the maternity ward. An OBGYN
nurse gave special instruction on birthing procedures. Students then
toured the nursery area with special instruction on care of the newborn
and special equipment used in the nursery.
Freshman Luke McClees competed in the state championship qualifer
for the Purchase Area Swim Society last week at the Crescent Hill'Pool in
Louisville. He placed third in the state qualifiers in the 100 Butterfly. He
will represent his team at the State A Championships in Lexington at the
Harry Lancaster Aquatic Center in Freestyle on March 9.
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Deluxe Yodels
Vinyl siding
$2475
Vis Car (12120)
$2,97
$3,175
2 Car (19d0)
93,515
$3,475
Large 2 Car (22112)
$3,975
$3,675
T`ti Car (24:24)
94,075
94,175
Large Th Car (24130)
$4,675
Plus off level lot & fret,
YAM 14IIBl!ilCIIIIIVIII OEN GOAL

BEM* BUILT 111111/1111C CO.
NOW, Ky. • (502) 674-5530

In Stock

$299

$2

Per Double
Roll & Up
• ••

Special Order

Wancoverings
(Selected Books)

30°/o off
BEAUTIFUL WINDOWS BY AMERICA'S
BEST KNOWN NAME IN DECOR

ATING

LEVOLOR
Riviera/
1
2
'delicate
blind controls light,
nearly disappears
when open

Riviera'1 with over Verticals, versatile
300 colorful options, elegant, wili dress up
this blind brings
any room
fashion to your home

Z-Shade:a new
approach Softer.
perfect alone or with
an over treatment

Riviera
.13/e. Looking
for a fresh approach/
Try this unique
Horizontal Blind

SAVE 10% On All

Black

'
s Decent:rig Center
753-0839

701 S. 4th St.
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A
V
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XWELL HOUSE'Instant Coffee.

Maxwell House' is a proud sponsor of the American Red Cross.
To show our support, we will donate $200,000 to the 1991
Play Your Part American Red Cross program.
Thl/ 0•11•CAN,RIC C.17.3 nine En e•or- re mc
commutes ordorierwe ce
XOCILC
hiFF•F,F•FTNO•ar word.;•••• progra-

MANAMA(TUttll'S COUPON

IllElltES 4/1011

t.

SAVE 75°
)T HE R
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, •S•-‘e,cr•
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/1/1)*MA/11/

•-••••cr 04K C•css erasr•vcr DC 202 6391352

MANUFACTURER'S COUPON. <MRES AWN,

SAVE 75°
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Maxwell House'
Regular

A Roll

WadCoverings

Aik the Sunflower Group"

I NEY SAYING COUPON

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING

With herdboerd siding
car (12:20)
2 Car (1$x20)
Large 2 Car (22,22)
VI Car (24124)
Large 2'I,Car (24130)

Borders

-

Bunning looking
at possibly running
for Ford's seat

,/ OR( )",f

SAVE

Now thru April 15, 1991

CFS ballplayers, cheerleaders
finish 1st in K.C.A.A. tourney

CUSTOM BOW GARAGES

Jane s Defense Weexly, Research by WENDY GOviER

DECORATE AND

Tandy Technology Scholars, a
program to recognize academic
excellence, especially in the areas
of mathematics, science and computer science, announced - awards
today totalling $350,000. This is
the second year that the program
has made awards to teachers and
graduating seniors at American
high schools.
One hundred students will .
receive cash scholarships of S1,000
and 100 teachers will receive
$2,500. These national finalists

Comnpietely erected, including concrete floors Not pre lab Carpenter built Po quality materias
We offer you FREE estimates, references and location of garages in your area,
and writer
warranty

Wounded will be sent wherever there's room.
•U.S facilities or nations offering beds Saudi
Arabia, Bahrain,
United Arab Emirates, Oman, Qatar, Israel, Greece
II Seven military hospitals in Europe

•Rood s distributed to medical units by
ground vehicle, helicopter
II A casualty needs an average of four units
of blood
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Military, civilian hospitals ;Outside war area)

•sniasts 32 days, frozen 10 years

Tandy announces
awards to scholars

•

•

er•

Blood

Worst wounds are expected f•om •
artillery fire and shrapnel.
•Severe chest and abdominal
•Leg or arm wounds requ,ring

••-;::
,of

Prepare patients to leave
war region
M400 beds
II Specially equipped with brain
scanners, magnetic resonance
imaging equipment, heartIlung
machines

tal 0
1
.
tt
11

erifloo

-

tion
6 Evacua
hospital

Treat diseases, wounds in
hard-shell mobile units
•200 beds
III Specially equipped with X-ray
facilities, lab, surgical suites,
pharmacy

ALL

Med ca;

••,-#)11.

..

45 miles from front

Combat support
hospital

•

,A,L4

Arrny Hea,M Ser.,ces Command
Academy of

r

•

35 miles from front

Mobile Army Surgical
hospital (MASH)

(F))

SOURCE

,

How ground troops are treated

'Hi Is.
,

Army medical corp has more than
II 30 hospitals
•10.000 beds
•20,000 staff

•
'•

I

•mmeaately. Tne injured then are moved through
a system of hospitals, each providing another level
of care. Severely
ve to 10 days Each military branch has its own
hospitals, but all casualties enter a system much like
the Army's-

7rarisoort patients ---------

Fast facts

7, ••

•

.
•,

The U.S. Amy medical network:, A.",
Mobile medical units follow ground troops, treating
casua
wounded are removed from the war region in

e- .-
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Governor, Martha disagree on ARC funding

Mrs. Louella Marchese
;41.

Gt:s:de rites for Mrs. Louella
will he Thursday at 11
a.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens.
may call at Miller FunerI4,07.% of Murray after 9 a.m.
Marcnese. 82, died Tuesday
r al her nome at 400
Street. Murras
Her

FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP)- First
lady and Democratic gubernatorial
candidate Martha Wilkinson says
she disagrees with a decision by
her husband to end most federai
funding for dropout prevention in
Kentucky's Appalachian areas.
Martha Wilkinson said Tuesday
during a campaign stop that Kentuckyhad "a lot of work left to be
done" in remedying the dropout
problem and should continue to
request Appalachian Regional
Commission funding for dropout
prevention until the state is "further down the road with education
reform."
Kentucky is getting 5600.000 for
dropout prevention from the ARC

husband. Henry Marchese; died
Feb. 14. 1987.
Survivors are one sister, Mrs.
Dorothy Feuler and husband, Walter. Murray; one brother. John
Booth and wife, Myra, Orleand
Park, 111.; one niece, Evelyn Bayless; two great-nephews, Tony.
Bayless and wife, Teresa, and Johnl
Morris and wife. Lisa.

Mrs. Retta Cooper
•

a_

Mrs. Re.;:a Cooper
at South
Un•ied Methodist
.1,mi A:ford diln tht__Church
Crafton.
Ronnie Cooper.
• Cooper, Billy
Osborn and

Mrs. Cooper, 91, Rt. 2, Hazel.
died Monday at 4:45 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Jobless rate declines

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) Sevents-seven Kentucky counties.
charch cemet.had lower unemployment in 1990.
b Miller
according . to year-end figures
released by the Cabinet for Human
Resources.
That corresponded with a decline
in the overall state Ile for a fifth
straight year -from 6.2 percent in
1989 to 5.8 percent last year.
Figures released by the cabinet
-.as of 10:00 AM
Tuesday showed increased rates in
39 counties. Rates stayed the same
from 1989 to 1990.in Adair. Green.
• r.1,:t- 23.2'
ow
,
co ,
Hardin and Webster counties.
Elliott County. a pocket' ofeast41'..H 42%
ern Kentucky that consistently
34 a '
reported. lost. jobs. in trade. con_ ...150n
strdction. and -manufacturing, ,fin:shed the year with 17.3 per-cent
ahomployment. the highest rate in
;
he sta:e.
rs
The loweA rate as 2.8 percent
in Oldham County. which is on the
'4' AB 10%
northeatern edge of the Louisville
,metro area.
41 - a
Tweise counties - Allen.. Car42
ter. Clinton. ElliOtt. Esti:I. Jackson.
ttrin-g's:rhn7--Mzfrn-ry:-- ignfftr-.14' . I a
Me r, fee. Montgomery and Wolfe
- had double-digit -rates Th.,:
4n - ]]
five counties fewer ;ha:
21
The seeOnflowest ralc
was 3.0 in She:b% a:7r! \.‘
• un.
counties. 1.71:7"..,
counues tied. a: 3.2. Boone Co..was. 3.4: Jessa,-'ne_ Counts
3.5: Kenton Counts was '
CT.T.ItstTlr-Cpun. as
- Fanklin -.COurity was 4.1.
The second-highest rate .as
rn.----Wol-fc-_-.Coutity.,- fl
Magoffin County. 14.9; *McCreah\
County. 14.1; Carter County:
4
Allen County. 13.1:- Estill Counts
:2.2: Montgomery COunty. Il
Me.h.fee County. 10.9. and Jacksii.-.
10.4.

An estimatod 1,679,300 Kenttickuins had :jobs in 1990 - 35.600
more than in 1989.
The fastest-growing employment
category was trade, where 5.600
new jobs were reported. Agriculture was the only one of 10
employment categories that showed
a decline. the' cabinet said.

S,tock Market
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United Airlines suffers first
'line of duty' female death
COLORADO SPRINtQS: Colo.
(AP) - The co-pilot ofiN United
Airlines jetliner that crashed here
during the- weekend loved her job.
said her brother in Richmond, Ky.
Patricia K. Eidson was the first
woman to de while flying a large
commercial airliner for United, a
company official said.
Eidson. 42. had been with the
company since 198g and was based
in San Francisco. She' listed her
official address as Richmond.
cre rit:r parentand brother use
IShe had been flying for 17
• o..i .2 her brother. Mike Eid,:wris a heating and air
business in Richmond.
:oved what she was
. don't think abo..1
:nat happening. and
devastat:h2....
calle.d her
Her'parents
moved to
ears ago.
tier 4.700 hours of jef aircraft
3 sun: V.::7

; Deductible. Like your auto
o Jr:once, this method requires
you pay a specified dollar
.•-•
t toward your bill before
-•,,
ance coverage begins.
2 (.'.)-Payment. With this
t hod. the insurance company
a- Imes responsibility • for a
cif-led percentage of the bill
for covered dental services,
leaving the remainder to be paid
by you.

"She is. certainly' the first female
(pilot) to die in the line of duty for
United." said Sara Dprnacker. a
United spokeswoman. Dornacker
said United started hiring women
pilots more than 10.y-ears ago and
currently employs. 350. including
one captain:. • •
The co-pilot was among five
crew. members and 20 passengers
who died when United Flight 585
went down on approach to the Colorado _S_prings Municpal Airport
S.unday. An investigation into the
crash is under way.
Eidson graduated with honors
from the University' of Arkansas in
1970 with a degree in English and
history. ,She taught high school
English for SOW time before
becoming a pilot.
Eidson was also a Girl Scout
leader and was chair of ihe Cystic
Fibrosis ._fund-raising campaign .in
San. Francisco.
• The pilot'of the plane was Harold L. Green. 51, A 22-year veteran
with the' company.

Law overrides parental
consent for abortion info
LAN -ING. Miih. ] A
dasT. Kalamazoo County•Cirrun as young as sixth-graders . i_.: C
•ti-,...:rernent that schools
• "T
t how to:gt:t an abortion
j.ren in sixth through
- parents' consent hoilis
graL, of the law was added
uuiring parental cons said Tuesday.
0 :he
during House debate.
Det:arth:-._•:.: of Edacation
Rep \laxine Berman.
material that will
Berman. who favors abortion
to students, say some 7ights said the provision was
i- arehts might object hut the depart- heeded - because • teen-agers otherhas no choice bat to comply wise would never find out..about
Ine
the law until it was too late.
-k it's going to be real
"The% have to let youngsters
department spokesman know this so that hopefully they
BonHarris said. "I think there arc will 0-6-k about it. although I doubt
go:7.r'1 'De an awful lot of parents any. of them will think about it."
ho are i:o:ng, to wonder what's she said:. "Experience in 'other
states is until they' become pregnant
The :aw. sat to take effect March
he don't know this law exists."
reuuires girls 17 and younger to
Right to Life accepted the
have a .parent's consent for ar,
amendment because rt passed easia r- y:•rton.- But minors ,can ask a
:y...-said Barbara Li,sting, the
prbria:e judge to waive the parental
group's president.4.
•.
consent if the judge finds the minor
Some school officials might
:s mature enough to make her own
resent having to hand - out informaor that the waiver would
tion pertaining . to abortion, she
best interests.
said.
r:-..(:isure, initiated by. Right
"I think, too, parents- will be
Life of Nlichigan, is being chalconcerned about having their child.i.ihgect in court by the Michigan ren
get the information." she said.
ih•apter, of the American Civil "A
lot
Literta-:s Union. A hearing on the schools depends on the form the
use. I think it can be beneACLU's request for an injunction ficial
if children realize parents
;he law is set' for next have to
be involved.--

Holland Tire Co.

DENTAL INSURANCE DOLLAR COVERAGE
dental insurance
.•,:.pay for the full cost
(are They are dej'the cost of care,
,
hate it entirely. This
es them to offer a broader
plar, at economic rates.
the most common
o of payment limitation

this year and pas received such
grants for several years. But Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson ,wants to, end
commission funding of publicschool programs aimed at keeping
youngsters in school.
The governor defended the decision Tuesday night, saying it conformed both with the reasoning
behind Kentucky's school-reform
law and with the need to maintain
federal support for the ARC.
The state Department of Education asked the governor to ask the
ARC for a 5500,000 grant for dropout prevention in all 49 of Kentucky's Appalachian counties, but
his recommendations, submitted
Feb. 4. include only 545.000 for
dropout prevention and similar
efforts. All of That money- would go
to three private schools.
Gov. Wilkinson said in a telephone interviek. that when the
school-funding formula was
devised last year, its designers
chose to limit funding increases to
25 percent because that was "the
maximum amount of money' that a
school district ;could properly' and
efficiently utilize." the governor
said.
Nearly all the Appalachian districts targeted for further dropout

is overstocked with
235-75-15 A/S

3. Dollar Limit. This system
requires that you pay the diffcrence between ,the company •-•
limit for a service and your
dentist's fee.
Some programs use - predetermination.- If this is a part.
of your program, your dentist
will vibmit your treatment plan
and the fees to the insurance
company for review.

Uniroyal Larado Pull Offs
UNIROYAL
50Per Tire
$

aid from the commission got the
full 25 percent this year, he said.
Compared with such large
increases, the dropout-prevention
grants, amounting to no more than
$18,000 per district, can accomplish little, he said.
Wilkinson said some school districts will get serious about keeping
youngsters. in school only when a
complex formula for measuring
school success, which will include
the dropout rate, comes into play' in
a few' years. Until then, he said,
districts that are already' serious
about dropout prevention can support it with the new state money.
Meanwhile, he said, Kentucky'
communities in the Appalachian
area -are "begging -for water, begging for clean sewers" and other
public works that the commission
money' can be used to build.
Furthermore. he said. "there has

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) The Grand Ole Opry will celebrate
its 65th birthday on the road - at
ten out-of-state concerts this
spring.
Party guests will include former
Country' Music Association entertainer of the year Ricky Skaggs and
Minnie Pearl. a member of the
Country Music Hall of Fame.
Other performers will include
earth Brooks, Patty' Loveless, Holly Dunn, Riders in the Sky, bluegrass musicians Jim and Jesse and
the Virginia Boy's and CountryMusic Hall of Famer Bill Monroe.
"We want to create the look and
the feel of the real Opry." Opry
marketing director Steve Buchanan
said. "We'll use Opry announcers.
Opry-backdrops and Opry microphone stands."
We want to showcase the variety of styles that make up the
°pry, and we also want to show off
.the various generations of artists."
Buchanan explained.
"We want to expose a broader
audience to the appeal of the
Opry:' he. added. "We not only
__want to reach people who don't
know about -us at all, we also want
to give those who have some idea
about who we are a better _understanding of what we do."
Each tour concert will feature
individual performances by four
Grand Ole Opry members and
include a 30-minute segment modled after a typical half-hour on the
regular broadcast of the Opry from
Nashville.
Each of the four artists on the.
tour date will make a brief appearance during that half hour. Radio stations in each City on the
.tour will promote the:concerts and
broadcast the special. 30-minute

.40
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''This gives the people a chance
to see .the Opry, to sec Aiihat att
Opry is like," said Opry general
manager Hal Durham.
"We have a good diversity of
talent represented on the shows.
We hope that a number of people
who see and hear the show on the
tour will want to come to
Nashville."
Opry officials will announce
additional performers as plans
become final.
The road tour will be separate
from the regular Opry performances here each Friday and Saturday nighL The Opry is performed
before what usually is a sellout
crowd at the 4,400-seat Grand Ole
Opry House and broadcast live on
Nashville radio station WSM-AM.
The Opry was established as a
show' on WSM in 1925. By 1931,
Uncle Dave Macon, Dr. Humphrey
Bate and other entertainers associated with the program were tour:ing as representatives of the show_
During World War II. an Opry
troupe toured as the Camel Caravan, performing for armed forces
personnel under the sponsorship of
the --R.J. Reynolds.Tobacco
Company.
Since the 1950s, the Opry has
allowed its name and St40w format
to be used outside Nashville only
on rare occasions.
Tour stops announced Tuesday
include: Detroit, April 4; Mobile,
Ala., April 16; Jacksonville, Fla.,
April 17; Pittsburgh, May' 7; Charlotte, N.C., May 10; Little .Rock.
Ark., May. 22; Kansas City, Mo..
May 23; Richmond, Va., June 1;
Columbus, Ohio. June 13: and Chicago. June 15. „e
•

1

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Federal Election Commission
opened a drive Tuesday' to convince taxpayers to decide - yes or no
- whether they -'want to designate
51 for the cash-strapped presidential erection fund.
"The checkoff question is the
only instance in all of federal government where taxpayers can direct
where one of their tax dollars will
go," said FEC chairman John W.
McGarry.
The FEC chairman pointed out
that the percentage of taxpayers
designating a dollar for the campaign fund has declined from 28.7
percent in 1980 to 19.9 percent last
year.
McGarry told a news conference
that a marketing survey conducted
for the FEC had found "an amazing_ widespread lick of knowledge
about the program."
McGarry 'conceded that many
Americans are fed up with politicians. but he insisted that lack of
knowledge was a far greater factor

Chet

in the declining willingness of people to designate a tax dollar to the
campaign fund.
"No question about it, it was
very' apparent from that survey that
there was a revulsion that ran
through all the survey toward politics and politicians." he said.
For the first time since public
financing began in the 1976 presidential election, the fund is in danger of running out of money'.
NIcGarry predicted it could: fall 53
million short of what candidates.
will spend in 1992.
He said at the ,current-rate of
checkoff income, it would cover
only about half the estimated need
in 1996. ..
The fund pays nearly all the cost
of the general election campaigns
of the two major party nominees
and also provides matching funds
to candidates vying for the nominations. In 1992, the Democratic and
Republican. presidential nominees
will receive S56 million each from
the fund for the fall campaign.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
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`Opry' will take to the
road for birthday bash

Mounting & Balancing Included

Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health
From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 294 S. 6th St., Phone753-2642.

.zo
been over a number of years -a
great philosophical debate about
this division of spending" betwep
'hard'' projects, such as highways
and, water and sewer lines, and
"soft" projects: such as dropout
prevention programs.
With President aush trying to
Cut ARC funding from the current
S185 million to $100 million,
"we're fighting for our life," said
Wilkinson, who testified last week
before a congressional committee
on behalf of the governors of the
commission's member states.
Some of the commission's critics, he said, believe money "has
been wasted over a long period of
time on soft projects," most of
which "never amount to anything
and never accomplish any-thing."'
Shifting grant -requests toward
"hard" projects, he suggested,
helps blunt that criticism.
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Volunteer Opportunities
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Peace Corps celebrates 30th annivers
ATLANTA -On March 1.1961,
President John F. Kennedy signed an
Executive Order calling for the establishment of a volunteer institution to
"promote ;odd peaccand friendship"
through: 111 helping the people of
developing countries theet their needs._
for trained men and women: 2) helping promote a better understanding of
Americans on the part of the peoples
served; and 3) helping promote a
better understanding of other people
on the part of Americans. This month
the Peace Corps.of the United States
celebrates 30 years ofcar_rying out
those three goals. . •:'
.
_
. Friday. March 22, Peace Corps will
hold a reception at the Carter Presidential center in Atlanta celebrating
30 years of service. Former Peace
Corps • volunteers throughout the
Southeast have been invited to attend
along with a host of dignitaries.
Former President Jimmy Carter will
address the group and present Peace
Corps's Lillian Carter Award to an
outstanding former volunteer who has
been judged to be a shining example
in carrying out the three goals outlined in President Kennedy's Executive Order.
Today there are more than 6,000
volunteers working to carry,out these
goals in 73 countries on four continents. There are more than 121000
former Peace Corps volunteers in
virtually every community throughout ,the United States continuing to
carry out the third goal by sharing'
their experiences with friends and
relatives. The impact of 30 years of
those experiences is evident in all
. sectors of host countries where volunteers have served.

-More than 600 Peace Corps volunteers participated in environmental
projects in 55 countries in 1989. This
means that the Peace Corps has more
persons working in environthental
projects in other countries than any
other environmental or conservation
organization in the world.
Noting these accomplishments,
Paul Coverdell, Director of the Peace
Corps. recently reflected on such
attempts to quantify the work of the
Peace Corps over the past thirty years.
"After all," he noted, "how does one
measure the happiness felt by a
mother whose child is alive because a
Peace Corps volunteer taught her
better nutrition? How does one quantify the smile of a father who is able to
provide decent and adequate food for
his amity? If they are the criteria, we
can be confident that Peace Corps has
been very successful. for there are more countries requesting Peace
Corps assistance today than ever
before---"-and we know that millions of
people in more than 100 countries
have a better feeling about America as
a result of a volunteer's presence."
-"The Peace Corps of the 1990's."
admitstoverdell,"faces new international problems, in some ways more
overwhelming because they threaten
the very existence of. human kind.
problems such as environmental deterioration and widespread food shortages. We face new challenges such as
providing assistance in rapidly growing urban areas of the developing
world and increasing emphasis on
projects which create jobs in a world
where market economies have gained
popularity."
To address those needs as it enters
-Since 1961, Peace Corps educa- its second thirty years of
service.
tion programs continue to account for•Pean.Corps has announ
ced a new set
over 30 percent of volunteer activity of initiatives:
around the world. -Those-volunteers
-Pcratt-CoTpvilas Set a-goal Tor the
have taught more than five, million
1990's to offer volunteer programs to
people to speak English with over every country in the develo
ping world
three hundred textbooks developed that requests legitimate
assistance.
by volunteers still in use today. This could mean a Peace
Corps
-Close to 14 million people have presence in two-thirds of
the developbenefited . from Peace Corps water ing world.
sanitation and health education prog-With its entry into Hungary and
rams in the past 20 years V. ith 1,040 Poland in early 1990
followed by a
village health- workers trained by program in zechos
tOvakia,the Peace
voltinfeers in 1988 alone.
Corps demonstrated . its belief that
.Since 1966. over '3000 fisheries there should
be no cultural, geovolunteers have helped over three graphic •or .
political. barriers to the
million people adequately supple- pursuit of peace
As other countries in
ment their diets with fish protein. the region
begin to look for outside
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The new DUI bill.
a step in the right direction
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assistance in adjusting to rapid economic and social changes, the Peace
Corps has pledged to be ready to
respond.
•ln September 1989, the Peace
Corps entered into a collaborative
agreement with the Environmental
Protection Agency under which the
EPA will help train Peace Corps
volunteers in pesticide management,
waste disposal techniques, %ver pollution prevention, reforestation and
environmental education. Preventing
the destruction of the environment
will become a major objective . of
PCace Corps volunteer efforts work'
dwide.
-Fully 44 percent' of the people of
the developing world now live in
urban areas. With the growth of cities
have come increased health problems.
.joblessness and a host of other problems associated with inner cities in the
country. Peace Corps pledgesto recruit and train volunteers to respond
to these new areas of development.
"There is not enough money in all
_America," John F. Kennedy said, "to
relieve the misery fo the underdeveloped world in a giant and endless
soup kitchen. But there is enough
know-how and enough knowledgeable people to help those nations help
themselves."
In order to meet the challenges of
the 1990's and beyond. the Peace
Corps must attract volunteers with
more and more sophisticated skills
and experience -- people with a
background in such specialized areas
as education. math..science,engineering. environmental studies. health and
nutrition who are v:illing to do:cite
two years of their lives sharing that
knowlegge with others less fortunate.
As President George-Bush noted in
a Rose Garden ceremony to send off
the first group of volunteers to Eastern
Europe. "For thirty years. the Peace
Corps has drawn idealistic Americans
from all walks of life -- and sent-them
to the far corners of the Earth. And for
thirty years. the men and women of
the Peace Corps have built bridges of
understanding and goodwill between
the people of the United States and the
people of scores of other nations.
For more information about Peace
Corps volunteer opportunities contact the Atlanta Area Office at 1-800241-3862 or write.:yeace Corps, 10:
Marietta Street. N.W., Room 2321.
Atlanta, GA 3032-3.
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By David L. Harrington
subsequent treatment being ordered
Callo%ay County Attorney
appropriate.
With -the recent passage of KenThe new DUI law is similar to
tucky' new DUI Bill, the Legislature
many other criminal statues in that
has taken a giant step toward controllone of its purposes is, of course, to
ing the problem of drinking and
punish the offender. Yet, the new law
By David
driving in Kentucky.
also has a larger purpose, and that
As County Attorney, much of my
Ifam'ngton
purpose seems to be one of protection.
time is spent in District Court dealing
The law provides protection for the
with DUI cases. Currently. under
millions or people who use our
Offenders": In addition, the new leKentucky law, if a person has a blood
highways every day, and in additioi„
gislation mandates that all DUI offenalcohol level of .10 or above, that
the law also protects the drunk driver
person is only presumed intoxicated. ders will be evaluated for possible
against himself. Truly, the new law i•
drinking and drug problems. with
Other evidence can be introduced at a
a step in the right direction.
trial to prove that the person was not
intoxicated: However, the nevi. law
which takes effect on July 1. 1991.
will make successful prosecution of
-Dttt • ca-szcsomewhat easier.
ST. PAUL, Minn.(AP)- A pair of very little boys are very big heroc
The mayor 'highlights of the new
for acting quickly to get help when their pregnant mother suffered a life
ionslation are as follows: threatening diabetic seizure.
-Illegal Per se-: According to the
Joseph Zappa, 3, and his 5-year-old brother, Andrew. will receive Fir
new statute, it will be unlawful for
Department commendations from Mayor Jim Scheibc1.
anyone to drive an'automobile with a
"It is -spectacular that a 3-year-old and a 5-year-old could assess thi,
blood alcohol content of 10% or
medical situation and then intervene appropriately," acting fire chief John
more. The only defenses to such a
Colonna said Monday.
charge would be to show that the
Last week, Joseph found his mother. Susan Zappa, unconscious in
their
blood alcohol test was faulty or that
home. He ran to a phone and called 911 for emergency help, reporti
ng
the'accused was not driving the motor
that his mother was sick but not much else.
vehicle.
_Andrew said he then took the phone. "I said that Mom hact_di
abetics.
2. 'Driver's License-SuSpensions": , They had to get some sugar
in her," he said in an interview Monday
AL:ording to the new law,judges will
Paramedics arrived within minutes and did just that, reviving Mrs.
Zap he able to suspend the driver's license
pa with intravenous dextrose.
certain individuals when they make
Mrs. Zappa, 33 and two months pregnant, said she and her husban
d,
Ine:r I N appearance in court. These
Michael, had taught Andrew' what to do if she ever went -into
insulin
'7Wviduals are those under 21. those
shock.
.J-1 prior DU l's within the past five
.c..ars. and those who refuse a. blood
test.
3. -Occupational License": Under
the new law. first-time-offenders will
avklote14[•laud:1411M•10110:•
have their driver's license suspended
for 90 days.. However. the District
Judge may grant these first-time of'fenders a special occupational license
56WABER,INC
during the last 60 days of their
suspension period.
4. "Swift Disposition of Cases":
*Moe Smippm0M•••
Also.,the law provides that the Court
must make reports every three months
to the-Administrative Office of the
766
Courts and to the Kentucky Attorney
General's Office concerning the disEP S
:iosition of DUI cases. The Court must
report those' cases not disposed of
While Supplies Last QUANTITIES LIMITED
ithin 90.days after a person's arrest.
From a practical standpoint. I know
that County Attorneys across the state
will not want to report a large back log
of cases. .Therefore, this provision
Chestnut St., Murray
Hours:
will provide a means by which DUI
753-2571 or
Mon.-Fri., 7:30-5:30
charges will be handled swiftly.
•
753-4
110
Sat.. 7:30-5:00
5. "Evaluation and Treatment for
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Two boys react quickly to save mother
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The One Name in Spraying That Keeps
Cropping Up
When it comes to spraying,

WeatherAW Flat Latex House Paint stands up to rain snow and

no tracking damage is the name of the game.
That's why so
many facm.ers are spraying with a low-weigh
t Melroe Spra-Coupe. The Spra-Coupe
almost floats through your crops with minimal
soil compaction. Other sprayers can
weight over six tons-imagine what that much
weight can do to your fields. The SpraCoupe is also designed for maneuverability. It
sprays close to trees, buildings, and
other obstructions with ease. Spray coverage is
outstanding in any crop, and proper
spraying height is hydraulically adjustable. With
a Spra-Coupe you can get your crops
sprayed at the critical time, and fast, with minim
al crop damage.

scorching summer sun' Soap-and-water-cleanup Gallon White
F

299F2

16.98

WeatherAr Gloss Latex House Paint for great-looking trim
season after season' Soap. water cleanup Gallon White

Call and let u lighten your work load by
workin rofessionally for you.
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at
• 32
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10.98
14.98
8.98

SSC, Inc. - Calloway Service

E-Z Kart" Latex Rat Rnish. Gallon White

• 156 566 F2

TRu-TEST

Route 8, Industrial Road - Murray, KY
(502) 753-1423

E-Z Kan- Latex Sead-Gless Enneel. Gallon White
3•9

Latex
Ceiling Paint

•

c,w

913 F F

Bulk Fertilizer 753-0182

White Latex Celia Paint is spatter-resistant for

Anhydrous 753-7042

neater one-coat coverage Gallta.
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Four MSU students, faculty member to present research

Four Murray State Univers_q students and -a faculty memller.
present two research studies at the
Council for Exceptional Children
Kentucky Federation convention at
Fort Mitchell March 14.-16.
"An Evaluation of Special Education Preserve Training: A Comparison Between Student Assistants and
Students Who Were Not Ettiplo-,YW
Assistants" will be presented by Dr.
Greg Prater,* associate professor of
special education at Murray State:
Bonnie Horn, special education major; and Elizabeth Weinberg. communications disorders graduate assistant.
The research study v. as designed to
determine whether teachers and prospective teachers who have worked as
student assistants v.:thin
education departmLT.: nay e
•positiyL ;- Lrceptio,.

..preserviee training than those ho
were not student asistants:
Lucia Garay of El Salvador and
Franciny Vtquez of Costa Rica. both
special .c.clueatitvi maors, along'with

Dr. Prater. will, present findings ot
their r6earch paper, "l;sing International College Students to Teach
Social Studies to At-Risk High School
Students." Their study sought to de-

termine al using internationiil oliege
students as guest speakers would
enhance instruction of social studies
to at-risk students. The study also
resulted in suggestions for utilizing

international university students in
elementary and high school class-

bachelor's degree from University of
Southern Mississippi, a master's degree from Louisiana Tech University
and a doctorate from the University of
Alabama.

rooms.

Dr. Prater has been on the Murray
State faculty since 1983. He earned a

•
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We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Medicare open
enrollment now
in progress until
April 1: officials

U.S. Choice Boneless

S Choice

Sirloin Tip Roast
$1
59
Sirloin Tip

Round Steak
1 79

Between nov. and April 1. eligh
T"e
s.cn up- -for---Metltc: Ira
The open enro'
aside each 'L'. •
a,,L+NA people to change their minds if
;.h
never signed up for medical
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Emge
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1i) OZ
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7 90

Steak

1#111•01MIIIMIOM

$ 1 39
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the hospital insurance
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U.S. Navy Band to visit
Murray State March 21

American Hearti
tp
Association

The United States Navy Band
Chief Musician Matthew J. Rutkwill perform at Lovett Auditorium owski is a clarinet soloist and
on the Murray State University instrumentalist with the United
campus on Thursday. March 21. States Navy Band in Washington,
Admission to the concert is free but D.C. He is also a member of the
a ticket is required, according to band's clarinet ensemble.
Dennis Johnson, director of bands
The son of Mr. and Mrs. John F.
at MSU, and the concert organi7er. Rutkowski of Pottstown, Pa., he
began his music education on
Tickets can he obtained through
a mailed request or by visiting accordion and later added clarinet.
these locations: Murray State 'Uni- saxophone and piano to his
versity Music Office, the Murray repertoire.
A 1977 graduate of Pottsgrove
Ledger & Times, Chuck's Music
School
in Pottstown, he performed
Center, Peoples Bank. Bank of
with the Pottstown Symphony and
Murray, Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce and the in various district and regional
U.S. Navy' Recruiting Center. Limit bands and orchestras throughout
six tickets per order. If ordering by southeastern Pennsylvania.
He studied with Lester Weiss
mail, residents are mixed to include
and
with Robert Genovese of the
a self-addressed stamped envelope.
NationaJ Symphony.
The R p.m. performance is sponRutkowski enlisted in the Navy
sored by Murray State University,
in
June 1971 and completed basic
the Murray Ledger & Times,
training at the Naval Training CenWinchester Printing, Innovative
ter in Orlando, Fla. He completed
Printing, WPSD-Paducah and the
the
basic- course at the School of Paducah Sim.
Music in Norfolk, Va., prior to
Recogni7ed as "The World's reporting to the Naval Academy
Finest," the U.S. Navy Band is the Band in Annapolis, Md., in 1978.
Navy's premier musical representa- -• He was assigned to
the Navy
tive in Washington, D.C. The band
Band in 1979.
is directed by Cmdr. Philip H.
In addition to his Navy duties,
Field, the eighth officer to hold this Rutkowski performs reeitals for
postition.
local charities.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9. a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

Ross Insurance Agency
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489

• WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES

Now Available

TWO NEW SERVICEMEN

Matthew J. Rutkowski

Community education course
on real estate to be offered
•

PAGE 1B

This Week's Special:
Large Bar-B-Q
Sandwich & Fries

0
471

The Selling or Buying of Residenagent or selling it yourself, selling
Special Good
tial _Real k5:14g... a non-crecht com- costs___Itow
thru March 9
enhance. your Jar
$2
59
munity education course sponsored
value, determining a fair market
h% Murray State University, will be
value.showing the house,considering
Friday eight Buffet
offered this month at the Murray- an offer and closing. Topics covered
Bar-B-0
-,
Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
-T„• •
Callow ay County Ptiblic Library.
in buying a home will include: how to
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
_
.
_ The course will he taught on two start your search, how much you can
Food BAcf7-Salad Bar
,onsecutive Monday nights - March afford. how to inspect a home, down
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink $•95
I and 25 - From 6 to g p.m. payment and mortgage terms, insur.Conducted,by Karl A'uest. marketing ance for home owners, making an
instructor at Murray State. the coursc. offer and closing.
Iff
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.
will provide a basic understandingpf_
Th!- fee.fi* the.„-eourNs
the e.ssential .sti7ps involVed In..sell.mg - -person and &30-for couples..-For more - -or buying a house. Topics covered in information, Call 762-4159 or I-8007
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045
seling a home included: using an 669-7654 outside Calloway County._
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VIII 4.0

1",•3.5

Electric
Range

2
:aa
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5
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0
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ik
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Carlisle slip gives Lakers trip to semifinals
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger 81 Times Sports Editor

DRAFFENVILLE — "Basketball On Ice" came to the First Region Tournament on Tuesday night,
with both the Calloway County
Lakers and the Carlisle County
Comets travelling- on thin ice
before Comet sophomore Jarrod
Martin slipped and fell with six
seconds left.
Martin's fall caused him to lose
the ball and Carlisle to lose all
hopes of a storybook .finish in the
first-round eliminations. The Lakers survived, 51-47, with senior
Rob Dennis 'scoOping up the ball
after Martin's slip and tossing
downcourt to Jarnar McNary for a
buzzer-beating layup and the fourpoint cushion. -2
"What a wild one," Calloway
coach Russ Wall said afterward.
Wild indeed. Each team kept the
ice thin under their feets by failing
to maintain leads or any semblance
of consistent play.
The Lakers, however, have spent
as much time on thin ice as former
01,y.4:te.Skaters in Snoopy outfits_
"-We've -been in so many close
games this year. it's almost a
given," Wall said. "We're used to
playing in tight situations."
He added the Lakers are also
used to putting themselves in those
situations. "This game was pretty
typical of the way our entire season
has gone." Wall said. "Up and
down... at times we played pretty.
-good. and, at times. pretty terrible."
In March. however, appearance
isn't as important a existence, and
Wall noted that the Lakers did survive to play another day — Friday
night, in fact, against Paducah
Tilghman in the regional
semifinals

Martin, a 5-7 point guard, had hit
two key 3-point shots during the
contest for the Comets. There was
hero-light shining in his eyes as
Martin drove past halfcourt with
the seconds 'ticking off the clock;
any kind of ending was possible.
But Martin slipped in open traffic and the Comets' last hope
bounced away from his grasping
hands.

took one timcout (at 6:29) and it
just kept snowballing."
After the second timeout. at
3:59, Dennis hit from outside to
break the drought and McNary
rebounded, then hit Hart underneath to set up the basket which
tied the game at 36-36.
Carlisle's Terry Choate scored
off a Martin assist to put the Comets back on top, but Hart tied the.
game with a power move inside
and Travis Turner claimed a
rebound off Carlisle's glass, with
McN_Ity_lialing from ten feet for a
40-38 Laker lead.

Inside
Scoop
David
RAMEY
Assistant Sports Editor

The Ohio Valley Conference
coach of the year will not be
leading is team into Racer
Arena tonight when the PVC
semis tipoff at 5:30 p.m.
The OVC coach of the year
Carlisle missed two shots underwas
Austin Peay's Dave Loos.
neath and, after Hart's fourth foul.
whose
Governors dropped an
clanked on two free throws With 25
87-83 decision to Middle Tenseconds left in the quarter to allow'
nessee -in Clarksville-Saturday
Calloway to protect the lead into
night.
the final frame.
Loos' Governors finished the
With Hart back on the bench.
year
at 15-14 and 6-6 in league
Payne patrolled the paint for Calloplay, in a third-place tic. The
way early in the fourth quarter.
Gbvernors were picked for sixth
hauling down three defensive
in the pre-season poll. and after
rebounds in under four minutes and
struggling early, Loos turned
turning in what Wall said may have
Pcay into a force to be
been the play of the game.
reckoned with down the stretch
Calloway was protecting a 43-40
run
in league play.
lead when Choate stole the ball and
kicked off the Comet break. with
Give Loos credit for doing a
Tyler leading the way and driving
good job, but he's no OVC
toward a slam dunk with only- Paycoach of the year. The conferne between him and the goal.
ence coaches vote for the
award, and they all -should get
Payne kept his.pciiition. and Tyla
technical for this one.
"We really frustrated them in the er was whistled
for the charge with
The
Murray State Racers were
first half." Wall said. 'But I was 4:58 left. "He
took a big-time
the unanimous choice to repeal.
frustrated with us after the half. We charge," Wall
said. "That could
and every team in the league
filhoemormomeareel/~/1
didn't do what we wanted to do - have really got
them rocking, but
was unanimous about trying to
defensively: we left Tyler com- Hughron just stood
there and took
knock
the Racers off. There
pletely open on some 3-point shots. it — that was a
big-time play."
were
no
easy ones for Murray
Callaway County senior Rob Dennis deft) goes
And we completely abandoned our
up
Without the lay- up, Carlisle stay' State this season, and after
County's Todd Tyler on the baseline during first-half against Carlisle
a
game
plan in the first three minutes
action of (aliostuck at 40 for almost three
turn through the league. Murray
way's 51-47 %ivory Tuesday night. Tyler led all scorer
of
the
half.
more minutes while Callowaywas tied for third.
while-Dennis shared the Laker team lead with Jamars with 25 points
"I can usually take one time_ out, trudged out to a 48-40 lead
‘lc\ary at 14
on
points each.
yell at them alittle and _get them Hart's basket underneath.
They,: rallied, closed the year- settled down," Wall said. "But I (Coned on page 38)
with seven straight wins and
Won their fourth straight title
behind Steve New-ton, who never, lost control of his head, and
Staff Report
Freshman guard Valerie Shelton and junior forwar
never lost control of his team.
d Anne selection based on season -long perfor
Murray Ledger & Times Sports
Paul were the Lady Lakers cked on the first
mance.
New-ton isn't the OVC coach
team, joining
The boys' All-Fourth District team was announced
Murray's Mary Catherine Wooldridge and Christ
Monday
of the year. for the third time
For the second straight year. Rechelle Cadv.ell has been
y- Sanders (in the Spoks Wrangler column).
Murray's Willis Cheaney, in four years because of petty
selected as the Player of the Year in Fourin District girls' and Stephanie Gray of Mayfield on the first team.
who today was named as the Purchase Player of the
Honora
ble
Year, was jealousy from the rest of the
mentio
n
select
ions included Calloway seniors named as
basketball.
-the Fourth District Player of the Year.
Monic
a
Evans
and
Susan
'Lax.
league who are just tired of
and
Murray
Cadwell, a Marshall County senior who will attend Murray
' High's Christy
The boys' All-Fourth Distric
State in the fall, was a unanimous selection for the honor after Bell, Collette Jones, Stephanie Vanover and Jennifer Heath Walls and Jason Joseph t learn included Chancy, hearing about the Murray State
of Murray, David
Racers, Popeye Jones, cl. al.
tossing in 21.9 points a game and leading Marshall to .the Fairbanks: lamar McNary of Calloway, Scott Duncan and Ben Hart and
Marshall County's Laurinda Drown and Mary Nell
Brow-n
of
Newton's only comment on
Fourth District regular-season title.
Roberts, Nlayfjeld and Matt Colson of Marsha
ll County.
the.
coach of the year award
She -was joined by teammatesShannOn Gossum and M:ssy. and Misty Pierccall and Patricia Powers of Mayfield were also
Honorable mention went to Allen Rayburn of Murra
honorable mention picks.
y; Rob
was
to congratulate Loos and
Lee on the first team. which also featured two rnembcr,
Dennis
of
Callo
way, Jimmy Fraley. John Leeper and Robert
The All-Fourth Distrct team is Selected by
Say he wasn't concerned . about
local sportswriCounty's district c7 -7- 7 7,- 7 :earn
anghi
of
Marsha
ll,
and
Chris Yarber, Jarrod - Stock, Scotty
ters and brOadcasters in Murray, Mayfield and
not winning it. There were
Benton. With Thomas, Shannon Brooks
and Steven Brooks of Mayfield.
other things he had won (i.e.
four league titles in . a row).
"The proof is in the pudding," he said.
After giving Murray' State the
player of the year award for
the fourth year in a row, after
By The Associated Press
I v.a, struggling and I was a little
Creignton
winning its seventh straight
EAST
COAST
four
CONFE
straight OVC titles (three
RENCE
scared. My dad said. 'You're a ale '4th tn 1 5 games sParted a 23-7
Towson State 69, Rider 63
•-te
The Rurinmi. Rebels, Buckeyes
he' •.0 break open a tight contest
v•.'on
outrig
ht), after giving
Towsor
State.
pa, -g or IS non'e
ggod 'player and you'il. come- out
Boo Harstad and Lxreit Wrghtsell had '6
arid Hoosiers have a new colleague
rrOn .TS second straght Fast Coast COnTerence
Newton two coach of the year
points apace as - ne Bi,,efays wor the ieague
and
and spark us
n.^arnP.OnSn p or Dev r Boyd's key three pp -•
.0,,,aiirert !le tor •e
in the NCAA tournazient ,— the
awards already, and contemplatand second
in'.
7 -; ourDay wnh ,...st over a mapte to pay_
Northern Illinois (25.-5), the
-e n three years
Fighting Phoenix.
Rider •ed 59-57 or MarkiWticox's 3 pointer
namec-t-last season. But the next regular-season champ
ing
the long trip to Murray. the
ion. lost to
with 2 40 to go, but Boyd tied the score on rwo
thought we payed our Pest mar-ro-man
Wisconsin-Green Bay earned its
step was 17, easy, even though the
rest of the league didn't want
Wisconsin-Green Bay for the third defense of the year - Creighton coact, Tory free throws w•th 203 left and pJt the Tigers
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Not only. was Newton a 'bet2' percent shoo ng
56-39 in the Mid-Continent Contee second 'hat!
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their basketball teams.
ament MVP Angela Moore- five,
coaching '26 years and this is a
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dream Come true.**
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Tow-son State 'and Creighton also,
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basketball, • which should be
Middle Tennessee (14-14) leapt be announced Sunday for the
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in
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NCAA
won their conference tournaments
half run and finished with 1.4. -tourreament
excellent in Racer Arena
with an 84-59 win over ahead 5-0 on baskets by Priscilla NCAA 'tournament which starts
Tuesday...night, raising- the total of
The Fighting Phoenix matte Nfle Tennes
March 14.
Robins
tonight.
on.
But
Tech
took
see.
the
lead
NCAA qualifiers to 12. No teams
only one turnover.
All five members of The-all-I highly recommend getting !o
Moorehead, a 5-foot-11 senior for good, 6-5, on two free throws
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night's game. The team includes
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the 5:30 matchup
Confe
rence
American Athletic Conference have
Middle Tennessee pulled within
some shots and the guys kept com- tourney MVP
Middle Tennessee's Priscilla
between Middle Tennessee and
for the third year in a 18-10 with 12:01 left in the first
their semifinals and the Big Sky
ing to me." he said. "I became row. She
Robinson and Stephanie Capley;
Eastern Kentucky' should be an
had a two-game tourna- half on a 3-point play by Robins
Conference and the Western Athleon. and Tennessee Tech's Moorehead, excellent game. (Getti
more aggrestice in the second half. ment record
ng to Racof 59 points, and But Tech pulled away again to lead
Mitzi Rice. and Renay Adams.,
er Arena early will also help
you fight the parking problem.
The problem
which should be a mess).
I'll go with the Blue Raiders
in the first one, and the Racers
The solution
their team's choosing.
By RONALD BLUM
same agent, Scott Boras. He said
in the second contest. I think
that way. 1 just wanted a chance for
Associated Press Sports Writer
"I don't want to start playing for not to expect them back today-.
Middle Tennessee is playing
the market. to show what a fair
the money," said Armstrong, who
Beginning today, the players can number would be."
well right now., and Robert
Jack Armstrong and Joe Oliver
got a S215.000 contract. "It's the
be fined for not being in camp.
Out in Scottsdale, Ariz.. players Taylor !Oyes to shoot the
Try this safe. simple. effectc•e r,
of the Cincinnati Reds and Texas
principle. I feel that's a burden I
"The players have reflected to on the Oakland Athletics are taking basketball in Racer Arena.
for the pain and embarrassment •
pitchers Kevin Brown and Kenny
have to bear for the players who .me that they are staying tomorrow
fungus Fights thick, split. disciri,ored
Morehead gets the first
up a collection for American
Rogers want more money. And to
nails Two powerful anti-fungal agents
will follow me."
as well," Boras said Tuesday. League MVP Rickey Hender
chance
to stop Murray in Racer
son,
fight infection on Aigogils and fingershow -their unhappiness. they left
Armstrong: the National
"Their statements to me is that 'tcho thinks he's underpaid
Arena.
The
Racers have their •
nails Provides relief from the pain arid
at 512
spring training.
Leaguels All-Star Game starter last
they are waiting for the Reds to— million for four years and wants to longest winning streak of the
eliminates the fungus Easy to apply as
Today's ,the mandatory reporting
July, wants approxima.tely
nail polish No prescription needed
properly, negotiate."
year and Steve Newton has a
renegotiate.
date, so if they don't come back, $100,000 more. Oliver
Do you use Artificial Nails?
Brown had his contract renewed
,--renewed
5-1
record in the last three
A
collec
tion
bottle
was
placed
they could be in trouble.
for $185,000, wants approximately
Then you should use Fungi-Nail In
by Texas for 5327,500. Rogers was near the entrance to the trainer's OVC Tournaments. Look for
Even
prevent the nail fungus associated
though the exhibition sea- S90.000 more.
renewed at $287,500.
room and it was full of greenbacks Murray to down Morehead by
with artificial nails
son opens Thursday, players, are
"I'm not happy with '.the treatfive. Middle by three and cross
"This is not the way to build a of varying denominations.
Available at your pharmacy or have
still battling to fatten their check- ment I've gotten."
Oliver
relatio
nship
for
Said.
the
future
"I
,"
Brown
umfm contact Krim's- Loboratories.•
On the bottle was a handwritten their fingers and hope to be
books. The four who walked Tucs- just wanted to make
8778 5.W. 8 St.. *balm FL 33174
a statement."
said. "I'm not demanding all the
message: "Rickey Appreciation sent to Louisville for a firstday all were renewed at salaries of
Armstrong and Oliver have the
money in the world. I don't think
round NCAA Tournament game.
Fund. Not Tax Deductible."
Hopes had been bouncing in and
out of hands all night long. The
Lakers had hoped to have 6-7
senior center David Hart in the
paint to challenge Carlisle's Todd
Tyler, but Hart picked up two early
fouls and went to Calloway's
bench with 5:01 left in the first
quarter.
Carlisle hoped to take advantage
of Hart's absence. but with senior
reserve Hughron Payne playing the
game of his life, the Lakers surged
out to a 15:9 first quarter lead and
a 28-17 margin with two minutes
left in the half.
With a nine-point halftime lead,
Calloway hoped to put . the game
away in the third quarter. Hart,
however, gained his third foul in
the first seven seconds of the half
while Carlisle outscored the Lakers
15-2 in the first four minutes to
take a 36-32 lead, forcing two Calloway breaks.
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i Actions& Reactions Carlisle slip gives Lakers trip...
\....Baske
., tball
Prnsturgh
New Jersey
Washington
NY is,arscliont

33 30 4 70 215 258
2529 11 67 237 225
29 32 6 64 214 231
22 37 9 53 194 250
Adams Division
Boston
38 22 8 84 253 229
Montreal
34 26 8 76 733 210
1-131.Mato
25 25 16 66 233 226
t-Harilord
28 31 9 65 204 230
Cx.iebec
12 43 12 36 Igo 304
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Nome Division
W I TPIa OF GA
x SI Louis
40 18 9 89 268 21'
Chicago
4021 6 86 229 173
Detroit
29 32 8 66 241 259
Minnesota
21 33 13 55 207 227
Toronto
19 41 8 46 2C7 282
Smythe Division
2-Los Argos%
39 20 8 86 287 2,2
x-Caigary
38 22 7 83 285 2,3
Edmonton
31 31 5 67 228 224
Winnipeg
23 16 11 57 234 253
Vancouver
24 39 7 55 208 27'
a-cinched playoff berth
Wednesday. Games
New Jersey at Bufflb 6 35 p
Montreal at Chrtago 7 35 p rri
Edmonton Cl Minnesota 736 p itt

LAS VEGAS - NCAA investgaiors were back
on the UNLV campus this week, with reports
i
casing the visit focused on failed efforts by
defending national champions 10 recruit
Calilorna prep star Ed OBannon Jerry Tata
n
nian, coach of the No 1 -ranked Runnin'
Rebels, said be had learned to expect the visits
by NCAA investigators, adding that there had
been almost 20 such visits the year The
Rebels (27-0) have been banned from 1992 TV
and postseason play because of NCAA sanc
tons growing out of a battle with Tarkanan dat
nig back to the mid-1970s They also face 29
new allegations in a series of charges handed
down by the NCAA in December The universny
is expected to answer those charges by May 1
The yen by enforcement investigators comes
tust days after the NCAA lifted, then quickly
restored, the eligibility of lour UNLV players
who violated NCAA rules by leaving unpaid a
`ollal of $129 in room service bills during recruiting vans The tour reponecily included staters
Larry Johnson and George Ackles

Pro basketball

Golf
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla — Former PGA
champion Payne Stewart has a herniated disc
and will miss the PGA Tours next five events
leading up to the Masters The tour's third leading money- winner last year with $976.281
Stewart could miss up to three or four months,
including the Masters, which begins April 11, if
surgery a required

Tennis
INDIAN WELLS, Calrl —

Too-seeded Stefan
Edberg breezed past Argentina's Martin Jane
6-3, 6-2 in the second round of the Newsweek
Champions Cup Edberg, the defending champion, saved all three break points jate had
against him and never lost ha serve In a first round match, John McEnroe struggled to beat
Australia's Wally MaSur 7-6 (7-5). 2-6, 7-5 in a
2..4 -hour contest In two other matches igvolvng seeded players, No 16 Jim Courier
deleaed fiyron Black of Zimbabwe 6.-1, 7-8
(7-4) in a second-round match and Steve Bryan
dropped 15th-seeded Juan Aguilera of Spain
6-3, 6-1 in the first round
• • • •
BOCA RA TON,
- Second-seeded Gabnela Sabatini beat Erika deLone 8-2, 6-2 in the
seconciround of the Virginia Slims of Floral& In
a mild upset, Claudia Ponvick ousted No 5
Conchna Martinez 6-4, 3-6, 7-5 Other winners
were No 7 Natalia Zvereva and No 9 Helen
Keles1

Hockey
The New Jersey Devils couldn't en at the Nassau Coliseum the first time Tom McVie was
their coach They still can't McVat, who coached New Jersey for 60 games in 1983-84 before
being fired, made his return on Tuesday 01V11.
Unfortunately, his first game back was at the
Coliseum, where New Jersey has won only
three times since beginning their NHL life as
the Kansas City Scouts in 1974. Sure enough,
the Islanders found a way to win Tom Fitzgerald scored his first NHL goal since Nov 6 with
1'12 left to give the Islanders a 4-3 victory
•In other NHL action. it was Los Angeles 3,
Washington 3; St Louis 4, Hartford 1, Pittsburgh 4 Vancouver I. Detroit 6. Quebec 3: Toronto 6,'Boston 3 and Edmonton 5, Wnnipeg 4
WALES CONFERENCE
Patric* Division
W L 7 Pts OF GA
NY Rangers
34 22 '2 80 259 21 2
4suladeiplva
31 28 9 71 225 215

The Minnesota Timbenvoives aren't likely to
win a playoff game anytime soon, so this ye,
have TO do The Timberworves beat The Los
Angeles Lakers 94-85 Tuesday night.'the first
time in eight tries that Minngsota defeated the
team that worp five NBA titles in the 1980s
When it was over. the Timberwolves danced
arid hugged each other on the court We're a.
very happy You saw the way we celebrated
atter the game," forward Tod Murphy said
l•
was obviousfy an important game tor us" Tor mw Laker Tony Campbell scored 1 1 of „his 25
points in the third quarter arid Tyrone- Corbin
added 23 points for the Timbenvolves, who co,
for Only the third time in 13 games The defeat
marked the second two-game losing streak rens
season for Los Angeles, which on Sunday los'
to Houston 104-95
*Elsewhere in the NBA, it was Atlanta 139
Denver 127, Indiana 1 1 2, Charlotte 101, Marh
116, the Los Angeles Clippers 11 3, PhOer
107, New York 102, Chicago 104, Milwaukee
86, Houston 112. New Jersey 100, San Antanc
104, Philadelphia 99, Cleveard 1 1 3, Seart e
111 in overtime. and Sacramento 100, Golder
Stale 92
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pct, GB
Boston
43 16 729 philacteph.4
32. 26 552 1: .
New Your
27 32 458 '6
WatoNngton
22 36 379 20,
Main
19 39 326 21 ,
New Jersey
19 40 122 24
Central Division
Chicago
42 15 717 Detroit
38 22 633
4.
MNiausies
16 24 6.X
Atlanta
34 25 576 9
lndana
28 31 475 '5
Cleveland
21 37 362 21 ,
Chalons
17 42 288 25
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W I Pct
GB
Utah
39 18 664
Sari Antonio
,
37 19 661
Houston
34 24 586
5,
22 35 386 17
S4 nnesota
/9 38 333 20
Orlando
•9 39 329
Denver
'6 4.• 281 22
Pectfic D..own
Portland
45 '4 763 LA Laken
42 '7 7i2
Phoenix
39 19 672
Goden State
30 28 517 '4
Seattle
2929 sos - s.
LA Clippers
20 18 345 24
Sacrarnionn
t6 41
Wednesday.* Games
Marn at Boston 630 p
New YOOR at Demo. 630 1)
LA Chosen at Onando 6 30 p trUtah at Washington 6 30 Ptvedenonia at Gaiias 7 3: -

(Cont'd from page 211)
Carlisle shot back into the game
when Tyler drilled his third 3-point
shit! of the half to cut the lead to
48-43, Calloway misfired on a
3-point shot and Tyler scored on a
putback with 1:05 to go.
A Laker shot spun out of the
goal and Carlisle rebounded, calling time with 34 seconds left to set
up another Tyler bucket from
beneath, this one cutting Calloway's lead to 48-47.
Carlisle then found themselves
in foul trouble of a sort — they
hadn't fouled enough, and had to
commit three quick infractions —
wasting five seconds — before
sending Calloway's David Gcurin
to the free throw line with 0:11
left. " Gewrin- sank the •first shot for a
49-47 lead, but his second rimmed
out and Tyler rebounded, passing
to Martin to set up the gameending slip and Laker layup.
Dennis' touchdown pass to
McNary left both seniors tied for
team oring honors with 14 points
each, but Wall felt Payne and the
other Laker reserves may have
been the true heroes.
"Hughron• stepped in and did a
trememdous job for us," Wall said.
"That's what team basketball is all
about: •sorneone coming off the
bench and giving you a good job."
• • • •
In the night's second game.
defending regional champion Paducah Tilghman breezed past St.
Mary 7546 in a shoot-around for
the tourney favorites.

Tilghman's win sealed Friday
night's. semifinal brackets, which
begin at 6:30 with Graves County
taking on Murray High, followed
by the Calloway -Tilghman

confrontation.
Brent Kincaid led Tilghman with
14 points."'
.• • •

Calloway (51) - Dennis 14, McNary
14,
Geurin 8, Turner 7, Hart 4, Payne 4, Newton,
Carroway FG 19/54, FT 12/16
Carlisle (47) - Tyler 25, Bowman
8, Martin
6, Choate 4, Pearson 3, Wilson 1,
Lambert.
Henderson, Burgess FG 17/45, FT 6-12

15 30 40 51
21 34 47

CALLOWAY CO.
CARLISLE CO.
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Enjoy The Racer
. OVC Games
with the

Home Team Advantage.
Randy Herndon and
Mark Hart
On WBLN-FM 103.7
The Voice of the Racers-
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BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

LIFETIME WARRANTY

4
.'
'Your more than one company agency
David King

901 Sycamore

for most Domestic and Import vehicles.
Price with exchange. Store stock only.

FREE LOAN-A-TOOL FOR INSTALLATION

ou

V6ein 63
•
Lou Ballard 71
Lou Mercy 74

Regional tournaments
BOYS
Statewide Scores
Final Region
:ALLOWAY CO 51 Canso Co 47
aducati Tilghman 75 Pad St Mary 46
Second Region
:heparin Co 78, Caldwell Co 56
keedisomntle-North Hopkins 92, Webster Co 9'
Fourth Region
,-anklin-Simpson 70 Glasgow 48
;Tusesevift 89 Cumberland Co 73
Fifth Region
Vanon Co 79 Washington Co 62
Wad Co 55, Caverns 54
Eighth Regan
Scott Co 81 Ruin East 51
ANONSOO CO SO TOMO* Co 55
Ninth Region
-dependence Simon Kenton 613 Arexandna Bishop
Brossan 53
Ow Holy Cross 63, Newport 59
12th Region
Co 74 Casey Co 72 30T
wayne Co 64 Harrodsburg 63
13th Region
Sail Co 85 Knox Central 63
77.insicla Bootie 92 Cawood 75
14th Region
✓ ioa Central 6' Wolfe Co 46
9udihom 68 Jingo.' 73
16th Regan
Co 5C Boyd Co 44
e▪ we Co 57 Rowan Co SC
GIRLS
Third Region
murnencerg South 58 Hamad, Co 55
3wenslooro Natio 57 McLean Co 55 OT
Sulk Region
.3s• Ewan* 54 Lou Presentation 39
,.o..i neon Cross 66 Lou Hon Rosary 48
ou Southern 84 Lou Pleasure Rage Part 62

Lou Shawnee 56
Seventh Region
Lou Farr Croon 46
Lou Seneca 3'
10th Region
Braden Co 96 Fierning Co 22
Clark Co 44 Bourbon C.o 24

TO

S273.91

Our Loan-A-tool Program provides you with the right tool
and easy-to-use instructions
to assist you in rep/ocing a rock & pinion assembly
its as easy as doing a broke job

o

4-- 7"RW
6lit*
__L,...

Major college scores
SOUTH

Liberty 70 NC -Greensboro 61
MIDWEST
Wright St 107 Yoursgstove Sr 7,
.FAR 'WEST •
Calforna 99. Northndge St 78
TOURNAMENTS
East Comet Conference
Clutentoonshio
Towson St 69 19,39, 6-3
Mid -Continent Conference
Championship
Wto -Green Bay 56. N [Inas 39
Missouri Valley Conference
/
Championship
Creighton 68 SW lAssoun St 52
North Atlantic Conference
First Round
Boston U 88 NNW HampeNre 57
Hartford 115 Vermont 65
Sunehine State Conference
First Round
Fionda Southern 101. Si Leo 51
clOnda Tech 65 Edierd 52
Tampa 85 Barry 53
--Tien. AMONG* Athletic Conference
FP* Round
AC •Little Rodr 70. Georgia Southern 65
Centenary 93 Sargon, 82
Georgia St 70 Stetson 64
Texes-Sen Antonro 77 Mercer 55

99

RAC
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Available

753-8355

LIFETIME
WARRANTY
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TRW
Idler Arms

Duralast
Alternators
American
and lmpor,
Store stock only
With exchange

EVERYDAY

29921

EVERYDAY
95

Store stock only
With exchange

TO
6996

Semi-metallic
Pods-51999
Snoe once

EVERYDAY

‘.

?ote S 1 DC.

99

1099

One-Year Warranty

•

Save $3"
SALE
TRW Ball Joints

Brake Drums
or Rotors

F or most.veruc,es
Store stock on)

ith
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reesxto
ha
Swto
k nonety

8

TO
59 94
99

Valucratt Brake
Shoes Of Pads EVERYDAY
Semi-metallic

EVERYDAY

16 TO

96

99

Pads-S16.99

6396

hoe • ice with exch

Our Best Price

Our Best Price

EVERYDAY
..

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

EVERYDAY

U-Joints
For most vehicles
Store stock only

4 1 94

Constant Velocity
Boot Kit
One Year Wartanty.
Store stock only
Constant Velocity
Joint Kit
For most vehicles
Store stock only

19 98

69

97
TO
99 97

Our Best Price

EVERYDAY
\iqit

753-8355

)r c)ci

Life Insurance

.4 I

(251441E.M10
EIRAKEI&Ir-

.67144/4 1ti
'''tf
• tp
'
41,'Y

4,42

FLUID

3us1To°:
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'
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4
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Oil Friter

Who do you
call tor
•
affordable

3 Piece Timing Set

•

Rogers

STP Oil Filters

Hydraulic Linen
• •••,,, 0
,
1,

Mobil Super or
Exxon Superllo E

Store stock only
Or $2 17 each.
ER DAY

2 FOR

$4

SIP Air Filters
yehickas
Store stock 0th

29,onT7

OT

59

Gunk
Carb Medic
12 5 oz

Prot,
Brake Fluid

For most

MURRAY—OPEN 8AM-9PM VON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
S. 12th St. in'Sobthside Center
753-8971

305 N. 121h St.
(Next to Century 21)
AO
° 753-9627
Few Ule Mum Com1.7/ tiews Oltee B8cann7ler mous

For most vehicles
Store stock only

137

16 oz #EB 1

AN Often518 88 fo $24 99

High Performance
All weights in stock
Limit 3 cases

1
1
Jane

Distributors

iili

Gunk
Engine Brite

350 small
clock Chevy
T Of

Tinv

LII•hme Warranty
Remonutactunrcl

II

tS-

TC 4995

protection that
right for you?

illemiemmemf.

597

Save $Y'

Duralast Brake
Shoes Of Pads EVERYDAY

• 113?"
,

TRW
Tie Rod Ends
.

33-94

One-Year Warranty

Valucraft
.Alternators

•

EVERYDAY

mew/

901 So. SYCAMORE

L

297

1

min

138
297

Wells Distributor Cops4
For most vehicles
includes electronic

Ignition
Control Modules
Fom most vehicles
Store stock only

12
'0
76 ma

Fin

MAYFIELD—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT.,9-6 SUN.
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza
247-4171

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS
Ts* tn. s,
Ad woo es good tnro March 10 1991 WO r•ollgoti *to right to lone duortMots
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Weekly Feature

THRIFTY SAVER

Coke
Products

•••

•

mural,

Hills Brothers 39 oz.

Ultra 42 oz.

Coffee
C

r 0;
01(

4

1!

'
,LI,
'

tax( Aid NI

Shortening

E••••3

3
.
4
9
2
.
3
9
9
9
'
2.79
W OPEN
6.19 NO
I
P
i
g
g
l
y
24 HOURS
12 Pack

24 Pack

C

Piggly Wiggly 3 Lb. Can

Tide

Cans

WITH I FILLED THRIFTY SAV R CARD

t 5. •

THRI

191

2 Liter

taa

THRIFTY SAVER THRIFTY SAVER

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLE

Cans

er)

,J..per•naritt't

MON.-FRI.
7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

•

Prices Good Ihru March 12

We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

641 South-Murray
753-9616
Bakery
753-0265

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE PROUD TO SER'

From now on, your groceries will t‘e
handled by a stockhc
Wiggly Food stores, Each qualifiod
employee now owns
company through participating
-our
Ownership Plan). As owners, we'll gift you ES.O.P. (Emi
desire, Our attitude is positive a -)out the personal se
the future ot c

Value Priced Groceries
Libby'S

Pink

Salmon
oz

Aur 24 oz.

Beef Stew
Cor*.adra 15 oz.

Tomato Sauce
A-• 1: :z

Steak Sauce
wiggly 54 oz

\Apple Juice

-!:e Pa 'r

PKggI?

•ess 12. oz

Sodas
V-i-,-ssor 24

Oil
Pk

Pudding Cups

Sunshine 12 oz

Fudge Grahams
Jolly Time 10 5 oz

Microwave Popcorn
Time Saver 36 oz

Laundry Detergent

Hi-Dri

1.79
4.99
3/89'

Dog Biscuits ,

-g

Diapers
Strong Heart 15 oz

Dog Food

Refill 32 oz

Glass Plus
Spray N Wash 4 4 oz

Stain Stick

car musk n •

Country Crock 3 Lb

411.

do ND
aga

Kraft Juices
Shedd's Squeeze

Country Crock
Pillsbury Big Country 12 oz.

Biscuits
Prairie Farms 24 oz.

Cottage Cheese

Shells & Cheese
Bon Ton 15 oz

Corn Chips

Florida Gold 12 oz.

.•
Ready To Eat Imitaiori

Crab Meat
Orange

Roughy Fillets
Boneless Skinless

Cod Fillets

Fresh Produc
Garden Fresh Solid Head

Cabbage

1-Dc

1.59

IP

Sh

2/5.99

Potatoes

POTATOES
•

Seafood

Pizzas

Ore Ida Crinkle Cut 2 Lb. Bag

1.69
1.99
t 99'
69'
1.19

Shedds Spread
Orange-Grapefruit-Orange Pineapple 64 oz

Kraft 12 oz Velveeta

aa•

Frozen

89°

kiTTERmit.K

Hot Cocoa Mix

Deli Made 12" Single Topping
Ham, Beef, Pepperoni, Sausage

89'
1.79
1.99

Bath Tissue

Buttermilk
Unerne. tr
Cu6P0,
09 1.03•340(

Carnation 10 Pk

-" AL
41b
.
.
AF at
0
r4/1 II'
.dit '

Pk

Dairy

irt

ea
alli•

2/1.00K4?enex 4

Black Pepper

•

Paper Towels

8.99

McCormick 4 oz

Pizza Parlor

Hugg les

Diapers

Corn Meal

8W
99°
1.29
69°

Crackers

F1(
Nunn Better 5 Lb

Sunshine Krispy 16 oz.

Value Priced Groceries

Milkbone 30-32 5 oz.

69°39C

Campbell's Soup

Wiggly Halves or S!ices 29 oz

Peaches

De Mcr,te 1

Cream of Mushroom 10.7 oz

2/1.00
89°
6/1.00
1.19
1.29

Applesauce

Nunn Bette

Chili w/Beans

1.99

Musselman's 300 Size

2/1.00
1.39
2/1.00
2.79
1.19

Vienna Sausage

Armour 15 oz

Peanut Butter

1.99

S

--eiggi!

Skippy 18 oz

1111111 1Ill

99'
2/6.00
3.29
99'
1.69

Orange Juice
Tombstone Thin Crust or Light 12

Pizza
Mrs. Paul's 21 2 oz

Fish Fillets

Red or Gold 3 Lb Bag

Delicious Apples
'Just Peel & Ear

Kiwi Fruit

Green Giant Corn-Green Beans-Mix Vegetables

Vegetagles

Garden Fresh Large Bunch

Broccoli

16 02

Downy Flake Econ 19 oz

Waffles

Dried 6 oz

Apples

•

Lb.

1.99
4/1.00
8W
99°

Garden Fresh La

Green On
Garden Fresh 6

Red Radi:
Medium White 2

Onions
18" Helium Myla

Balloons..

,
0
01

-

SAVE 2.00
••
4

Post Grape-Nuts'

Cereal

On Two
when you buy any TWO of 15 oz. Cheerios'
18 oz. Wheaties® or 14 oz. Lucky Charms
*
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THRIFTY SAVER

Lb. Can

ling
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

IC

Round Steak

R CARD
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1.79

VIDEO SPECIAL:
Mon.-Thurs.:
Rent Two Videos,
Get The Third

Lima 3
AIM,•

FREE!

Good Ihru March 12

r

iVESTERNI
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'
l EES ARE PROUD TO SERVE
YOU
roceries will t,e handled by a stockholder
of
Each qualitiod employee now owns a part Piggly
of the
)articipating 14 our ES.O.P. (Employee Stock
)wners, well gi le you the personal
service that you
is positive at)out the future ot our
company

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Me

We are a
Western Ur9on Agent
and we sell consumer
personal mon* orders

UNION

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY.

Fresh Meats
Small & Lean

Nunn Better 5 Lb. Bag

r 5 Lb

Flour

Spare Ribs

99'

11.49

1.19
1.79
99'
1.55
59°

Meal
4 oz

Pepper
10 Pk

ocoa

Mix

z Veiveeta

& Cheese
5 oz

;hips

Quarter Loin - Cut Into Chops

Pork Chops

I i4•1(1

Pork Steak

ib

Field Half Kentuckian

Boneless Ham

lb.

10 Lb. Bucket Pork
Chitterlings

1.59

Lb.

Hillshire Regular or Polish

1.89
1.49
2.99
3.99

Smoked Sausage

5.99

o Eat irrittaliop

Meat .

lb

ihy Fillets

lb

Skinless

Fillets

.99
.00
B9'
99°

D a •• a ino
4.-•
•••
PD..•••• •••• •

11Wkos 7•••• •••••••
••••• P • ~tow

lb

5.99
5.99
5.99

lb.

Ohse Hickory Smoked Slieed Slab

Sliced Bacon

2.49
1.49
2.09
1.99

Steak

lb

Boneless Top

-Round Steak

in

Field Classic Lb. Pkg.

Frozen Steaks

Wieners

Catfish

1.49

.69

Happy Home
Corn Dogs
El Monterey 10 pk

lb

Burritos
Maple River All VarietieS

Foldovers

Cube Steak

Pizzas

Rump Roast

Pimento _Cheese
Field

Chili Roll

fr*

Potatoes

1.99

Round Steak
Chuck Roast
Tip Roast.. ,,,,

Red Radishes
Medium White 2 Lb. Bag

1.99

Lb

Sausage Patties
Field Old Fashion

Pork Sausage

Onions
18" Helium Mylar

Sliced Bologna

Balloons

ea

lb

1.29
1.39
1.69

Turkey Breast

Bundt Cake

Cheese

lb.

Wilson

Deli Ham

lb

Swiss Cheese

lb

3.59

Baked Fresh Banana Nut

9
1.69
2.99
2.99
3.99

Bread

ea

Perfect For Two 8 oz.

Mini French Bread .

lb

Hoffman's American

1.69
1.99
/

lb

Field Regular or Thick

Lb

Pineapple Upside Down

Garden Salad

;/..poc

lb

Bil-Mar

Kitchen Fresh Country

Green Onions
Garden Fresh 6 oz. pkg.

lb

Sirloin

Bakery

Roast Beef

Garden Fresh Large Bunch

lb

U S.D.A. Choice Beef P,-ne•nss

Chicken Breast

3.99
1.29
lb. 1.49

ito 2.99 Lb.
b 4.9

Bil-Mar

1.99
1.89
2.29
2.29

lb

Tenderized

Deli
U.S. #1 Russett 15 Lb. Bag

lb

Crystal Lake Fryer Boneless Skinless

ea

St. Clair Bonus Pack n 14 oz.

each

O.S:D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Tennessee Pride 12 oz. Pork

Don Martino

1.49
3.59
99°

2.49

Lb. Pkg.

lb

Family Pack "Eye of Round"

40-50 Ct.

Shrimp

Boneless Sirloin Tip or

Bacon

lb.

Lean & Tender

IField Finest Regular_, or Thick
Bonus Pack Breakfast

SL14.
1 BACON

Lemon Ice-Box 34 oz.

Pies
Fresh Baked 8 Ct.

Hamburger Buns
Make Your Own Reuben 16 oz. Loaf
Rye

Bread

2.29
59°
3.99
99°
99°
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Survey supports strength of newspapers

Gone with the wind

Two-Step-Fruit
Salad recipe

No surprises. Newspapers continue
to be the primary source of credible
advertising and information, according to a statewisde retail shopping
habits survey, done in January.
Conducted by The Preston Group
of Lexington, the survey shows that
93 or 100 Kentuckians regularly read
a newspaper and most of them rely on
newspapers for advertising leads.
The telephone survey of 1200
households from the Pennyrile to the
Big Sandy was commissioned by
Kentucky Press Association and Kentuck y Press Service. The results are
similar to those of the 1989 survey.
In nearly all advertising categories
mentioned by the callers, newspaper
was the most relied upon medium,and
in several instances it beat out all other
media combined.
The greatest strength continues to
he in the grocery category where 68
percent of those surveyed said they
relied on newspapers as their main
source of advertising information. No
other medium came close.
Newspapers. likewise, led as the
main advertising source in purchases
of clothing, household goods. hardare supplies. jewelry, vehicles, furniture. home appliances, home improvement contractors. drug store and
cosmetics items. electronic equipment. repair services and restaurants.
Close to three-fourths(73 percent)
of the-shoppers interviewed said they
read a dads- newspaper. -while '44
percent said they read a weekly paper.
The survey shows that 87 percent of
the readers scan or read specific
ne.v. spaper advertisements, with 12

By NANCY BYAL
Better Homes Magazine Food Editor

There's no peeling or slicing
ith this ,supereasy salad. Just mix
frait tog.:ther and serve for breakfast, at lneh. or with an oatmeal
eook:.,..• for ;!:nnertime dessert.
To-Step Fruit Salad
10-ounce package frozen
;In qu:ck-thacc pouchy
can pineapple
r

7.•

:s

•

Betty Scott, one of the instructors, encourages registration for the kite
building sessions to be offered at the Calloway County Public Library
from 10 a.m. to noon on Saturday, larch 9, 16, and 23. A colorful
array of kites are being displayed in the meeting room of the library
throughout the month of March.
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Have we got a
deal for you...
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FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
•

Auto Rental

-.• NV DINNER OR STEAK AFTER
4 PM

Daily & Weekly
Rates

Our Dinners start at $3.95- Offer Good Thru March 11
Arm

East Main St. 753-4461
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HERE ARE JUST A FEW EXAMPLES OF THE
HUNDREDS OF VALUES!
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r.
they prefer others to think ot them as easy going andfun-loN mg. These PisCgs.
intellectual curiositc makes them Aondertul academics and researchers.
1 he are apt ti-i-dlrespecially v.tell in science Marriage may come late in life.
1 heir high ideals siimetimes make it dift it:tilt tor them to find the -perfect
mate... The% V%(Mid 'father sta., single than settle tor second best!
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In political campaigns, newspapers remain the most credible advertising
source, although the survey reveals
some conflict on the part of respondents. While 45 percent of the
surveyed shoppers 'aid they rely most
On television for advertising information on political candidates, as opposed to 31 percent for newspapers.
the figures were almost reversed on
the questibn of believability- (46 percent for newspapers and 32 percent
for television).
In answer to the question, -Where
do you turn for inftirmation on statewide races?",46 percent said newspapers and 42 percent said television.
Half said they turn to newspapers
for information on campaign issues,
as opposed to.36 percent for television. Sixty-four percent said they read
advertisements for political candidates and campaign issues all or most
of the timeAhile 49 percent said they
watch politittil commercials on television seldom or never. .
Eighty-one percent agreed that
newspaper advertising gives political
candidates a better chance to discuss
issues. and 80 percent said they would
rather look at political ads in newspapers than on television. In fact, 78
percent agreed they were tired of
watching television political commercials,
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percent ignoring them.
As to the attention they gih to
reading, 74 percent of the daily
readers said they spend between 16
minutes and one hour with the paper.
Among readers of Weekly papers..(27
percent said they devote that much
time to the paper. and 78 percent said
they keep the paper around the house
for three or more days.
Nearly half (48 percent) of the
respondents said they have purchased
a product as a difect result of newspaper advertising within the past
month. The number is more than
double the answer for television advertising (23 percent) and four times
the answer for radio (12 percent).
Following a finding of national
surveys. Kentuckians said they are
more'likely to throw away direct mail
circulars -without reading them than
circulars inserted in newspapers.
Color also plays an increasingly
important role in gaining readers'
attention. Of those surveyed. 63 percent said they are more likely to read
advertising circulars that are in full
color, and 71 percent said they would
be more likely to read an ad that uses
color.
Coupon use is also high. Fiftyseven percent of persons in the survey
said they regularly clip coupons and
another 16 percent said they have
recently bought something .with a
coupon clipped from a newspaper or
newspaperinsert.
The television audience for local
advertising Continues to he more
fragmented. More than three-fourths
176 percent.) of shoppers surveyed
said they have cable, a satellite dish,
or both, up six -pikent from 1989. Of
these, 67 percenRaid they spend half
or more of their viewing time watching cable or satellite stations. rather
than local stations.
Further. 55 percent fo the viewers
said they do something else w hen
commercials are on the television
screen.
•
VCRs also cut significantly' into
--local programming. with 73 percent
of the surveyed now owning them. In
44 percent of those households. the
VCR is used rrimarilv for viewing
rented' movie.
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Students urged to obtain
MSU financial aid forms
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Any prospective or currently enrolled student who plans to attend
Murray State University for the
1991,91 school year and who will
need financial aid should fill out an
application and submit it to the Student Financial Aid Office on the
campus by April 1.
Johnny McDougal,director of student financial aid at Murray State,
sai& filing the financial aid application by April 1 is an advantage for
students because of the number of
requests for available funds.
He noted that the Kentucky Financial Aid Form (KFAF) must also be
filed by both in-state and out-of-state
students requesting aid for 1491-92.
Both the KFAF and Murray State
financial aid 'application arc in the
1991-92 financial aid packets which
are available in the Student Financial
Aid Office, located in the basement of
Sparks Hall on campus.
McDougal emphasized -that the
previous year applicants currently
enrolled or planning to return to
school will have to file the 1991-92
forms to be considered for assistance.
Generally. khe level of funding for
Murray State is expected to ramain
about the same as for the current
academic year and 1490-91 has been a
record year, according to McDougal.
Student financial aid includes
grants. loans and _student em,ploy—
ment. Programs planned to provide
assistance to students at Murray State
for the next school year are:
- Pell Grants, non-repayable federal grants based on the student's
calculated financial need. Amounts
are expected to range from SI95 to
S2.400 for the 1991-92 school year.
- Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants(SEOG). non -repayable federal grants based on significant financial need. Amounts are ex-

pected to range up to $1,000 for
1991-92.
KHEAA (Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority) grants,
non-repayable state grants for Kentucky residents. Based on demonstrated financial need, these awards
will be S680 for 1991-92.
Perkins Loans. repayable longterm, low-interest(5 percent) loans of
up to S1,250 to students whose family
incomes and total assets place limitations upon resources for educational
purposes. The loans have some provisions for cancellation and/or deferment of repayment. however,. the
majority are repaid over a 10-year period, with payments made quarterly, beginning six months"after the
student leaves school.
Nursing Student Loans,repayable
long-term, low-interest (5 percent)
loans to eligible students enrolled in
the.nursing program. eased on the
financial need of the nursing student.
these loans are repaid on an annual
basis over a 10-year period after the
student leaves the nursing program.
- Federal Work -Study Employment. on-campus employment opportunities of up to 12 hours of work per
week. Qualified students with appropriate financial needs, skills, interests
and aptitudes are considered for these
jobs. The rate of pay is $4.25 per hour.
—University Student Employment.
on-campus employment for students
who ,do not qualify for the Federal
Work -Study Program or who do not
have other maximum federal aid. The
rate of pay is $44.25- per hour.
Additional information about student financial aid and application
forms. are available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, Bacment.
Sparks Hall. Murray State University,
Murray. Ky.. 42071. telephone (502)
762-2546.

Murray Chess Team
qualifies for tourney
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Eighteen Murray chess players
traveled to Bowling Green to compete
in the 1991 Quad A Regional Chess
Tournament last Saturday. Teams
from. Murray Middle and from Murray Elementary qualified to compete
in the next higher level, the 1991
Kentucky State Team Chess Tournament, which will be held in Bardstown later this month.
Murray Elementary students Brandon Kellie and Josh Frisk qualified to
compete in the State Primary Tournament by finishing first in their division at regionals. Both finished the
day without a loss; Kellic went 4-0 for
first place individual and Frisk had
three wins and a draw for second
place. Brian Dawes and Jacob Mathis
competed in.the elementary division and qualified for state by finishing in
fourth place.
Nlurray ° Middle School's junior
high entry brought home tile second
place award in a field of very strong
contenders. Ryan Cunningham. Gary
White, Wade Denton. Stephen
Crotich. Chris Woods and -Caleb

Grand Jury indicts
Daviess County man
I*
11

1

iI

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — A
grand jury on Tuesday indicted a
man on a murder charge in the
shooting death of his wife at the
couple's Daviess County home.
Michael J. Phillips, 23, was
charged in the death of his wife,
Candance Sue Phillips. 25. who
died Sunday after being shot three
times in the chest
Phillips was being held without
bond in the Daviess County Detention Center, Sheriff John Bouvier
said.
Daviess County deputies went to
the Phillips' home about 2 a.m.
.cST Sunday in response to a 911
'ffiergency call placed by Mrs.
Phillips according to Keith Cain, a
sheriff's department deputy.
"At this particular time. we feel
like there was a scuffle going on
and she needed help," Cain said.
When police arrived. Mrs. Phillips had been shot and her husband
suffered from stab wounds, which
police suspect were self-inflicted.
He was admitted . to OwensboroDaviess County Hospital and
charged with murder upon his
release Monday.
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Mrs. Lashlee Foster, 2nd grade teacher at Robert
son
School, is explaining to Bobby Smith and Desire Phelps Elementary
how the unifix cubes can be used to solve everyday math
problems. Attribute
blocks, unifix cubes, cuisenaire rods, color tiles, geo-bo
ards, and pattern blocks are just a few of the new manipulative
s that the second
grade children at Robertson Elementary School are
exploring this
year. The children are gaining a better understanding of
problem solving and mathematics through visual hands-on experi
ences. According to Mrs. Foster, the use of manipulatives to teach
primary mathematics is central to helping children understand everyday
math. This
hand-on approach to teaching mathematics was
made possible
through a Mini-Grant awarded by the Murray Indepe
ndent School
Foundation for Excellence in Public Education. The
Foundation is a
non-profit group organized for the purpose of provid
ing enrichment
opportunities for the students in the Murray City School
District.
Contributions to the Foundation are tax deductible and
can be mailed
to: Murray Independent School Foundation, 814 Poplar
St., Murray,
Kentucky, 42071.

Cd Urn

Scientists display new video
PASADENA, Calif.(AP) — Scientists on Tuesday displayed a new
computer-enhanced video of a
million -square miles of Venus.
roughly the size of the western
United States.
The two-minute, 37-second video, compiled from radar pictures
sent back by the space probe
Magellan. uses computer animation
techniques to exaggerate valleys,

THE FAR SIDE

craters and volcanos on the closest
planet to the earth, said Steve
Saunders a scientist at NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory.
"It's kind of thrilling," he said,
adding that the video is covering
territory at a rate of about 180,000
miles per hour. "It gives the average person a chance to see the
Venus data the way the scientists
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BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER
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No Contract

A Month

Lose Weight - Tone Up • Don't Wait - Start Now
759-4955

I
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"Where the price and service.
makes the pill easier to swallow."

•

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy

/
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Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

Read the
want ads daily
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We Want To Be
Your Place!

1 Before you leave for your vacation let us k
service your automotive air conditioner.
'

"Uh-oh, Lenny

753-8080 - Pvt Party Room Available

A FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND ON
For car, home. business and family . quality
insurance protection designed to meet your
specific needs Plus attractively low premiums
and closeby independent agency service

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
753-4451

060/46
,
9
'400,
Ste.. Auto

Sr

011•0•ne•

Compart/es
State Auto Insurance
•

A NMd G. ir diVe".1

It's the slimelord.-

Spring Break Special

•EPA

.1*

k

Auto Air Conditioner Service
Price includes:
Up to 2 lbs. Freon - one oil
change - check complete air
conditioner system - tighten belt
if required.

95 k

$

+ Tax

Approved Equipment •ASE Certified Technician
'The oldest independent repair shop in Murray." '

k.
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: .: Cunningham Auto Repair
,:

:„L:.:

I. 619 S. 4th Street

502-753-6831 I.
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1 The Future Lies In The West
Look For Next Week's Ad
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6 a m -10 pm
Daily
12th & Sycamore

Maple St.

12

Flioto by Harry klisor.

*Big Breakfast Special - Everyday $1.85
*Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat. & Sun
*Weekday Noon Buffet w/Salad Bar - $3.95
*Big Sunday Noon Buffet w/Salad Bar - $3.95

407

Soft food
Fabricator
Contend
Native metal
Preposition
Semiprecious
stone
15 Individual
17 Unexploded
shell
19 Japanese
measure
20 Electrified
particle
21 Corded cloth
22 Wager
23 Diving bird
25 Zodiac sign
26 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
27 Unusual
28 River island
29 Beneath
32 Pitcher s
goal abbr
33 Manage

1

Answer to Previous Puzzle

35 Romer 51
36 Barter
38 Pub brew
39 Drink slowly
40 Exist
41 Perform
42 Health
resorts
43 Wine cup
45 Suitable
46 Chinese
pagoda
47 Proceed
48 Plunge
49 Body of
water
52 Jacobs twin
54 Condescending look
56 Moray
57 Stupefy
58 Verve
59 Ocean

1
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13
14
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CR6SSWORD PUZZLER

Johnson each contributed to the
team's success. The team scored 101/2
points in taking the second place
trophy.-Johnson and Denton each hit
three points and on tie-breaks. JohnOion the fourth place individual
trophy for this junior high division.
The Murray Middle fifth and sixth
grade-team overpowered all competition in the Elementary Division, taking first place with a perfect 16 for 16
score. Josh Price, David Crouch. Josh
Mitchell and Mark Stockton each
finished the day with perfect 4-0
scores and were co-champions in
individual competition. On tiebreaks, Mitchell took first place. Price
was second, Stockton third and
Crouch was fourth. Chad Del,ancey.
also undefeated for the day with two
wins and two &JAWS. took the fifth
place individual trophy. Jeff Page.
Joey -Woods. Joe McKee! and Brian
Davis played well in the tournament
and contributed to the team's success.
.,By placing in the top four at
lion,als Saturday. Murray's teams
..the top sixteen in their divisions
from across the state and will play in
Bardstown on March 23. Winners in
Bardstown will be state team scholastic champions for 1991. The individual state chess. charripionships will
be played in Louisville, April 20-21.
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All Brands

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE

Ward-Elkins

No age limit
to apply.

753-1713

Our most popuiar
Plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
Oriany DOlicies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and Other out of MOS9,tal expenses For
uue informatioC
Call:

VCR Service

INSTRUCTION
LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

•-

•E so:

AR''Mk
sgf Og

•Qfgt

ALLIANCE

"free local
claim service"

KUT &
KURL

now does fiberglass nail extensions and nail
strengthening.

.re-cured, dark
air-cured. dark
'fired or butle.•
•
Please Call
492-8566
, after 5 p.m.

•BONUS INCOME -91Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing Easter cards and
gifts For more information
send a stamped addressed
envelope to Ti&J s cards
and gifts P 0 Box 430780
South. Miami FL 33143

Chaise lounge with
cushion starting at
39199
Patio furniture
cushions starting
at 4.99
Patio chair with
cushion starting at
21.99
Countdown clothing
racks reduced daily
In stock-Roper
boots $40. Buy
one get second 112
price

753-4199

2 for 1 Special

CHURCH CONSULTANT
United Church Directories
is looking for a hardworking, success-oriented individual to work part-time in a
sales pubic relations position Must have morning
and evening hours available Our 26 years of experience has proven that females as well as males are
equally successful You will
be contacting area churches of all faiths Bonuses
gas alloviance incentive
programs and expense
paid training school Send
resume to floyd Braun PO
Box- 407- S - Mari's, OH
45885

Marshall
County Outlet

753-1682

321 N. Main
Benton, KY 42025

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

COASTAL ,Mart 717 S
12th Accept' g appirca
Dans Apo y ^ person
8-4pm

Ctse

to Court
Square on 5th St.
S150.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
53-1916 for more

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

400 NICE SINGLES LISTINGS • send - steep: D6ian
Horne Srglcs, Bolt 323-K1-,
Rogerss":"N 371;57

.nformatior..

DRIVER needed for parttime light pck..cand delivery Sr"al, ca'
Call
Judy

WHERE were you 724 62'7
Pick any *-ierroriable date
and recer.e a framable
quality pri,- ted certificate
outlining the trends and
happenings of tnat day
Great idea for b.rthdays
reunions etc Send $5 00
cash or check to A Touch
cast PC Box 531 Murray
• 4:.Money back f

Lease For Less at
MAIM TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Corsica IT, equipped
1145992 $249.60 mite
Call Gene at 753-2617
"Pius Tax, Title a. License_
NI Ma. Owed End Lease.

EXPE-1-:-;
Apply 7

waitress
uuon at Matestic
Roya,(.- - the .-o day Inn
No
cal's p:ease
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13 IMMEDIATE OPEN"
ING5 -NEED,- a Job' AGED'-Heme for the -future'
You may qualify it •You do
not have your GED or high
school dpiorna •You are
between the ages of 16 8
21 We are ar E 0 E This
protect is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Goencil JTPA
Call JTPA Out Of School
7 5 3
9 3 7 8
8a rrr 11 30a m

'.Fr.

b•
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NEEDING dependable individuals with own trans
portation for kitchen work
Call for appointment
436 5496 or 436 2524

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
r
'
7 ca'
0.,••
-• •

I
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7eE.
PJS_E_F-7- !fr./ B:ZE

fly

.;"

7svAA hiring' Patti's and Mr
Pi di's Re kuJrant Part and
full time employees for all
positions
162 81544 or
3f.242.(rh

-

NOW hiring day shift Full
and part tme position
available Apply in person
at fi4cDonalids

ii

);
- • e- •

•

PERMANENT part time retail saes positron at Piet 1
Imports Experience preferred Some weekends re
quired Apply ,in person
9am 6pm 1205B Chestnut
St

GARFIEU)
LOOK,OPIE,A FO:y WIT14 rrs
NOSE SmASHED BETINEEN
THE PAGES Or A aooK!

SERVICE station attendant
needed Moderate me
ohanic work Apply in per
son to West Main Chevron
1417 W Main

PEANUTS
•

-

WHERE NAVE
YOU BEEN?

4

OH, Ju51 OuT5IDE SORT
OF MOPING, AROUND
BECAUSE NOBODY- LOVES ME

r
•
.
r•Pti°'----.4
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(WHAT ABOUT COOKIES'
YOUR D067 WHO SAID
COOKIES?

START $6 80ifir your
area No exp necessary
For
info
call
1 -900
ext 644
6arn 8pm 7 days $1295
phone fee
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaranteed Free details write
SD 12610 Central. Suite
255 TKY Chino, CA 91710

•0
41111'
4

Wig

•
• 3-6

1111111113KimeeSx------•

WENDY S is now hiring for
day shift-\Must be available
between the hours of
7 4pm Must be able to
work weekends Apply at
store daily between 2 4pm

SNOW SKIS Olin 871 skis
180cm length Salamon
747 bindings Salamon
SX 81 boots -size 10-10-4
SKI TOTE carrier and -SKI
HIKER'ski rack $475 firm
Retail $1575 759 4619

210
Firewood
FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your order 753-9808 474 6086

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each We will
remove 527-2932
JUNK cars and trucks Ask
for Larry 753 3633
OLD Winchester rifles
single action Colt pistols
civil war artifacts Guns
swords etc Ask for Larry
753 3633

1981 HONDA Odyssey
good condition with new
rear tires 1979 International Scout 4 wheel drive
Lock out hubs V-8 pspb
and air Removable hard
top Good condition 15q.
AC disc harrow d ua,
wheels excellent condi
Don 492-8425
BEAUTIFUL peach tat'eta
gown with matching shoes
and lace gloves All $90
Also white satin gown with
sequins $70 Both size 5
759 4503

RASPBERRY sequined
gown Size 5-6 straignt
and strapless For prom or
competition Worn only 30
minutes' 753 6558
SIZE 10 prom dress 170
759-1480

TWO lovely prom dresses
Size 8 One whitebiack
one emerald green sequin.
753-0665 after 5prn

FACTORY DIRECT Ft R•
NITCRE Factory inerruns,
cl?seouts, first quality frierchandise Odd sofas, Sealy
and Simmons mattresses, sectionals, bedroom furniture,
some slightly damaged No
prices by phone Woudcraf
refs Murra), Ky Next to
K,n.art
KINGSIZE waterbed 3mo
old 753-6470
SEARS premium roll away
bed Extra firm support
Single size innerspring
mattress $100 Like new
4-35-4589
SINGLE
753-6621

waterbed

SOFA 3 end tables dining
table with extra eaves and
4 chairs Call after 4 00pm
474 2789
SOLID cherry entertainment wall unit by American
Drew $350 After 5pm
753-8099

3BR duplex
435-4214

753 9400

3BRiamily room fireplace
livinj and dining room
Central H A stove and refrigerator
No pets
492 8634

320

CHRISTOPHER S COINS 1BR upstairs apartment
is still at Ox-Yoke Antiques stove and refrigerator turn(Hazel). Treasure House shed 753 6148 after
and Book Rack (Murray) 5 30pm
Also mail order serviceSend for free price list and 2BR 2 bath duplex Appliances furnished with
'Collection A " 15 different
microwave 1008A NorthU S coins. 'Collections B'
21 different foreign coins wood Dr No pets Now
available $450 mo
$695 each $1295 both
7-53-2905
Post-paid, 2-wk satisfaction guaranteed Free gift 2BR house or 2br apart
with every inquiry Christo- merit near downtown
pher's Coins. 1605 West 753-4109
Main, Murray Kentucky
42071 We buy coins and DUPLEX apartment in
quiet residential area near
appraise estates
University 2br appliances
753 4161
$275 mo Call 753-8096 or
UTILITY trailer Full tilt 753-2633
$250 753 48.32

2BR gaf
1615 H
Colemar

We buy
hurse s
prices to
ers Call

AKC Gok
pies $
W

0

AKC

RE

MURRAY Manor Limited
now accepting applications
for HUD 236 apts Ibr min
$150 max $202 2br, min
$176 max $237 Based on
your moon* Equal Opportunity Housing Apply at
office 9-12 or 1-3pm. Mon
Fri
NEW 2br duplex Appliances energy ethaent
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753-7457
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1. 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilidale Apts
Hardin
Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO

AKC SC
and min
$200 90

COCKER
Blondued
$40 1-38

HAVE ar
mannered
train otos
Profess or
ers servini
12 years

Peg's D
753-2915

TRUCKL
Auction F
Murray Au
Sycamore

Tt
2 BEDROOM brick I mile
past Graves Co line Hw-y
121N Stove refrigerator
Deposit and references re
quired No pets $275
489-2440 leave message
2 story 3br 2 bath nice
clean house $425mo gas
central heat Close to college on Farmer Ave
753 7634 before 10am or
after 4pre

4

A va

618-2

Obion Co. Fairgrounds

FLEA MARKET
Union City, TN

2nd Weekend of Each Month
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
7 a.m.-7 p.m 6 am.-7 p.m. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential Invest;
gations Southside Shopping Center, Suite 2102
Murray, 753-2641
SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales service, supplies parts and
rental units Locai company Call 1 800 248 4419
WANT a faster refund"
Why 'pay more for electronic fiiirg, Our prices
start at $20 00, Ca' Hodge
Noel 'and AstociafeS,
income tax professionals at
753-6069 or 759 1425

Mobile
Homes For Sale

For further information, call: Days-I901i
KX5-536l; Nights-(901) 469-5663.
Rai. Alford. Prorrieter & Operator We have meved the So
Fulton Rea Market to these premises in better sene you'
Come 7, see &Ls'
1).a...r10 Sunday at .? p sri

US Job Far 53$ kb Fair $$$ Job Fair US Job Fr US
If you missed the opportunity to talk a nevv career in
trucking at the Mayfield Job Fa'

Great News!
If you think you've got what it takes
be in Paducah, KY March 7, 1991

From 1-6 p.m.
Thrifty Inn 1-24 @ Exit 4 Room 108 •

!I you have the desire to be a

1987 MOBILE home 28R
2 bat utifty room central
HA Will rent lot $50 mo
753 6033

Local classroom training Financial Aid available
Resident training Middletown Ohio

CLAYTON 1991 14 wide
Lots or options Only
$9995 Gateway Mobile
Homes 527 1427
MUST sell' 14x76 Fleet
wood Buccaneer 3br,'2 full
baths with new ublity pole
and underpinning Resume
payments or pay balance of
$16 900 753 1932 after
5prn

AI
Service
refngen
microwa

Fact
Tapp

1978 14x70 Fleetwood 2br
2 bath with appliances
753 9674;

24tt PERRY travel trailer
serf contained, skirted insulated underpinned Ex
cellent condition brick pa
ho privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E

Sort

Register to win a FREE country ham Sellers nix eligible to
V•in26acres Plenty of parking' l't.Itf'lsq ft of heated&
cooled spa,:e

professional trucker
now's the time to make it happen Tr' State Semi Driver Training Representative will be present to
pre -qualify for training CRST will be hiring exper
.enced and non expenenced driVers
-------JTPA
Kentucky Displaced Workers PrOgram
Sponsored by

2 12 WIDES Take your
choice only $1495 1Needs
some repair) Gateway Mo
bile Homes 527-1427

Ca

March 8, 9 8(. 10 ,

Tri-State Semi-Driver Training, Inc.
with CRST Trucking
For further Information call collect
(618) 997-8150

Saturd
Auction
Puryeari
Puryear
miles ani
Go I mi
Road, gi
SELLINt
Real Est
Blanton
equipmen
101 Mitt
Thu chowei
road and hi
TRACT
dwelling se
and kitchen,

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
• Medicare pays less than 2°.
• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
An estimated one in four Americans over
65 Will- spend time in a nursing home
'In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
'Medicaid, -the government program for

the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.

MUST sell 1470 3br
1'4 bath 1985 mobile
home Unfurnished avail
able imniledialety Asking
$10200, but will consider
any offer 759 1552 before
8pm

If you are concerned, give us a cell for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

NEW 1991 14x70 Clayton
3br 2 bath You must see
the quality and decor in this
beautiful home Only
$13,900 at Gateway Mobile
Homes 527 1427

Hopkinsville Fed. Savings. Building

McConnell
Insurance Agency

period of in,
improvernen
approximate
of ground g
cropping
TRACT 25
& as a who

TRACT 2: 2
build
has burned 1
good eiCSII1C
storage

lensing

TRACT 3: 1
mad Thu'
:and on the sr
sae and ray.
Rase 1990
ACCT1ONE
Pars, Puryea
sites,long in
for cattle, Is
buy plan or
TERMS: 20
FARMUSG 1
Tractor (941
1 -owner, to
loader sibuc
Wu plow,4die. Case 3'
mower, Lily
die
TERMS:Cal
aedit requin
osaaway. T1
Ilmmos
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‘13rsin 11.
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901 644
PUPPles

310

Apartments
LAWN chairs of unusual
For Rent
wooden design Also snake
bone earrings 759 4431 to 1 & 2BR apartments 3mi
order •
east of town Call 753-8848
before 8pm
PLATE: and ball for
1BR duplex $175'mo
Gooseneck trailer
759-1390 ask for Dana
7536621

1 5 ACRES 14x80 3br 2
bath mobile home 3 stall
TAPPAN 30in gas range
$100 436 5394 after 5prri Onechanic shop On Hwy
121 between Coldwater
WHIRLPOOL chest freezer and Graves County Line
489 2932
10cu ft $200 753 7944

Peach gray white twin
comforter with 2 peach bal
loon valance $40 full size
peach wicker headooard
$40 759 1293 after
5 30pm

LARGE 2br w d hook up
garage mini blinds 1602
Main $275 Coleman RE
753-9898

EXTRA nice 2br duplex
central H A appliances
furnished Very clean Coleman RE 753 9898 .•

240

Appliances

6 OAK spindie pressed
back kitchen chars 1930
already stripped Set $180
753-6147

2BR upstairs apartment
Water furnished After 5pm
753 0087

SHOP on Andrus Dr
759-4782 days or
489-2255 nights

WANT to rent a trailer lot in
Murray or close by
753 0665 after 5pm

WOODEN storage buildings 8x16 starts at $1095
10x16 $142450 12x24
$2395 Other sizes available Acree Portable Budd
ings 502 247 78.21

2BR duplex in Northwood
Appliances furnished
$285,mo 759 4406

A 'BRAND new bock duplex 2br, ac gas heat all
appliances No pets
753-7688 or 759 4703
nights

WOOD for sale 753 9745
759 9739

Miscellaneous

Apartments
For Rent

OFFICE
complex
1600sq ft Central heatiair,
ample parking security
system $550 per ma Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753-1222 or 753-3372

Want
To Rent

I SR

30in ELECTRIC stove arid
20cu ft. refrigerator Both
for $250 Fhone 753 7777

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5209

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

‘111.1.10‘. SIRES %ill.LIONAIRES PANGS( R 'S U tNDY IS B CK
MURRAY.. ('had c
Sale-1 Pharmacy

SUNTAN booth 753 3488

CATHY

,-•

FORD Ferguson tractor
Completely rebuilt new
tires 12V electric system
$1600 Call days 753-9998
nights 436 2902

ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tg.grA
1 15 S •3th St

•

REPOSSESSIONS 2 14
wides Take your choice
3lor 2 bath real nice Make
approximately 2 back payments and move in Gate
way Mobile Homes
527 1427

Mobile
Home For Rent

LOCAL vending route Low
investment Company sup
port 1 800 348 2444

EASTER Sale 25% off on
doll houses 10%()Won doll
furniture Discounts good
the month of March Wood
N Crafts Cuba Road May
held Ky 247-5936

PON
• ••••

7

JOHN Deere 6 row hard
land bean planter $1250
498 8725

Business
Opportunity

LAIh,R.ATORY SUPERVISOR. Aturray Sutc
kersay. .Pouuun in Student
Health Services If S degree
in Medical 'Technology or op-propriate science required,
certification as a medical
technologist hy an acceptable
agency: a minimum of tsso
years of clinkal expenence
required, supersisory expenence preferred hut not man
datory Must he able to per
form analysis and demonstrate proficiency in a S ancty
of routine and spccialited 13
horatory procedures Must
also demonstrate the ability to
operate different types of sophisticated electronic equipment Responsible for quality
control programs and maintename of labsselifory -kirpr•Ites
Full-time nine months, parttime in the summer Salary
commensurate Kith qualifications and expenence and a
comprehensise employee
benefits plan is pros hied
Appl...ants should submit re
.cum.:, along voth salary requirements and names and
addresses of three references
to Roberta Garfield, AdminiStfali0t, Stddenz Health Set
‘lurra% State l'ni‘cr
say. ‘1,...rra.

_

Mb...

WILL babysit in my borne
Mon Fri 759 4105
tOri

4th & Chestnut

••

-

FORD 2000 diesel new
rubber all around Good
hydraulic Excellent condi
Don $3150 753-178.8

280

Jr. Food
Mart

45•-•a.•••E7

5'.

I WILL keep and care for a
lady or husband and wife in
my home in Hazel Exper
lanced and good refer
ences 492 8510

Apply in person

LANDSCAPLNG and lawn care fiep needed Experience in this area a plus
Retuees c.7,-1Sidered.
436 5805

Start

'

• .."•-

Looking for dependable. friendly

BE on TV many needed
for commercials Now, hiring all ages for casting infg
Call (615)7797111 Et
T-1173

RUTHIE S Unrversity BP
Station now open Sundays
8am 5pm

no

Mobile
Homes For Sale

ACT NOW , Excellent
wages, Spare time assembly Easy work at
home No experience Call
1 504 641 7778 Ext 2329
Open 24 hdursq including
Sunday

The family of
Inez Smith
wishes to thank
our freinds and
neighbors for
their thoughtfulness.
Truman. Jim
and Ellen

Jerry PicConnell
Insurance

WANTED
TO BOY

270

Help
Wanted

Notice
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & T1MF-S

gia)

170

Livestock
& Supplies

LARGE wooded lakefront
lot on main channel One
mile from Kenlake adiacent
to Manna 502 489 2455

121
South
next to Key
Auto Parts

We buy and sell newiused
hhirse stock trailers Fair
prices for good used trail
ers Call us first' 759 4408

LOT in lakefront subdivi
sion Access to three boat
ramps beach camp
ground, and swimming
pool $3000 Financing
available 753 5541

Wed., Thurs.,
Fri.
8 a.m.-?

300

AKC Golden Flefatever pup
pies $150 shots &
wormed
901 644 1850
AKC Registered Boxer
puppies 901 587 2491
AKC SCOTTISH Terriers
and miniature Pinchers
$200 901 648 5697

iS

ris
'In
pri
at

COCKER Spaniel puppies
Blond red not registered
$40 1 382 2369
HAVE an obedient well
mannered safe dog You
train classes or we train
Profess.onal cerufiecl trainers serving Murray for over
12 years 436 2858
Peg's Dog
753 2915

nt
21
i7
for
ed

Grooming

gin
Public
S.

COMMERCIAL property
2800sq ft next to gol
course on N 16th and Ut
terback Rd 753-0521 o
436 2165 after 5pm
KOPPERUD REALTY of
fers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes
all prices
753 1222 toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L
PROPERTY for sale Located in Coles Campground Penny and Kirksey
community Small acreage
or mini farm Ca11489 2161
after 6pm
AUCTION your real estate
property to setde your es
tate Call Wilson Real Es
tate 753 3263 or Wayne
Wilson 753 5086 Or Dan
Miller 435 4144

Just
Turned
Or

Sanding and Finishing
Bodeau Floor Co.
Oak Sates & Installation
Stained & Bleached Floors Our Specialty!
Modern Dustless Equipment
Since 1954

"Call Don":

362-0160

Gilhertsville, KY -42044
Seruing the Entire Purchase Area

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window act- conditioners
refngerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves- di sh`washers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson•Brown

753-5341 or 753-1270-----

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.
PUBLIC AUCTION
Salurday, March 16th •• 10 a.m., 1991
Rain or Shme

Lunch Ituaiiahle

Purvear. Tennessee

Auction will he field on the farm 6 miles east of
P
• u ry ear,Tennessee. Turn east off of 441 Hwy.in
Puryear onto 140E towards Buchanan. Go 4.1
miles and turn left at Corbin's Corner (;rocery.
Go 1 mile and turn right onto Herschel Sikes
Road, go 1 miles to farm on left and right.
SELLING FOR DIVISION: Alexander Auctions &
Real Estate has been commissioned by Thomas
Blanton and Linda Elliott to sea this farm
and
equipment to the highest bidd,er.
101 ACRES OFFERED
3 TRAMS & AS A 34110LE.
Thu choice 10 gently rolling farm is locateMon both sides of
blacktop
road and has a blacktop road along the east boundary
TRACT I: 41 Acres on north side of blacktop Improved
with a
dwelling a a mason ite side home with large combination living more
and kitchen. 3 bedrooms and 1 bath Home has been vacated
for.
period of months and needs decorating and some renovation
Other
improvements include a storage building and tobacco barn
Ilas
approximately 20 acres of tillable land This farm is a rectangular
tract
of ground gently rolling to level, suitable for livestock and row
cropping
TRACT 2& 3: 60 Aat tract south of blacktop road Offered in 2
tracts
& as a whole
TRACT 2:27 acres in curve of road Improved with well. septic
tank,
storage building & stock barn Has a nice home site where a resider.te
has burned This gently rolling tract has blacktop frontage on two
sides
good elevation arid almost all tillable and with outside
and some cross
fencmg
TRACT 3: 32 acres South of Tract? with long frontage on blacktop
road This Tact has some rolling land on the north end and
flat, level
land on the south end Approximately 90% tillable Excellent
for home
sae and row -crop
Base 1990 Cons 17 47 Acres • 1990 Tobacco 1 9 Acres
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: This choice farm is con ven ianly
located to
Paris, Puryear, Paris Landing, Buchanan or Murray Helmet
building
sites, long road frontage and good terrain If you are looking
for a farm
for cane, livestock or cropping,then inspect this farm He prepared
to
buy part or all Possession upon delivery of deed

rs.

Tualkis: 20% down day of section. Balance dee within "Xl days.
FARM P'SG EQUIPMENT SELLS batliST: 43 Massey Ferguson
242

Tractor (941 Hrs )Good condiuonispin out Ilheels(cyl
tnder hookup/
1 -owner. Ford 4-row planter, Ford 2-row. Clill1781.0f, Ford
front end
loader *Nadia, new Holland tobacco setter, post hole digger,
Ford 3
Mm plow,4-wheel wagon,Gleanor combine md 153, Ford 10 Owe!
disc, Cue 330 hay baler, new Holland 256 hay rake, Ford
6' cycle
mower. 1.11y sprayer, electric 4-wheel trailer, 5. blade. Case
10 wheel
disc
TERMS. Cash,cashiers check.testified check or current hank letter of
credit required by all persons not personally known by the
auction
company THIS IS A MUST'
Thomas Blanton, Linda Elliott, Owners, Paris, Tenn

lartin I
ott

CARS
'90 Toyota Camry...........11,917
19 Pont. Grand Pril LE _1,987
19 Toyota Camry.............19987
'89 Toyota Ceiba GT-----110.987
'89 Cressida.
.16,487
Toyo CortIla
33 Btick Ave,...........11337
'81 Toyota Cressida......„.13,487
18 Chevy Craro.........„.487
18 Toyota
11 Pont, Balne,
'87 Chrys, LeBNon .......
'17 3ilY1 ...... .....14.487
'97 Chevy Cpice
'87 Toyota Corolla--------------15.981

2BR brick 1 car garage
newly remodeled
753-6633
2BR with appliances ceiling tan carport, fenced
yard, outbuilding Priced in
$20s
Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR 1 bath in city Fenced
backyard Low utilities and
priced in $30 s Call
753-4801
3BR 2 bath brick in city with
new carpet, paint and wallpaper Fireplace with insert 2 car garage, large
outbuilding Immediate
possession. Priced to sell
at $72.500 759-1233

RF.I. EST‘1

1les.inder. 11e.tioneer

3BR 2 bath brick Extra
nice Price reduced
759-1751
4BR 3 bath. 1/, story Vinyl
siding v. mi south of Coles
Campground Church
Acreage available
$125.000 OBO 753-7975
NICE 3br cabin on lake big
lot A bargain at $29,900
Call 753-9586 before 5pm
753 0292 after 5pm
PRICE reduced 2br brick
large rooms remodeled
Stain Master carpet low
utilities Coleman RE
753-9898
WATERFRONT. Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath
covered deck 354-6006

no
Motorcycles
1982 MODEL
Odessey 250
502 753-9762

Honda
motor

1986 HONDA V65 Magna
753-2473 after 4 30pm
1987 HONDA 250R
4-wheeler Ridden very
knie Lots of extras Dick
Lepek tires 2 new sets of
wheels and tires Excellent
condition $1800 435 4004
after 6pm or before 9arn
1987 SUZUKI Quad Racer
500 Very good condition
Lots of extras Serious in
quiries only 753 7072
7am 5pm Mon Fri Ask for
Richie
1988 Prr"
0d
Iorheeler
Trail
new
421
9
753 rt..
1988 YAMAHA Banshee
Excellent condition $2000
753-7122
180
Auto
Services

Alexander

‘t( I IONS &

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

2106 South Main Benton,Ky 6 rooms 1 bath, new
siding, new triple pane cerwindoW"s insulated
doors with lead glass. 6
shade trees, fenced in
backyard, 2 decks asphalt
driveway, carport and garage. alot of inside and outside storage A real bargain
at $39,500 753-6394 before 5pm, after 527-1116

•m•

•All Repairs Ar(• Guaranteed

S 11.1•A

I' XI Lie. No. 67
I irm lit.
107
tir I ni%tr.itt St. Ph. 55"-424.1 ‘1.irtin. I .‘1121Nlar tin \It sandt r
1,
•1,5

1988 THUNDERBIRD
turbo coupe Great shape
all the extras 49xxx miles
Phone 527-3762

r ,
p •• ae, • • ••• .

1100sq ft 3br 1 bath Garage 2 blocks from university Mid $40s 753-1404,
753-6128

Ready
and
Available.
Phone
618-283-2741

ice
;as
;col
we
or

r,o,

MATHIS Transmission and
Automotive Service 624 N
4th St 753-6374

'87 Oids Galas Supreme 2
'5,475
5Nerato Po.; 15,075
Long vineei base
'84 Istau Trooper 4x4
14,175
77 GMC Sprint........'3,475
'81 Fcrd
'3,175
Blue
85 De Ram PU
'V Citation
'2,075
4 dr.

'1,775
2
E DoNe Omni
C!..eieite

11,775
'625

2 dr.

'80 ticta
'1,375
'72 Scout 4x4
'1,275
'83 Mara'425
Mechanic's Special

'86 Cry. 5th Ave .„.,,,,......,7,487
'16 Chevy Celebrity.....r...'4,487
'86 Honda Accad DX.„,... 7.487
'86 Pont Sunlird GT........15,987
'16 Toy, Caolla......
'85 Toy
15487
'15 Bud Prk
15 Dids Cera
'84 Buid Cal LISA
'84 Oils Delta
'14 Top Caalan„.„...,...1287
'82 Toyota Corolla._.....„1.787
78 Buil
78 Datsun
77 Ford LTD II-----------------1.737
71 Ddge
.........717
TRUCKS
19 Tolotl gab 44......10.487
'89 Ford Ranger XLT........7.787
'8; Chevy S•10„„„............16.987
'89 Toyota
88 Fad F.350 Van
'88 Toyot Runner.„.... 11,487
'18 Phircuth ioyap.„,..10,487
'17 Toy, SRS 4 Runner .„10,987
'17 Mazda414--------------------16.987
'87 Toyota 1 Tx
16.987
'86 Chevy
'86 511zu
'86 Sit --------------------F2,787
'86 Ford F150 XLT 414 _1,487
15 GlIC S.15.
12$7
'15, Mg Ran 1$3 SE.....'5297
15 Toyota Laig Bed.. '1,917
'82 Cheri
'80 Toyott Pickup
10 Fad Custo
Lirey

81 Calvert • Greg 8,adsi•ar,
Tirri Try-a^
Chris Bearder Bus
Chad Coc0i,ar Ge- "

TOYOTA

Services
Offered

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492 8561

WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435-4169

A lA Firewood now taking
pre fall orders 5 rick $100
for 1st 50 callers Previous
150 customers eligible
only For information call
492-8254

CUSTOS/ KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOYIORIUNG

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

Al TREE Service Stump
removal, spraying, hauling,
yard work and mowing
Free estimates 753-0906
after 5pm 759-9816.
753-0495
A B Masonary brick block
and stone Will do any type
of large or small jobs Guarantee quality work
489 2982 anytime

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by 8 see our showroom

I will break arid disc gar
dens, bushhog and any
type of blade work Fa info
call 492-8722

409 St:NEWRY-MURRAY ,Benne Sunrif
arearli
7634940

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formic-a, all colori
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-55o0
A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759-1835

ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling porches,
roofing concrete driveways, painting maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

NEW STYLE SALE
CALL TOLL FREE TN, KY, MO & IL
u 1 800-264-4941

-c acv$

MAG S Errand Service offers housesittng grocery
shopping postal and bank
trig needs etc 753 9630
Mon-Fri 8-5 References

ANY remodeling, building
painting & roofing Free es
timates' References
435 4632

arp
startse
, et
Hi-Low at 94,f38
Sculptured
Carpet $A39

k

Color
Derby Tan

PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

We Stock DuPont Stammaster and
Monstanto Stain Blocker

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255'

-."

Monsanto
Stain Blocker
Track Less

$Q88

Over 700 Area Rugs
In Stock & On Sale

Your Price/Quality Leader

Classified Ad
Sale!
March Only

Run an ad 3 days
get 1 day

FREE

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:

1988 OZARK Crappie
Cruiser 2011 90hp Johnson
$ 7250 080
4-36 2701

G W CONSTRUCTION.
Gerald Walters roofing
painting, vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

✓
✓
✓
✓

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST OR
MEDICAL LAB TECHNICIAN:
Certification by the Registry Board of
Clinical Pathologists or equivalent is
required.
Full. part & PRN positions available.
For details contact:
Personnel I>ept

(502)762-11011

Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.

All standard rates on classified reader
ads will remain in effect. If you are a
regular classified customer and your ad is
already scheduled for March, you will
automatically receive the benefit from the
sale.

Marra% -Calloway Counts Hospital a leader in
prowling quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee annourn VS
the folloulrig job openings

Takeedivan
nastage
Sale and

MURRAY
CALLOVAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

aft

SAVE!
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to place your ad.

$11:1 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 420;I
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Has Stain Resist

ROCKY COLSON Home
1983 CUTLASS Brougham APPLIANCE SERVICE
Repair Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing conwith air, ps'pb tilt, cruise, Kenmore Westinghouse
wire wheels AM/FM cas- Whirlpool 30 years experi- crete Free estimates Call
sette, blue Very sharp ence Bobby Hopper, 474-2307
$2000 1981 Honda Accord 436-5848
ROGER Hudson rock haul
2 door hatchback 5 speed
BACKHOE Service - ROY ing, gravel, sand dirt, drivehas transmission problem
HILL Junior Thorn opera- way rock 753-4545
All Ad Items In Stock
$800080 753-1651 days,
tor 30 years experience
753-6763 759-1823
489-2266 nights
Septic system drive-ways
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
1983 FORD Mustang PS/ hauling foundations etc
Removal Insured with full
PB, new timing chain, new 759-4664
line of equipment including
heater core $2000 OBO
Call beeween 5pm and BILL Travis trucking for 6011 aerial trucks and brush
gravel, dirt fill sand and chipper To assure a safer
8pm 753-5217
operation at a lower comwhite rock 474-2779
Meets FHA Specs.
1983 MERCURY Marquis
petitive cost Free esti
BUILDER. new homes. mates without obligation
V6. local owner $2000
garages additions. remod
753-4389, 753-5960
Day or nite 753-5484
eling, framing decks, pa1984 CUTLASS 2 door
T
C Dinh Repair and Main
psy
tios, solar green houses
$2000 759-1449
pole barns Experienced tenance Plumbing and
ect to resent tock
Electrical
Cleaning
1986 PLYMOUTH Voyager carpentry Tnpp Williams
Sewer
1210/12
12
Main
753-056
3 after 5pm
LE Has ps/pb cruise tilt
Street 753 6111 office
electric seat and windows
CHIN1 Chim Chimney 753-0606 after 5pm
Nice' $6500 753-7516
Sweeps has 10% Senior CitiVCR REPAIR Wood VCR
zen discounts. We sell chim1987 DODGE Daytona
Service
Center, cleaning ney
caps and screens
Loaded, T top low miles
servicing $15 most repairs
435-4191.
753-6675
$35 all brands 3rd Street
COMPLETE home repair
Almo Open 9-12 15
Carpentry, electric and
Mon -Fri 753-0530
plumbing, also appliance
va/7
'.-P-et
YARD work - mowing and
repair Including refrigerapainting
Free
estimates
Hwy. 641 f'?,
tion and A/C 7510318
1978 DODGE Ram Char
Open
753-8463 after 3 30pm
Puryear, TN
ger 4x4 $1750 OBO
Mon.-Sat..
CONTRACTCR Portable
436-2701
(formerly
WILL do yard work and odd
buildings, pole barns, genTill
jobs of any kind No job too
Paschall's)
1979 CHEVROLET low mi- eral home improvements
5 p.m.
leage,dean, loaded Must Quality work for less Cus- small 759-4401
tomer satisfaction guaransell 753-3942
teed Free estimates L E
1979 CHEVROLET Cus- Williams 489-2663
tom Deluxe farm truck
1983 Ford Ranger XL Cut- CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
lass Cruiser '87 station wa- and Cooling Service Corn'
plete service on all central
gon 753-8331
cooling, all makes and
1979 CJ5 Jeep 6 cylinder, models Call Gary
at
good shape, needs paint 759.4754
lob Best offer 474 8820
LICENSED for electric,
1979 FORD F150 4x4 Call gas. refrigeration Installaafter 4pm 474-2789
tion and repair Free estimates 753-7203
1982 CHEVY pickup 1 ton
flatbed 4 speed 16xx x EXPERIENCED painter miles 437-4456
paperhanging, wall coverings furniture refinishing
1987 CHEVROLET pickup
PS/PB, air condition, AM/ touch-up and blending
FM cassette, short-wide 436-5002
wheel base. 32,000 miles
FENCE sales at Sears
436-2524. 436 5496
now Call Sears 753-2310
1989 CHEVIVLET S10 for free estimate for your
Topgun Excellent condi- needs
tion
Low mileage
GENERAL Repair plumb753-7102
ing roofing tree work
1990 CHEVROLET 4x4 436-2642
black Silvered° Loaded. GUTTERING By Sears
(6 days-2 days free, 9 days-3 days free)
short wheel base
Sears residential and corn
753-9467 after 6pm
mercal continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

OF MURRAY

NEW and used Ores Key
Auto Parts Hwy 1215
753-5500

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No yob too
small 753-4251

Services
Offered

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free estimates 759-1683

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard 1979 COUGAR XR7, Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers Most parts
Music Murray's Alpine Car
loaded white, excellent in
stock-, on my truck All
Audio Specialist, Dixieland condition 753-0548
work and parts warranted
Center, I block from MR,
Ask for Andy at The Ap1981 MAZDA RX7 $1250
dorms
pliance Works. 753-2455
435-4129

The Murray
Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
753-1916

40!

re
75

C.

753-1250

1990 GEO Pram Factory
warranty Sell for payoff
After 5pm, 753-8099

'i.

•

Open 11 a m til Dark

2211 0 DAY sailboat Days
753-999g. nights
436-2902

4 Miles South 121 at
Cherry Corner

1989 FORD Escort LX
Auto 4 door 753-6633

•

TRUCKLOAD Grocery
Auction, Friday March 8th
Murray Auction House 810
Sycamore St Murray Ky

iile
wy

\\brking
Around
The
Clock
Rr
.•• • s • q

1977 VOLKSWAGON
Rabbit runs terrific Great
on gas Blue 49xxx miles
$200 OBO 759-9728

1988 Z24 Cavalier 6 cylinder black excellent condition Low miles, cruise tilt,
sunroof. ow/pi Luggage
rack, aluminum wheels
$8500 753-9916 after
5pm

Horne,
For Sale

5,7-e

Charles McCuiston
Used Cars

1987 RED Pontiac Sunbird
G T 4 cylinder automatic
Very sharp $.5200
753-3704

LOTS for sale Gatesboro
area 753 0800 759 4577
460

1969 OLDS 98 New roof
new seat covers power
windows less than
100,000 miles Call
753-1913 after 5pm

1978 BUICK Regal Good
motor, new tires $850 Call
753-5292

LOT on the lake Water,
septic tank field tile,
electric pole Ready to
hook-up to camper, trailer
or house 753-4060

&411
,
os

)3

Used
Cars

IN Bagwell Manor from
$10,000 753-4389

Yard
Sale

;

490
Lots
For Sale

D.
12

PAGE 91.

CLASSIFIEDS

41110

2BR gas heat appliances
1615 Hamilton $275mo
Coleman RE 753 9898

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6, 1991
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niE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

WEDNESDAY, MARCII b. 1991
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It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
Whole-In-The-Bag
U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless Top

SIRLOIN STEAK

89
Sliced FREE
Taste-O-Sea
Fish Sticks

U.S. #1 Red

P011
5 Lb.:1
Bag E

Reelfoot Red
Label. Meaty Jumbo

FRANKS

29

1

Lb.
Reelfoot Red Label

Bologna

$1.19
lb. $1.49

12 oz.

R. Brand

Smoked Sausage

(., rpEp _
-"ea
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IGA 1/2 Gal.

BUTTERMILK

poiTio"citiciPs

4

sigiliE

BATH

PEPSI PRODUCTS
12 Pk. 12 Oz. Cans
Limit 2

119C 79° I 99c 2P5

RC COLA, DIET RITE,
SUNDROP

Additional Quantities

Why Pay More

Tea Bags

'Inc
100 C1.

Why Pay More

Shortening

rat Gravey Train
42 oz. 90
. Dog Food_ 20 lb.

I •

$8.99

Why Pay More 64 ox.
Cranberry
Juice

$1.99

Why Pay More

Catsup

•LL Pi/OPOSI.P

FLOUP

v*,

Country Hearth Wheat

SANDWICH BREAD
20 oz. Loaf

..111111
Tropicana Frozen
OR
JUICE

Martha Whle
hoUn
5 Lb. Bag

•

s
a
c
Ham

12 Oz.

DETERGENT
39 Oz. Box

9189

TOVVIN

EFFECTIVE DATES:
Mu. 142, 1991

Surf Laundry

[Puiti
Purim Liquid

BLEACH
Gallon

88c

I
,

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and *red
printing errors.

